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Does it seem strange to you?  
The confetti, the balloons, the mile-wide grins?  

The victory dance to welcome in the heir to a state of disrepair?  
'Cause it sure seems strange to me.  

They're acting like they won the lottery.  
But shouldn't they feel terror at the task that lies ahead?  

To feed and house the people that this system's left for dead.  
And could I have hit the nail much harder on the head?  
It's profits before lives. They are motivated by greed.  

First they taught us to depend on their nation-states to mend  
our tired minds, our broken bones, our bleeding limbs.  

And now they've sold off all the splints and contracted out the tourniquets.  
And if we jump through hoops, then we might just survive.  

Is this what we deserve?  
To scrub the palace floors?  
To fight amongst ourselves,  

as we scramble for the crumbs they spit out?  
Frothing at the mouth about the scapegoats that they've chosen for us.  
With every racist pointed finger, I hear the goose steps getting closer.  

They no longer represent us. Is it not our obligation  
to confront this tyranny? 

 
 

-PROPAGANDHI, the Nation-State Lottery 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Since September 11, 2001 the U.S. Border Patrol has grown from 9,821 to 20,273 agents, more 

than doubling in size and in the process becoming the largest federal law enforcement agency in 

the United States.  This dissertation queries the everyday geographies of the agency’s practices; 

the ways that these geographies intersect with and affect circuits and practices of human 

migration; how the Border Patrol conceptualizes “threat” and maps this onto people and territory 

they may then police; the environmental conditions that limit or constrain the everyday reach and 

efficacy of Border Patrol operations in the remote Arizona desert; the discourses, anxieties and 

everyday conditions of encounter in rural border regions that drive some residents to call for an 

even greater increase in border policing; and finally, social movements in the City of Tucson, AZ 

that have sought to combat, resist and undermine immigration policing through the fabric of 

everyday life.  The dissertation draws from two years of fieldwork in southern Arizona and 

southeast Michigan examining the complex interactions between residents, civil society actors 

and law enforcement personnel.  Research methods included archival research; semi-structured 

interviews; and ethnographic observation alongside non-governmental organizations, non-status 

immigrants and at Homeland Security trade events.  The research contributes to geographic 

literatures on security, migration and border policing in the United States, applying posthumanist 

theory and feminist methodologies to unpack how material conditions of encounter shape state 

security practice, how this security practice in turn affects people’s everyday conditions of social 

reproduction, and how these everyday conditions of social reproduction may in turn shape or 

compel social movement practices that contest these outcomes.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

It just so happens that two-and-a-half weeks before I began my longest stretch of field work in 

Detroit, MI the U.S. Senate “Gang of Eight” ad-hoc committee preparing a comprehensive 

immigration reform package unveiled their draft legislation. About five weeks later the 

legislation passed through the Senate Judiciary Committee and onto the Senate floor for 

consideration by the full legislative body.  Exactly one month after this, on June 21, 2013, the 

Senate voted on and adopted what became known as the “Corker-Hoeven” amendment, which 

would massively expand the already considerable enforcement measures included in the bill. As 

modified by Corker-Hoeven, the Senate’s 2013 “immigration reform” package would have: 

 

• added 18,000 new Border Patrol agents, almost doubling the size of the agency; 

• constructed hundreds of new miles of single or double-layered border fencing; 

• appropriated $3.6 billion to expand the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and other 

surveillance technologies along the border; 

• mandated the full implementation of an entry-exit visa verification system at all U.S. 

ports of entry; 

• mandated 100% employer compliance with E-verify (a federal database system that 

confirms the identity and immigration status of all newly-hired employees); 

• expanded the waiver of all conservation and cultural preservation laws for construction 

of physical boundary enforcement infrastructure; 

• tripled the criminal prosecution of immigration violations through “Operation 

Streamline” in Tucson federal court; and 
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• postponed implementation of a pathway to normalization and citizenship until all of the 

above were accomplished. 

 

Responding to a question about whether this suite of provisions would be sufficient to allay the 

concerns of border security hawks in the US House of Representatives, Arizona Senator John 

McCain (part of the Senate’s “Gang of Eight”) told CNN “I mean, this is not only sufficient, this 

is well over sufficient.  We'll be the most militarized border since the fall of the Berlin Wall!” 

(Kludt, 2013). Similarly, Senator Lindsey Graham (also part of the “Gang of Eight”) boastfully 

told Fox News that by adopting the Corker-Hoeven amendments the Senate had “practically 

militarized the border” (Aronsen, 2013). 

Yet even the Senate legislation’s much-touted “pathway to citizenship,” the supposed 

tradeoff for these “militarization” provisions, was extremely narrow in its coverage and punitive 

in its operation.  To qualify for eventual regularization of status under the 2013 Senate bill an 

individual would have had to first prove continuous presence in the country since December 31, 

2011, and then recorded as a “Registered Provisional Immigrant” – a status that would initially 

last six years and could be renewed for an additional six years provided the individual prove 

continuous employment without interruption; maintain an income of not less than 125% of the 

federal poverty level; submit to a criminal and national security background check; pay a $1,000 

penalty for each period of RPI renewal; avoid conviction for any deportable offense; submit 

proof of having paid all federal taxes and back taxes for the individual’s entire period of 

residence in the United States; and maintain continued physical presence in the United States for 

the duration of RPI status (see Border Security, Economic Opportunity, and Immigration 

Modernization Act of 2013).  While under RPI status an individual would remain ineligible for 
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all public benefits, and any failure to meet the requirements detailed above would automatically 

disqualify this individual from continuation of status.  After 10 years in RPI status, anybody 

who’d successfully navigated the above could apply for a green card, provided that all 

immigration visa backlogs had cleared (some backlogs are presently as long as 20 years for 

certain categories of visa, assigned to particular countries of origin). The applicant would then be 

evaluated based on the same merit-based criteria used to evaluate all other applicants for 

Permanent Residency in the United States. After 2 years as a Lawful Permanent Resident, a 

former RPI status-holder could apply for formal U.S. citizenship, finally accomplishing formal 

equality and protection under the law. 

Due to the demanding nature of this regularization regime, Peter Schey of the Center for 

Human Rights and Constitutional Law estimated that were the Senate legislation to pass, less 

than half of the present undocumented population of the United States would have been able to 

successfully see the process through to its end (Schey, 2013).  Those who failed to qualify for the 

“pathway to citizenship,” or who for whatever technical or circumstantial reason fell off during 

its twelve year-plus trajectory, would then have been subject to a far more aggressive, punitive 

and well-resourced immigration enforcement regime.  As Schey concluded, these individuals 

“will most likely be left facing an extremely harsh and unforgiving set of laws almost certain to 

eventually force their detention and deportation (if detected) or more likely leave them in 

undocumented status for the rest of their lives (if undetected)” (ibid.). 

Just as troubling, yet receiving much less scrutiny than the narrow “pathway to 

citizenship” described above, was a provision in the Senate bill that would have required that the 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security certify having obtained “persistent surveillance” along 

the entire expanse of the Mexico/U.S. border, and an “effectiveness rate” of 90%, which would 
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communicate that the Border Patrol had successfully accomplished the ability to a) detect all 

unauthorized incursions into US territory; and b) interdict and apprehend at least 90% of these 

incursions in each of its nine southwest enforcement sectors – all before the government could 

even initiate the regularization program.  Many pro-immigration reform Democrats and their 

allies asserted that, like the adoption of Corker-Hoeven, these border security “triggers” were 

merely an olive branch to pro-enforcement Republicans to indicate the shared seriousness with 

which they approached the project of ‘border security.’  The “triggers,” these actors claimed, 

were a political symbol, but so poorly-defined and difficult to audit that they could easily be 

manipulated by the very same administration pushing for the immigration reform package to 

begin with, ensuring that the “pathway to citizenship” would proceed apace (albeit a very slow 

one). 

Yet it was the very ambiguity of these enforcement targets, and of the methodologies 

available to verify their accomplishment, that, I worried, could just as easily be mobilized to 

indefinitely forestall any legal benefit to those presently without status.  At the same time, the 

history of the U.S. Border Patrol’s efforts to accomplish these and similar objectives – 

“persistent surveillance” and “operational control” over remote stretches of the US/Mexico 

borderlands; a comprehensive and quantitative set of matrices that could meaningfully evaluate 

the agency’s progress; and Congress’s efforts to scrutinize and verify the agency’s operational 

accomplishments – suggested this as a likely outcome (see Boyce, 2013a; 2013b; Appendix C).  

It was my impression that few in the pro-immigrant advocacy world understood the seriousness 

of this problem.  And as the Homeland Security state invests in new rounds of technological 

investment and quantitative matrices – and as Congress debates the merits of new operational 

targets and various policy reforms – this still appears to be the case.  
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In the months that followed the US Senate’s June 27, 2013 passage of the Corker-

Hoeven-enhanced immigration reform bill there were vocal and passionate debates within and 

among immigrant rights advocacy organizations across the United States about what direction 

the movement should take, and how it should respond to this now enforcement-heavy legislation.  

Many organizations – particularly those with active branches and a lobbying capacity in 

Washington D.C. – argued for the imperative to hold together the broad coalition that had thus 

far persuaded influential legislators of both parties to move forward on a comprehensive 

immigration reform package.  Some had spent years lobbying for specific provisions that had 

made it into the final bill – such as expanding the number of available visas under certain 

categories for employment; ensuring access to counsel in immigration court proceedings for 

certain vulnerable populations; providing immigration judges with greater leeway in some 

immigration court proceedings; improving the review process for asylum; and improving 

accountability measures for and oversight of certain other Department of Homeland Security 

operations, including immigration detention (American Immigration Council, 2013).  Others 

with an eye to the electoral and legislative calendars asserted that the window for passing 

immigration reform legislation would likely close after the 2013 congressional session – as both 

Democratic and Republican Parties positioned themselves for midterm elections, and 

immediately thereafter the 2016 presidential election.  Finally, in a more cynical vein, there were 

those allied with the Democratic Party who saw the immigration issue as an instrumental means 

of cementing the loyalties of that elusive figure, the “Latino vote” – and, having devoted 

resources and political capital to mobilizing support for the immigration legislation, they were 

eager to accomplish the payoff under the Democratic administration of President Barack Obama. 
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Among the grassroots, reactions to the Senate bill were much more conflicted, both 

among affected individuals and within and between organizations.  Many non-status immigrants 

already understood that they – or their loved ones – would be excluded from any regularization 

process.  Others were unhappy with the enforcement provisions that the legislation included, 

while the last-minute adoption of Corker-Hoeven was viewed as a betrayal by putative allies who 

were seen as pandering to anti-immigrant forces who had always opposed a “pathway to 

citizenship” on principle, and would likely only continue to do so.   

Yet there was tremendous pent-up desire – even desperation – to accomplish some kind 

of immigration relief, particularly following years of aggressive (and unprecedented) 

enforcement under the George W. Bush and Barack Obama administrations.  Many 

commentators and activists argued that the passage of something would be better than nothing at 

all; that even flawed legislation could serve as a basis to push for additional reforms, further 

down the road; and that it might be possible to use the courts to obstruct or curtail particularly 

loathsome enforcement provisions in the pending legislation.  In general, the tenor of these 

arguments was informed by a feeling that immigrant families simply couldn’t wait any longer for 

some kind of movement on immigration reform, that it would be foolish to pass up this rare 

legislative opportunity, and that it was therefore imperative that activists and the ‘movement’ 

writ large maintain enough unity to see the legislation through the U.S. House of 

Representatives.   

During the entire period that this passage appeared likely – or at least plausible – I was in 

Detroit continuing fieldwork among non-status immigrants and mixed-status households, and 

with movement and grassroots organizations working with these communities and on their 

behalf.  Evening-after-evening, week-after-week, I sat and observed as people navigated the 
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internal struggles described above, including the political, ethical and emotional dilemmas and 

debates they triggered.  Almost unanimously, the immigrant rights and human rights 

organizations in southern Arizona with whom I’ve worked and maintain relationships declared 

their opposition to the Corker-Hoeven-enhanced Senate bill (and, with full disclosure, I helped to 

draft and edit a statement that 17 of these organizations ended up co-signing and circulating to 

explain their opposition).  My affinities with my comrades in Arizona, and my own concerns 

about the legislation, led me to parrot their position, in Michigan, whenever I was invited to 

voice my opinion.  For this reason there were a brief couple of weeks when I felt my friendships 

and research ambitions in Michigan being torn asunder by the same conflicts and dilemmas that 

were wrenching previously existing pro-immigrant coalitions across the country.  

I am immensely grateful that despite having vocalized my affinity with what turned out to 

be a controversial – and even polarizing – position, those alongside whom I’d formed 

relationships and was conducting research invited me to stay, observe their debates and continue 

to participate in their work.  This is really a testament to their generosity, their willingness to 

tolerate dissenting points of view, and the mutual bonds of trust and affection we’d established 

over what was in fact a brief period of work together.  Ultimately, each of the southeast 

Michigan groups I’d made connections with came to support the Senate bill, despite its Corker-

Hoeven provisions, and despite having sincerely wrestled with its flaws. 

Yet in the course of conversations and debates leading up to and following these 

decisions, I was also frequently troubled by a certain spatial and categorical confusion mobilized 

to interpret and make claims about the stakes and implications of various components of the 

Senate bill – particularly its enforcement provisions.  This was exemplified by a conversation I 

had with one high-profile immigrant rights advocate – the director of a well-funded NGO 
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devoted to advocating for immigrant families, who is also the coordinator of a national network 

of allied organizations along the northern US border.  Aware of my reservations, and 

acknowledging the damaging affects that the Senate bill’s enforcement provisions would have on 

border communities, he tried to put me at ease, telling me:  

 

“We feel really bad about how this is going to hit you guys.  It’s as though we were 

throwing away the border.  But the reality is that we will work to support you guys after 

this thing passes.  You know, we’re already talking about how we can send money and 

resources to our sister organizations in Arizona.  And everybody understands that 

Arizona is going to be the next fight.” (field note, June 2013).   

 

Putting aside for now the question of who the “we” is represented in the statement above, this 

argument shocked me, coming as it was from an individual who organizes national conferences 

to highlight the damaging affects of US Homeland Security policies and operations on residents 

of the US / Canada border region; and who day-in and day-out responds through his organization 

to the crises and hardships triggered by these enforcement practices.  How is it that when he 

conceptualized the militarization and enforcement provisions of the Senate bill, he immediately 

associated these topics with the southwest US border in general, and the Arizona borderlands in 

particular?  How is it that in the course of this heated policy debate, his imagination of the border 

–and of the implications of a massive increase in the numerical size, authority and resources 
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available to “border enforcement” personnel– were so quickly and easily disassociated from the 

everyday realities unfolding in his own region and community?1   

This advocate wasn’t alone in mobilizing this kind of imaginary; indeed, in popular 

media and discourse, and within the advocacy world, discussion of border ‘security’ or border 

‘enforcement’ almost inevitably conjures an image or imaginary of the remote Arizona desert 

(or, more occasionally, south Texas brushland) – comfortably locating the stakes and 

implications of ‘border’ enforcement and militarization practices somewhere ‘far away,’ on the 

margins of the nation-state.  Thus, even as immigrants in Detroit were living in continuous fear 

of the Border Patrol – a fear that impaired and impacted their everyday routines, relationships 

and aspirations – conversations and debates on the impacts or merits of “border security” almost 

invariably reflected a presumption that the border was “somewhere else.” 

This presumption has important real-world consequences.  For example, what I call the 

spatio-discursive displacement of the border has led activists seeking to understand and combat 

the historic increase in deportation under the George W. Bush and Barack Obama 

administrations to overemphasize the suite of Immigration and Customs Enforcement programs 

that have formally sought to involve non-federal law enforcement agencies in the federal 

government’s immigration enforcement dragnet (what scholars like Coleman [2009; 2012; see 

also Coleman and Kocher, 2011] have variously referred to as the “devolution” of immigration 

enforcement, respectively), or local policy initiatives designed to attack immigrant communities 

and accomplish the same effect (what Varsanyi [2008; 2010] calls “immigration policing through 

                                                 
1 To be fair, northern border communities had won some important reforms in the 2013 Senate 
bill.  These included reducing the US Border Patrol’s lawful jurisdiction along the US / Canada 
border from 100 linear miles inland to only 25 (whereas the agency’s 100 mile jurisdiction along 
the southwest border would have been enshrined in the law, having previously been delineated 
solely by the courts), even though this would still have encapsulated the entire city of Detroit and 
many of its suburbs.   
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the backdoor”), while paying decidedly little attention to the ways that the operational authority, 

footprint and everyday practices of federal agencies contained within US Customs and Border 

Protection (the Office of Field Operations, Office of Air and Marine and the US Border Patrol) 

contribute to the intensification of anti-immigrant policing experienced in communities across 

the United States.  As an outcome, important activist victories – like the successful campaign to 

pressure New York State to formally withdraw from participation in ICE’s “Secure 

Communities” program – have had little impact on the geography of immigration policing in 

places like upstate or western New York, where as of 2014 288 Border Patrol agents were 

deployed across five stations from Buffalo to Oswego.  Claiming a jurisdiction up to 100 miles 

inland from the shores of Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, these agents work side-by-side with New 

York State Police; operate joint DUI checkpoints; respond to routine traffic stops; monitor and 

respond to emergency 911 calls; engage in sweeps of agricultural camps and trailer parks; stake 

out grocery stores and laundromats with significant Latino clientele; patrol rural backroads and 

interstate highways; and monitor transit stations and board trains and busses in order to bolster 

their arrest numbers (see NYCLU, 2011; Graybill, 2012; Miller, 2014; figure 1).  None of this is 

intended to diminish the important activist work of combating ICE’s Agreements of Cooperation 

in Communities to Enhance Safety and Security (ACCESS) programs, or the concrete victories 

that these efforts have accomplished (cf Strunk and Leitner, 2013).  But in areas with 

overlapping jurisdiction of multiple federal agencies tasked with enforcing US immigration law, 

such efforts may significantly miss the mark of where – and how – the bulk of enforcement 

action takes place, and how this policing affects peoples’ lives. 

In Tucson, Arizona, this problem was driven home following the passage of SB1070 – at 

the time the most aggressive statewide anti-immigrant legislation passed and implemented 
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anywhere in the United States.  In the aftermath of this law, much of the outrage and the 

resources and organizing that were invested in the state by national advocacy groups 

concentrated on Maricopa County and Sheriff Joe Arpaio’s bellicose championing of aggressive 

immigration policing, while little attention was paid to the fact that Pima County, Arizona 

(where Tucson is located) consistently logs much higher detention of non-citizens who are 

subsequently transferred to US Border Patrol custody. Indeed, in a May 6, 2010 interview on 

Democracy Now! then-Pima County Sheriff Clarence Dupnik explained that his opposition to 

SB1070 was not grounded in any principled or philosophical objection to the law, but rather 

because he believed that it would make his department’s everyday practices more bureaucratic 

and cumbersome.  Stated Dupnik:  

 

“If we were to start enforcing this law instead of turning [immigrants] over to the Border 

Patrol like we do now, we would have to put them in the Pima County Jail. We would put 

the jail into a crisis overnight. We would have to overwhelm the rest of the criminal 

justice system locally here and send the taxpayers a huge bill, which is just nonsense, in 

my opinion” (González and Goodman, 2010). 

 

SB1070 mandated that all law enforcement agencies in Arizona cooperate with federal 

immigration authorities at all times in the routine course of performing their duties.  But this 

resulted in very few changes in the everyday practices of southern Arizona law enforcement.  

After all, Border Patrol’s Tucson Sector is home to approximately 4,000 agents who are 

deployed to eight stations dispersed across the region.  After SB1070, as before this law, 

individual police officers, Sheriff’s deputies and Department of Public Safety personnel would, 
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rather than contact ICE, typically contact the US Border Patrol, who arrive much more quickly to 

perform an immigration investigation.  This communication may take place using a personal 

cellphone, with a police officer contacting Border Patrol in lieu of communicating through a 

central dispatch, issuing a traffic citation, or making a criminal arrest (see Trevizo and Carrasco, 

2015).  It is common, then, for this informal cooperation to take place completely off the books, 

in spite of the City of Tucson’s efforts until 2010 to curb such practices.2  

Of course, in Tucson, as in New York, Border Patrol agents also directly initiate stops of 

long-time Tucson residents.  A questionnaire developed alongside the Keep Tucson Together 

legal clinic (a free immigrant-led community clinic for individuals facing immigration removal) 

found that of 61 participating Tucson residents who arrived at the clinic seeking assistance 

between 2012 and 2014, 12 (19%) were initially detained directly by U.S. Border Patrol agents 

operating within the City of Tucson and its exurbs, while an additional 24 cases were initiated by 

a third party law enforcement agency who subsequently transferred custody to Border Patrol, as 

described in the paragraph above.  Yet by-and-large these kinds of outcomes and practices have 

been overlooked by activists seeking to combat the contemporary deportation regime. 

This omission is replicated in scholarly accounts that attempt to conceptualize and 

explain contemporary patterns and developments in the geography of US immigration policing.  

For example, as discussed in Appendix A, to articulate his “devolution” argument Coleman 

(2007) mobilizes a spatio-discursive binary between “border” and “interior” immigration 

policing, arguing that  

 

                                                 
2 Indeed, it was sanctuary policies in cities like Tucson, Flagstaff and Phoenix that were the 
explicit targets of SB1070.   
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“[d]espite the obvious importance and continuity of border policing per se to pre- and 

post-9/11immigration geopolitics, then, perhaps the most significant yet largely ignored 

immigration-related fallout of the recently conceived war on terrorism has been the 

growth of interior immigration policing practices, nominally geared to fight terrorism but 

in practice often concerned with a broader problematic of undocumented labor 

migration” (55) 

 

Coleman concludes the point by stating “These newly materializing spaces of immigration 

geopolitics are important to consider because they demonstrate that border enforcement and 

immigration policing are neither one and the same thing nor coterminous” (56; emphasis added).  

Coleman’s assertion reflects an explicit view of the border and interior as spatially and 

ontologically discrete, with the border a relatively stable and easily mapped territorial referent as 

opposed to the relatively dynamic and underexamined practices taking place in the “interior” of 

the country.  With few exceptions (Mountz, 2011; Berrick, 2015) the suite of informal Border 

Patrol and local law enforcement practices described above have been overlooked by scholars 

seeking to render contemporary geographies of immigration policing in the United States, and to 

account for the factors driving the Obama administration’s historic deportation numbers.  Yet 

even those who have attended to the informal contribution of US border authorities to these 

geographies fail to theorize these in conversation with the important work of Coleman, Varsanyi, 

Winders (2006; 2007), Hiemstra (2010), and others who are examining contemporary US 

immigration policing.  Indeed, doing so might raise basic questions about the adequacy and 

coherence of descriptors like “border” and “interior” when applied to the everyday reality of 
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immigration enforcement.  And it might posit the need for alternative ways to conceptualize and 

describe the relationships between the sites, spaces, scales and stakes of these activities. 

It is an effort to examine, unpack and intervene in the kinds of problems and lines of 

confusion outlined above that informs the intellectual agenda reflected in this dissertation. In one 

sense the dissertation might be approached as a kind of intellectual autopsy of a political 

moment, or rather a period of time (2006-2013) in which the United States saw a steady 

expansion of its immigration enforcement activities, and states like Arizona eagerly sought to 

join this expansion, while political movements aimed at legislative reform failed both on their 

own terms (they failed to pass any reform legislation) and simultaneously failed to meaningfully 

combat or contain the discourses and political alliances driving this enforcement buildup.  

During this period, I participated as a partisan in pro-immigrant and anti-racist social movements 

in Tucson, Arizona, publicly arguing the need for principled opposition to any new enforcement 

policy or infrastructure, and for militant intervention that would challenge the entire logic of 

immigration policing in the United States.  However, this dissertation is not intended as a 

polemic.  Rather, its arguments are driven by empirical research of a handful of specific 

dimensions of the contemporary Homeland Security state, and an effort to think through the 

theoretical, conceptual, practical and political implications of what these empirics reveal.   

Ultimately, I think this is one of the most important contributions that scholarship can 

make to social struggle – to generate knowledge that can produce new insights into collective 

problems and open up greater opportunities for tactical and strategic intervention.  It is in this 

spirit that I have approached the research reflected in the papers assembled below, and I hope 

that I will have had at least modest success toward this goal. 
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In what follows below I first discuss the methods and scope of the research that has been 

folded into the papers included in the dissertation (Appendices A-G).  I then explain the format 

of the dissertation, with a brief description of each of the appendices.  I conclude with a short 

discussion of where I believe this intellectual agenda is leading me, including additional work 

that I am developing from the research already performed.  

 

Methods and Scope of Research 

 

This research was initially conceived as en effort to ethnographically capture geographies of 

immigration enforcement in two research sites proximate to the US/Mexico and US/Canada 

borders – southern Arizona and southeast Michigan.  Specifically, I was interested to pursue the 

following research questions: 

 

• How is ‘security’ discursively framed in U.S. government documents and among law 

enforcement and Homeland Security personnel whose mandates include border and 

immigration enforcement? How is the border constructed in this framing of security, and 

how are territorial anxieties associated with the border changing the policing practices 

and priorities of agencies previously uninvolved or marginally involved in ‘border’ 

security? 

 

• How is the above translated into everyday enforcement practice?  How do specific spaces 

and populations become coded as threatening, and how does this affect the practices of 

state actors? 
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• How do the above policing practices affect the everyday economic, political and cultural 

practices of targeted populations?  What are the strategies used by non-state actors to 

negotiate and contest policing practices, and how do these strategies complicate or 

otherwise affect these? 

 

I pursued these questions through the following methods of data collection:  

 

Archival research  

 

Archival research involved assembly and analysis of government documents, congressional 

testimony, media and other material collected using the United States Freedom of Information 

Act and public records laws in the states of Michigan and Arizona.  These were used to develop 

a picture of contemporary enforcement priorities and practices, the location and demographic 

composition of those interdicted by the U.S. Border Patrol, and data concerning formal policies 

and relationships between federal and local law enforcement agencies.   

I have spent a great deal of time wading through Congressional records, court 

proceedings and reports prepared by the Government Accountability Office, the Department of 

Homeland Security Office of Inspector General, and non-governmental organizations like the 

American Civil Liberties Union and People Helping People in Arivaca, AZ.  In June 2013 I 

submitted a suite of public records requests to the cities of Detroit, Dearborn, Grosse Pointe and 

Lincoln Heights, MI and to Oakland, Wayne and Macomb Counties.  I received very little useful 

information from these requests – the Cities of Detroit, Grosse Pointe and Lincoln Heights 
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declared that they had no records related to the categories I was requesting (a claim that strains 

credibility), while the information I received back from Dearborn and the counties proved 

tangential to the types of questions I wished to pursue.  I changed course to focus on the federal 

FOIA, which I discuss in greater detail below.  Suffice it to say that to this date I have received 

limited data through the FOIA. 

 

Semi-structured interviews 

 

Initially, I intended to conduct semi-structured interviews with three specific categories of 

research informants: 

 

1. Individuals vulnerable to immigration or Homeland Security police practices, either non-

status individuals, individuals from mixed-status households, or residents of areas with 

high concentrations of policing in Arizona and Michigan. My purpose in interviewing 

these individuals was to assemble first-hand accounts of the nature and circumstances of 

immigration enforcement activity and how this has affected their lives (either directly or 

indirectly).  My objective was to develop an understanding of perceived patterns of law 

enforcement activity, the interpretation and response of populations vulnerable to this 

enforcement action, and the strategies and tactics they mobilize to contest this 

enforcement action or mitigate their vulnerability, and with what outcome. 

 

2. Community leaders in Arizona and Michigan involved in services to non-status 

individuals and households, or advocacy work related to immigration and policing.  My 
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intention here was to both understand the patterns of police activity observed by these 

community leaders and to obtain their perspective on how these patterns affect their 

clientele or constituents.  I was additionally interested to develop a historical 

understanding of these issues and how community leaders and grassroots actors have 

sought to address them over time, and with what outcome. 

 

3. Law enforcement personnel.  My intention here was to understand how government 

actors frame their enforcement priorities; how they conceive of a geography of ‘threat’ 

they may then police; who then becomes caught up in these activities, and why?; what 

justifications are invoked by state actors to rationalize their enforcement practices and 

priorities?; what other pressures, imperatives or constraints shape agents’ routine 

activities?; and finally, how do each of these questions affect both official, written policy 

and informal, everyday practices?.    

 

Ultimately, in southeast Michigan I conducted a total of 21 semi-structured interviews with non-

status residents; 17 semi-structured interviews with community leaders or advocates; and four 

semi-structured interviews with individuals who were either a spokesperson for a law 

enforcement agency or retired Homeland Security personnel (see below for methodological 

challenges involving this latter population).   

In Arizona I conducted a total of 14 semi-structured interviews with non-status residents 

or residents affected by enforcement activities; three semi-structured interviews and one focus 

group with participants in a post-SB 1070 community organizing campaign; eight formal semi-

structured interviews with community leaders and advocates; and three interviews with former 
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Homeland Security personnel. Additionally, I helped implement a questionnaire developed 

alongside the Keep Tucson Together community legal clinic, with a total of 61 respondents.  

 

Ethnographic observation 

 

Ethnographic participant observation was conducted among a number of community 

organizations involved in immigrant rights, civil liberties or human rights advocacy in both 

Arizona and Michigan.  These organizations included a grassroots comunidad de base formed 

around a Catholic parish in southwest Detroit, where I attended weekly meetings between May 

and October 2013; a large immigrant rights and housing rights organization in Detroit that also 

anchors a national coalition of similar organizations along the U.S./Canada border; a coalition of 

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrival-eligible students pressuring for tuition equality at public 

colleges and universities in southeast Michigan; and a community organization in Washtenaw 

County (just west of Detroit, Washtenaw County’s most well-known city is Ann Arbor) that 

advocates for immigrant families and operates an emergency hotline in moments of crisis 

(frequently involving poli-migra activities).  In Arizona, I worked alongside a humanitarian 

organization that works in multiple sites providing services to non-status immigrants, and 

documents allegations and instances of government abuse; a coalition of non-profit and 

grassroots organizations in Tucson pressuring city and county officials to withdraw their 

cooperation with SB1070, and to curb routine cooperation between local police and federal 

immigration officials; and a community organization in the Altar Valley with whom I supported 

efforts to collect data on Border Patrol activities at a checkpoint on the main road linking the 

small town of Arivaca to I-19 and Tucson. In addition, I also attended meetings of community 
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advocates convened by the American Civil Liberties Union of Arizona, and regular public 

forums organized by the Arizona Civil Rights Commission (an official government body) 

focused on SB1070 and its aftermath.   

Through my work with the organizations discussed above I was able to attend and 

observe a series of meetings between community organizations and federal Homeland Security 

personnel in both Arizona and Michigan, wherein community and advocacy groups voiced 

concerns about Homeland Security practices and appealed for administrative reform.  This 

provided great insight into the beliefs and attitudes of those in attendance, as community groups 

issued complaints and demands and DHS personnel responded to this agenda while attempting to 

justify their own activities.  I also conducted ethnographic observation at a number of Homeland 

Security trade events – public events where government officials from various agencies and 

jurisdictions meet with private industry contractors to discuss technology needs and acquisition, 

operational challenges and ambitions and upcoming grant and contracting opportunities.  These 

events also include a trade floor where Homeland Security personnel and industry actors network 

with each other, discuss market-ready technology, attempt to position themselves for future grant 

and contract opportunities, and casually mingle.  These trade events provided a rich research 

opportunity to talk informally with industry experts and government personnel, while observing 

speeches and panel discussions wherein Homeland Security officials discuss their operational 

practices and technological ambitions.  Between 2013 and 2014 I attended five of these multi-

day events in Phoenix, El Paso, Detroit and Washington, DC. 

Although not initially included in the research design, I amended the above research 

activities with several short visits to western New York.  This opportunity emerged organically, 

and allowed me to spend a total of about a week and a half outside of Buffalo and Rochester 
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talking with residents and advocates, as well as touring an Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement detention facility.  These research trips provided an invaluable perspective for 

comparing and situating patterns, practices and outcomes I was observing in Arizona and 

Detroit, and I am immensely grateful to the individuals who hosted me and facilitated these 

visits.   

 

A note on methodological difficulties 

 

The outcome of our work is never quite what we anticipate. One of the major methodological 

difficulties I confronted in the course of this project is the secrecy and obstinacy that permeate 

the US Department of Homeland Security at all levels.  Indeed, this is critical to the character of 

this organization and its internal culture, as well as the impunity with which agents are routinely 

able to operate.  In 2014, alongside committee-member Dr. Elizabeth Oglesby, the American 

Civil Liberties Union of Michigan and the Michigan Immigrant Rights Center, I began preparing 

a Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA) to be submitted to the US Border Patrol for a host 

of data related to their practices and operations in the Tucson, Buffalo and Detroit sectors. In 

January 2016 the government provided a limited set of 4,622 pages of apprehension logs, 

converted from a spreadsheet into a .pdf file, making it impossible to analyze for statistical 

purposes and requiring three months and eighteen days of technical effort to partially convert this 

data back into spreadsheet form.  The government so far has been unwilling to provide I-44 

(“Records of Deportable or Inadmissible Alien”) or I-213 (“Records of Apprehension of 

Seizure”) data, as well as records pertaining to policies related to patrol areas, the use of 

ethnicity, race or religious appearance as a factor in law enforcement decisions, and cooperation 
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with local law enforcement – even though they are required by law to do so, and we are presently 

preparing litigation in order to obtain a court order to release this data. 

The problem of secrecy was compounded early in the research process by the position 

taken by the University of Arizona Institutional Review Board vis-à-vis the research I’d 

proposed.  Prior to initiating fieldwork I’d sought permission to conduct semi-structures 

interviews with active-duty government personnel in order to obtain insight into their everyday 

practices, discourses and decision-making.  The target population included both US Border 

Patrol agents and spokespeople for municipal and county police authorities in southern Arizona 

and southeast Michigan.  Casually, I’ve developed several professional acquaintances who are 

either active-duty or former US Border Patrol agents, and who’d agreed to help me make contact 

with potential interview subjects.  But the IRB intervened, arguing that government personnel 

merited special protection as a vulnerable population, lest these individuals face workplace 

retaliation for talking with me without authorization from their employer.  For the US Border 

Patrol, the IRB asked that I receive permission, in writing, from US Border Patrol headquarters 

for each individual I sought to interview.  The process of seeking this permission would have in 

fact created much greater risk of scrutiny and/or workplace retaliation for any named individual 

(and for this reason, on ethical grounds I chose not to pursue this avenue); while given the knee-

jerk secrecy of DHS and my own public profile it seemed that even were I to seek this 

permission there was little likelihood that it would be granted.3 Initially, the IRB also asked for 

individual site authorization, in writing, to talk with municipal police officials, and I was told 

                                                 
3 Indeed, at least one member of my committee delivered a letter to high level government 
officials seeking their intervention to help obtain a general research authorization – to no avail.  
It is also worth noting the methodological problems involved in the IRB’s position, as were I to 
have obtained permission through official channels interview responses would likely have been 
heavily scripted, thus negating the very purpose of the interview, e.g. to obtain insight into 
informal, everyday and unofficial practice.  
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that I must obtain this written authorization before I could even contact an official spokesperson 

by telephone to ask for an interview.4   It took multiple phone conversations and meetings 

between my advisor and the head of the IRB office to make headway on these dilemmas, which 

weren’t ultimately resolved until after I’d returned from fieldwork in Michigan, and it was 

therefore too late to accomplish much of what I’d initially intended. 

Fortunately, I was able to supplement the above dimensions of the research design with 

ethnographic observation at Homeland Security trade events, discussed above. These provided 

rich insight into the worldviews and discourse that circulate among government officials and 

industry actors, and the ways that these worldviews inform everyday operational practices.  It 

also provided candid insight into the unresolved challenges that these actors face in the routine 

course of their duties – insight that has informed a great deal of analysis included in the 

dissertation below (notably, Appendices B, C and D).  

I review all of this here to note the methodological difficulties associated with ‘studying 

up’ the state, particularly when our universities themselves are wrapped-up in its matrices of 

power.  These difficulties also have impeded the pace of data collection and shape the scholarly 

output that is reflected in the papers below. 

Each of the papers collected in this dissertation reflects a distinct dimension of a larger 

research agenda. These dimensions include a considerable focus on the technological 

composition of boundary and immigration policing and its recursive dimensions – the ways that 

certain logics and practices of policing produce outcomes that become self-justifying and self-

perpetuating.  One outcome is a proliferation and intensification of violence, precarity and 

                                                 
4 This created somewhat of a “catch-22”; however, it was later clarified by the IRB office that an 
official spokesperson for a public institution speaking in their professional capacity should be 
exempt from human subjects oversight. 
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dispossession whose distribution is itself heavily contested and political, as seen in the context of 

SB1070 and unpacked in Appendices F an G.  It is important how we come to recognize, 

interpret and articulate the stakes of these processes, in order to effectively intervene, defend 

those produced as vulnerable and orient ourselves toward alternative futures and possibilities.  

This then becomes the overarching purpose of interrogating geographies of state violence – to 

understand its contours and logics, in the interest of developing strategies and tactics that can 

intervene in its operation – an agenda that is most fully articulated in the paper that concludes 

this dissertation (Appendix G). 

Below, I discuss each of the dissertation papers (Appendices A-G) in greater detail. Then, 

in the section that follows, I articulate how I intend to continue developing my work toward 

future research and publication. 

 

Explanation of Dissertation Format: 

 

 This dissertation consists of seven appended articles.  The first paper, titled “Frontiers in 

Geographies of Security and Migration” (Appendix A), provides an overarching and detailed 

review of the thematic, conceptual and empirical problems that are tackled in the papers that 

follow, and aims to place these problems in dialogue with one another.  These conceptual and 

empirical problems include the problems of space, scale and methodology already posited in this 

introduction.  The paper also situates the work reflected in the dissertation within a longer 

intellectual trajectory, to which I intend these papers to contribute.  The article is being prepared 

for submission to the journal Progress in Human Geography, and it is intended to fulfill the 

function of a general literature review for the dissertation as a whole. 
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 Appendices B and E consist of short articles that were solicited for and published on 

websites oriented toward a scholarly audience.  They are included here because each was 

prepared in dialogue with the article that follows, and provides a useful supplement to the 

theoretical and empirical perspectives that these articles develop.  Both Appendices B and E 

were also written with the intention of being more accessible to a popular, lay audience, and I 

hope that they will be received with this in mind, while providing additional insight into the 

arguments threaded through the remainder of the dissertation.   

 Appendix C, “The Rugged Border: Surveillance, Policing, and the Dynamic Materiality 

of the U.S./Mexico Frontier,” was published in January 2016 in the journal Environment & 

Planning D: Society and Space.  This article develops the posthumanist perspective introduced in 

Appendix B, and specifically expands on the problem of how the qualities and conditions of 

terrestrial space inhibit and disrupt U.S. boundary enforcement operations.  This is accomplished 

through an in-depth case study of SBInet, the high-tech “virtual fence” pursued by the U.S. 

Department of Homeland Security between 2006 and 2011 in southern Arizona’s Altar Valley.  

The program proved unsuccessful, despite a budget that eventually grew to $1.3 billion.  By 

conducting an autopsy of this program, the paper shows how the impediments and frustrations 

encountered by this high-tech program formed a feedback loop that continues to prove highly 

profitable to private security contractors. 

 The fourth paper, “Autonomy, Vulnerability and the Volumetric Composition of US 

Border Policing” (Appendix D), is an invited contribution to an edited volume being prepared by 

John Agnew and Mathew Coleman.  The book, tentatively titled “Geographies of Power,” invites 

scholars to reflect on previously-published work as a means to unpack a specifically spatial 
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theory of power.  The volume is under contract with Edward Elgar Publishing with an intended 

publication date of 2017 or 2018.  This chapter mobilizes a critique of the “Autonomy of 

Migration” (AoM) paradigm introduced in Appendix A, and offers a post-humanist theory of 

multiplicity as an alternative that can simultaneously support many of the important theoretical 

and analytic contributions of AoM, while avoiding many of its conceptual, political and 

methodological shortcomings and dead ends.  Attending to the material dimensions of migration 

and security practice, the chapter concludes by advancing social reproduction as an analytic 

framework that places interpretation of borders and migration thoroughly within dynamic 

categories of feminist and Marxist thought – rather than proceeding through analogy to Marxist 

categories, as AoM’s advocates would do.  The chapter expands on the literature review begun in 

Appendix A and knits together several intellectual threads woven through each of the papers 

included in the dissertation.   

 The sixth article, “Fear, Loathing and the Everyday Geopolitics of Encounter in the 

Arizona Borderlands” (Appendix F), explores a series of actors and events in Arizona’s Altar 

Valley that were contemporary with those explored in Appendix C.  It shows how the material 

conditions of the rural southern Arizona border region, and the channelization of migration 

through this rural area due to the development of enforcement infrastructure, shape everyday 

corporeal encounters between residents and those migrating persons who regularly pass near 

their homes.  The paper is built on semi-structured interviews with these rural inhabitants, and 

ethnographic reflections on the landscape itself.  In the process, the article develops a 

methodological approach to the study of affect and emotion and discusses how particular kinds 

of affects become mobilized toward particular geopolitical outcomes (as explicitly articulated in 
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the State of Arizona’s SB1070).  Appendices E and F were co-authored with Jill Williams.  Each 

author contributed 50% of the intellectual and writing effort to both articles. 

 Appendix G, finally, attempts to articulate a political agenda that responds to the 

particular policy conjuncture of southern Arizona.  Situated in the political aftermath of SB1070, 

the article explores two specific grassroots campaigns that sought to combat the law’s effects.  In 

the process, the paper confronts simultaneously the failures of efforts to address the violence 

inflicted on immigrant communities through mainstream political channels (such as through a 

CIR, discussed above), and the limitations and contradictions of more putatively “radical” 

frameworks, including those I have at times myself championed.   In the process, the paper 

critiques scholarly arguments that would posit citizenship as either a foundation of or normative 

ambition of immigration struggles, while also arguing that frameworks that seek to move 

‘beyond’ citizenship frequently fail to articulate meaningful ways to weave their agenda through 

the fabric of everyday life.  To unpack this critique the paper turns to the work of the late 

political scientist Joel Olson, whose program of abolitionist zealotry simultaneously attacked the 

exclusionary dimensions of citizenship while insisting on concrete, practical opposition to white 

supremacist state violence. By positing a spatial mobilization of Olson’s democratic 

Manichaeism the paper suggests strategies that might explicitly unravel the axes of belonging 

and exclusion that the state would police. This paper is a collaboration with Sarah Launius and 

Adam Aguirre.  Each author contributed equally to the conceptualization of the article and to the 

political and research work that went into its formulation.  However, as the lead author, I 

provided about 70% of the labor involved in actually composing the article, while Sarah and 

Adam each provided about half of the remaining 30% - including several important textual 
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modifications and edits that I believe have significantly strengthened the final product and 

maintained its fidelity to our collective vision.  

  

Future trajectories: 

 

What is included in this dissertation is a general outline of and one small piece of a research 

agenda that is ongoing.  An informed reader may observe that conspicuously absent from this 

dissertation are the bulk of empirical data gathered through eight months of fieldwork in Detroit, 

MI.  In part this is due to many of the methodological difficulties discussed above, and in 

Appendix A.  But in retrospect, my intention of collecting, processing, and doing justice to 

ethnographic data collected from two distinct field sites was also probably too ambitious for the 

task at hand, and anyway I have taken to heart the tired academic maxim that “the best 

dissertation is a finished dissertation” – and that such a document needn’t reflect one’s life’s 

work.   

But rest assured, this Detroit work is forthcoming, and will expand on the intellectual 

trajectory fleshed out in Appendix A. In part, the pace at which this is published will depend on 

the speed and outcome of pending Freedom of Information Act litigation.  But there are 

important stories to be told from the material I’ve collected already – and I intend to tell these.  

In the short-term this will involve the composition of two specific papers on boundary and 

immigration enforcement in Detroit.  The first takes up Leigh Berrick’s (2015) prompt to situate 

practices of boundary enforcement in specific locales along the northern U.S. land border within 

a broader geography of Anglo-American settler-colonialism.  The paper will build on Berrick’s 

work by locating the evolution of contemporary immigration policing in Detroit Michigan within 
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a historical geography of state violence and anti-Black dispossession.  This paper also takes up 

Cheng’s (2013) concept of “regional racial formation” to analyze the transfer of personnel, 

technology and policing practices from the southwest to the northern US border, and their 

consequences when laid over the project of anti-Black dispossession referenced above.  The 

second paper uses internal vehicle stop reports acquired from the US Border Patrol through 

litigants involved in Saucedo-Carillo v. US Border Patrol to interrogate the ways that Border 

Patrol agents construct a geography of ‘threat’ along the border that they are then able to police 

(expanded access to these documents is a significant objective of my FOIA lawsuit).  The paper 

finds, in part, that this geography is mapped onto particular routes of transit (including interstate 

highways) that lead from or pass in proximity to the US / Canada border.  Yet it is not all 

passengers or vehicles that trigger suspicion and interdiction.  Supplementing vehicle stop 

reports with apprehension data, the paper argues that it is particular bodies in particular spaces 

that come to be viewed as “out of place” and thus worthy of Homeland Security interdiction.  In 

conclusion, then, the paper expands on the social reproduction framework articulated in this 

dissertation to expand on a theory and framework of “auto-mobility” as both the target and stake 

of policing along the northern border.  This framework mobilizes a politics that is attentive to 

everyday acts and conditions of mobility, instead of reifying a view of subjectivity and politics 

framed around acts of mobility that are simultaneously transnational, periodic and temporally 

bounded (e.g., ‘migration’).   

Several additional Altar Valley papers also remain in various stages of composition, and 

will supplement the philosophical and empirical treatment of “terrain” and corporeal encounter 

covered in the papers included as Appendices B, C, D and F.  Meanwhile, I intend the work 

collected in this dissertation, and in the Detroit work mentioned above, to be only an entrée into 
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a longer research agenda that will explore in greater detail the contours and consequences of 

state violence, policing and dispossession targeting non-state actors and populations.  These 

include the financial dimensions and consequences that emerge from exposure to immigration 

policing; how these financial issues affect long-term outcomes related to socio-economic 

vulnerability, inequality and the conditions of social reproduction within and among mixed-

status households; and how the latter in turn unfold across space and time, linking diverse lives 

and locales through shared experiences of vulnerability, dispossession and resistance. 

In the mean time, the papers collected below reflect a personal and political commitment 

to oppose this violence, using every intellectual tool at my disposal.  Reflected in this work is a 

hope that we might collectively find viable ways to chart futures alternative to those presently 

enacted by the Homeland Security state.  I ask that this dissertation be received in this spirit, and 

hope that it will make a modest contribution toward these ends.   
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1. Introduction: damned lies and immigration statistics  

 

In April 2014 rival investigative articles in The New York Times and The Los Angeles Times 

argued competing interpretations of the deportation policies of the administration of US 

President Barack Obama.  On the one hand, Los Angeles Times journalist Brian Bennett argued 

that “immigrants living illegally in most of the continental U.S. are less likely to be deported 

today than before Obama came to office,” supporting this assertion with reference to 

immigration statistics released by US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) that he 

claimed reveal that the administration has bolstered its deportation figures by changing its 

classification and processing of those detained near the border, while “[d]eportations of people 

apprehended in the interior of the U.S…dropped from 237,941 in Obama's first year to 133,551 

in 2013.” The article concludes that immigration advocates who’ve labeled Obama the “Deporter 

in Chief” either misunderstand or are misrepresenting the administration’s record (Bennett, 

2014). 

Five days later, journalists Ginger Thompson and Sarah Cohen of The New York Times 

countered with an in-depth investigative article reflecting the Times’ own interpretation of 

federal immigration data, making the case that there had in fact been a significant ramp-up in 

immigration enforcement operations during the Obama presidency. Stated Thompson and 

Cohen:  

“The records show the largest increases were in deportations involving illegal immigrants 

whose most serious offense was listed as a traffic violation, including driving under the 

influence. Those cases more than quadrupled from 43,000 during the last five years of 
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President George W. Bush’s administration to 193,000 during the five years Mr. Obama 

has been in office. In that same period, removals related to convictions for entering or re-

entering the country illegally tripled under Mr. Obama to more than 188,000.” 

(Thompson and Cohen, 2014) 

Thompson and Cohen conclude their article with a jarring description of the consequences of 

these enforcement activities on affected immigrant and mixed-status households in Painesville, 

Ohio.  These include women whose husbands were deported following minor traffic stops, 

leaving them to raise young children as a single parent; children whose health and performance 

at school had suffered due to a parent’s removal; half a dozen young adults who dropped out of 

high school to help raise younger siblings and supplement the family income; one young 10-year 

old girl whose suicide was ascribed by a family doctor to the stress that this situation induced; 

and two men who died in the Arizona desert attempting to cross back into the United States to 

return to their loved ones (ibid.). 

How are we to make sense of such strikingly incompatible conclusions about one of the 

most significant lightning rods of debate during the entire tenure of Barack Obama?  One detail 

that escapes attention in The New York Times’ reporting could shed some light on this debate.  

Painesville, Ohio, the agricultural town featured in Thompson and Cohen’s article, sits on the 

shores of Lake Erie – formally considered an international boundary and well within the US 

Border Patrol’s jurisdiction extending 100 miles inland from all US land and maritime borders.  

The town is furthermore located about halfway between the US Border Patrol’s Sandusky 

station, the easternmost station in the agency’s Detroit Sector, where as of 2015 some 411 agents 

are stationed; and Erie, Pennsylvania, location of the westernmost station in the agency’s Buffalo 

Sector, where some 283 agents are stationed as of 2015 (US Customs and Border Protection, 
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2016a).  Immigrants in this region are thus subject to multiple federal Homeland Security and 

immigration enforcement agencies with overlapping mandates and jurisdictions.  And their 

detention may be categorized either as a “removal from the interior” of the United States or a 

“removal of recent border crosser,” depending entirely on whether it is ICE or the Border Patrol 

who first assume custody of the detained individual.   

This helps explain the competing – and confusing – interpretation of federal immigration 

enforcement data, (figure 1) – as well as the broadening use of expedited removal and criminal 

prosecution of immigration violations (reported by both Bennett and Thompson and Cohen), 

processes that typically follow either apprehension by the Border Patrol or apprehension by ICE 

when an individual is found unlawfully present in the United States after already having been 

formally deported.  And these latter patterns indicate another layer of confusion that troubles the 

categories typically deployed by federal agencies, popular commentators and scholars alike to 

interpret contemporary geographies of immigration policing in the United States – a cyclical 

pattern wherein individuals previously removed by either ICE or Border Patrol, who attempt to 

cross back to their homes or loved ones, are, if caught, represented in Border Patrol’s 

apprehension figures once more as “recent border crossers” – regardless of the length of time 

they’ve lived previously in the United States, or the depth of their connection to established US 

families and communities.  

This paper begins by reviewing the above because it highlights the conceptual, 

interpretive and epistemological muddle that scholars and popular commentators alike encounter 

when seeking to render and interpret contemporary geographies of Homeland Security and 

immigration policing in the United States.  In what follows, the paper first reviews the ways that 

scholars have mobilized spatial categories and concepts to capture the evolving geographies of 
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immigration and border enforcement, in North America and beyond.  It then considers 

methodological and epistemological problems that accompany these categories and concepts, 

and approaches being developed by scholars to attend to these.  Finally, the paper considers 

competing political frameworks used to articulate the stakes and ontology of immigration and 

border policing and their relationship to broader questions of socio-political inequality, human 

security and political economy.  The paper is informed by ongoing fieldwork in Tucson, AZ and 

Detroit, MI examining the quotidian geographies of Homeland Security and immigration 

enforcement practices in both sites.  It concludes by reviewing several issues pertaining to the 

topics above that remain unresolved and merit greater attention by scholars and activists.   

 

2. The spatial heterogeneity of border and immigration policing 

 

In the period following September 11, 2001 there has been a dramatic increase in the size, reach, 

and policy tools available to agencies associated with the US Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS) tasked with the mission of immigration and border policing (although cf Elden [2010] and 

Coleman [2012; p. 369] on the problems of using Sept. 11 as a temporal marker for periodizing 

contemporary security practice). A common challenge for scholars has been to conceptually and 

empirically capture this evolving geography of security and policing – particularly given the 

rapid growth in the size and capacities of DHS agencies; the multiplication of actors (both within 

and outside of government) seeking to cooperate with or bolster their enforcement missions; the 

heterogeneity of policy and practice that attend this cooperation; and the secrecy or obscurity 

with which these actors and agencies commonly operate.  
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2.a. Unraveling the border / interior binary 

 

Two prominent frameworks used to describe the spatiality of contemporary immigration policing 

have been Coleman’s paradigm of the ‘devolution’ of federal immigration authority, to describe 

the suite of practices associated with ICE’s Agreements of Cooperation in Communities to 

Enhance Safety and Security (ACCESS) programs, which since 2004 have explicitly sought to 

enroll local, county and state law enforcement bodies as “force multipliers” to that agency’s 

immigration enforcement and removal operations (Coleman, 2009; 2010; Coleman and Kocher, 

2011; see also US Immigration and Customs Enforcement, 2003); and Varsanyi’s phrase 

“immigration policing through the backdoor” (Varsanyi, 2008; Varsanyi et al., 2011), which 

seeks to capture the many “local” policies and jurisdictions that have pursued novel mechanisms 

for policing immigration status by excluding non-status immigrants through the fabric of 

everyday life. 

The above work has generated important insights about the geography of contemporary 

US immigration policing.  For example, in examining the implementation of ICE’s ACCESS 

programs in Wake and Durham Counties, North Carolina, Coleman (2011) pointedly has found 

greater variability vis-à-vis the scope of immigration arrests among neighboring jurisdictions that 

shared these programs than between jurisdictions with these programs and those without – 

indicating the heterogeneity of policy implementation and the need for robust, qualitative 

fieldwork that attends to its outcomes.  Varsanyi (2010), meanwhile, has also importantly shown 

how the “patchwork” nature of immigration policy follows not just from an agenda of immigrant 

exclusion, but also from activism that has pushed back on, prevented and repealed anti-

immigrant policies in a variety of jurisdictions, while passing initiatives like municipal IDs that 
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make concrete improvements in the lives of non-status peoples (see also Strunk and Leitner, 

2013). 

Yet a common trope that casually circulates in this literature is the very same discursive 

binary between “border” and “interior” enforcement referenced in the introduction, above (cf 

Coleman, 2007; 2012; Coleman and Kocher, 2011; Winders, 2007; Loyd, 2012; Staeheli et al., 

2012). Rather than clarify our understanding of the geography of immigration policing activities, 

this spatio-discusive binary risks adding to the conceptual confusion already considered, insofar 

as it would seem to posit the “border” and “interior” of the country as spatially and ontologically 

discrete, involving distinct populations, with the border a geographically stable and bounded site 

that may be easily mapped, in contrast to the supposedly more dynamic, obscure and 

heterogeneous “interior” of the country. 

Yet analysis of apprehension statistics from the US Border Patrol’s Buffalo, Detroit and 

Tucson sectors, obtained through a US Freedom of Information Act request, reveal how 

inadequate such a conceptualization may be.  Drawing a random sample of some 58.9% 

(n=131,050) of a total of 222,411 apprehensions in fiscal years 2013 and 2014 (October 1-

September 30), I analyzed some 1,034 arrests in the Buffalo Sector and 1,122 in the Detroit 

sector.  In Buffalo, fully 71% of those detained (n=737) were recorded as having been in the 

United States at least 30 days, while 62% (n=643) had lived in the United States at least 1 year.  

Some 254 entries (24.5%) for “time in US” were blank, while only 3.6% (n=38) of 

apprehensions were of individuals who’d been in the country less than 30 days.  In the Detroit 

sector, 61% of detained individuals had been in the United States at least 30 days (n=690), while 

56.5% (n=635) had been in the United States at least 1 year.  39% (n=444) of entries were blank, 

and only 1.9% of detainees were recorded as having been in the United States less than 30 days 
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(n=22).  Apprehension figures in the Tucson sector show a similar volume of detainees who’d 

been in the country at least 1 month (1,041) and longer than 1 year (765), even if the proportion 

of this demographic in relation to total arrests was much lower. 

Figures like those above ought to give pause, particularly now that US Customs and 

Border Protection (the umbrella agency that contains the Border Patrol and the Office of Field 

Operations, which is the agency tasked with security operations at the United States’ official 

ports of entry) has become the largest law-enforcement body in the United States, whose 

jurisdiction 100 miles inland from all US land and sea borders encompasses almost two thirds of 

the entire U.S. population (American Civil Liberties Union, 2016; see figure 2). 

Yet this jurisdiction is only acted upon through the deployment of infrastructure and 

agents in a given locale. Once accomplished, various journalistic accounts and non-governmental 

reports document how the agency’s police operations unfold through informal practices like 

monitoring 9/11 emergency dispatch calls for individuals who appear to have difficulty speaking 

English; offering Spanish-language translation to local police agencies in the course of routine 

police work; and boarding trains, buses and monitoring transit systems to check the immigration 

status of passengers (NYCLU, 2011; Graybill, 2012; Miller, 2014).  As Mountz (2011a) 

observes, one result is that “the border increasingly crops up in unlikely places—the laundromat, 

the grocery store, the bus station–places not traditionally conceived of as the border, but where 

US Border Patrol operates nonetheless” (65; see also Berrick, 2015).  These everyday CBP 

enforcement activities are likely to take place alongside and in addition to ICE ERO activities 

and the host of programs (“Secure Communities,” “Priority Enforcement Program”) folded into 

its ACCESS initiative.  Meanwhile, as seen in the enforcement data described above, they are 
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just as likely to target somebody who is a long-term resident (or even citizen) of the United 

States, as anybody who has recently or unlawfully entered the country. 

So if a binary between “border” and “interior” enforcement fails to adequately capture 

the everyday spatialities of US immigration policing, how else might we conceptualize these 

practices? 

 

2.b. ‘Spatial stretching’ and the offshoring of border enforcement 

 

In December 2006 the US Department of Homeland Security released the “Secure Border 

Strategic Plan,” a policy roadmap that would integrate DHS’s multi-agency approach to 

immigration and customs policing through “the continuum of the land and maritime borders, the 

interior, and threats and risks that originate beyond the borders” (DHS, 2006, p. 10).  

  As Inda and Dowling (2013) observe this policy document was intended to create a 

“seamless security space” between boundary and “interior” policing, while simultaneously 

“offshoring” these projects into sending and transit countries.  Various scholarly renderings have 

sought to interpret the geography of enforcement envisioned by this type of policy document, 

describing this as a “spatial stretching” of the border into the interior and exterior of destination 

states (Casas-Cortes et al., 2010; Paasi, 2013; Laurie et al., 2015).  Martin and Secor (2013) 

suggest that this “stretching” of the border might be read “topologically,” reflecting a border that 

has become “mobile,” “deterritorialized” and that “blur[s] boundaries between inside and outside” 

(see also Bigo, 2001; Mezzadra and Neilson, 2012).   

 Casas-Cortes et al. (2011; 2013; 2015a) have deployed this framework to great effect in 

their sustained examination of the European Union’s “Global Approach to Migration and 
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Mobility.”  As Casas-Cortes et al. (2015) describe, this policy approach, first articulatd in 2005, 

enacts “a fundamental change in the scales and operations of border institutions, shifting 

bordering practices from what Raeymaekers [2014, 168] has recently referred to as the ‘stable 

ground of national checkpoints and territorial lines on maps’ to make them part of a more fluid 

landscape built on overlapping, and often contradictory, histories of mobility and exchange” 

(895). In part, the above is being enacted through “a strategy and operational cooperation 

between countries of origin, transit and destination” (Commission of the European Communities, 

2005) involving the mobilization of surveillance and policing along mobile transit routes and 

itineraries (see also Van Houtom, 2010; Brambilla, 2014; Schampendonl & Steel, 2014). 

More recently, the United States has aggressively sought to follow a similar model that 

would expand its migration enforcement and deterrence operations deep into Mexican territory.  

This agenda was already enshrined in the Secure Border Plan (see above) and in the US-funded 

“Merida Initiative” which since 2006 has made “building a 21st century border” one of the four 

main pillars of US-Mexico bilateral relations (see Boyce, Banister and Slack, 2015). It was 

forcefully expanded in response to the manufactured crisis that followed an uptick in Central 

American asylum seekers entering the United States in the summer of 2014.   

In July 2014 the Government of Mexico formally announced the beginning of “Programa 

Frontera Sur,” an enforcement agenda that would fold other GoM agents and actors like the 

Federal Attorney General’s Office, the Mexican Army, Navy, and the Federal Police into the 

immigration enforcement mandate that was previously the exclusive domain of the Instituto 

Nacional de Migración – while proliferating checkpoints and other infrastructure that would 

transform routes of transit through Mexico into enforcement chokepoints (Knippen et al., 2015).  

However, like the EU’s Global Approach to Migration and Mobility, Programa Frontera Sur is 
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difficult to evaluate, for several reasons.  First, although it was initially announced as a coherent 

agenda, it has been challenging to follow just how much police action, policy change, and new 

infrastructure can be directly traced to the program, as the Government of Mexico has rarely 

made formal public reference to the program, while present actions taken to crack down on 

migration routes are being carried out by a diversity of federal actors who do not report their 

activities through a unified channel. At the same time, the US government has been unwilling to 

release basic information about how much money they have directed to Mexico to support the 

Programa Frontera Sur effort, now how this money is being spent – prompting a coalition of 18 

human rights and faith-based organizations to file a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit against 

the US Department of State in September 2015 (Alianza Americana, 2015). 

The information ‘black hole’ associated with trying to capture, understand and evaluate 

the geography, scope and details of state security initiatives like Programa Frontera Sur will be 

discussed in section 3, below. But first, the policy of ‘offshoring’ enforcement, taken up by 

multiple governments, in multiple sites, raises an equally important question: how to think about 

these activities together? How should we understand the similarities and relationships that obtain 

between distinct and disparate contexts of boundary and immigration enforcement – whether 

these involve technologies of surveillance, interdiction, detention, or deportation?  

For example, Mountz (2011; 2015), Mountz and Loyd (2014), Cuttitta (2014) and 

Baldacciano (2015) have each explored the use of islands as sites of detention, immobilization or 

disappearance.  The US, EU and Australian states have all to varying degrees turned to islands as 

strategic locations for isolating, containing and/or deterring unwanted migrants, asylum seekers 

and other abject populations.  Yet to what extent should we draw from the rich empirical work 

presented by each of these scholars to theorize general conclusions about the political geography 
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of islands as detention spaces?  Similarly, a great deal of scholarship has come to focus on walls 

and walling as technologies of border management and control (Alatout, 2009; Brown, 2010; 

Jeffrey et al., 2011; Jones, 2012; Dear, 2013).  Yet how much should we read into the apparent 

similarity of these practices, involving a multiplicity of actors across heterogeneous contexts and 

locales?  And what might be empirically or analytically lost or gained by attempting to do so?     

 

2.c. Weaving together disparate locales – a site ontology approach 

 

To work through questions like those posed above, Boyce, Marshall and Wilson (2015) propose 

a “site ontology” framework (cf Schatzki, 2003; Marston et al., 2005; 2007) that would approach 

border enforcement practices and technologies as “weakly constructed and contingent site 

assemblages, horizontally connected through the situated discursive practices and technological 

innovations of trans-national policy-makers and security experts – as well as the interventions 

and behavior of activists, organizers, and other non-state actors” (290). 

This articulates a broader research agenda that would trace these kinds of relationships to 

understand how security operations in multiple sites are interconnected, often through complex 

circuits of affection, desire, solidarity and obligation carried by those individuals whose bodies 

and lives circulate through and between heterogeneous locales.  Indeed, migration itself is a 

practice that enacts this folding of space, collapsing distance and weaving together disparate 

peoples and places, such that an action or outcome in one location can have complex, non-linear 

consequences in a distant site that might superficially appear unconnected.    

This is another way that the border/interior binary collapses, along with the legal, 

institutional and jurisdictional categories that prop it up (such as an effort to formally distinguish 
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between recent border crossers and those with long-established ties in the United States).  For 

example, Slack et al. (2015) find that among the 1,100 recently deported individuals they 

interviewed in six locales in northern Mexico, fully one third characterized their current home as 

being in the United States.  25% of those interviewed were initially apprehended through one of 

ICE’s ACCESS programs, while individuals in this subgroup had lived in the United States an 

average of 8.2 years.  Meanwhile, 20% of the sample of 1,100 people described having a US 

citizen child under the age of 18; and more than half (55%) communicated their intent to cross 

the border again.  By tracing these kinds of figures and relationships we may observe a pattern 

wherein state actions, policies or procedures in one locale cannot be meaningfully disentangled 

from those bodies and behaviors that become the targets of enforcement in another. 

In a similar vein, Johnson and Woodhouse (under review) are undertaking important 

work in rural Guatemala that reveals how debt borrowed by individuals and households at 

predatory interest rates (typically 10% per month) to finance the migrant journey generates acute 

vulnerability– such that a failed migration journey will create tremendous pressure for an 

individual to try again, as quickly as possible, lest they encounter complete financial ruin and the 

dispossession of high value assets such as houses, land and related requirements for rural 

subsistence.  Yet this is counter-intuitive to the stated logic of the US Border Patrol’s strategy of 

“prevention through deterrence,” which since 1994 has claimed to measure success through “fee 

increases by smugglers” (in this equation, the cost of these fees would supposedly correlate to 

the difficulty of the migrant journey – see US Immigration and Naturalization Service, 1994).  

One possibility revealed by Johnson and Woodhouse is that these supposed indicators of 

‘success’ may in fact be driving patterns of unauthorized migration, as rural households seek to 
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spread risk among multiple family members, and individuals seek to gain entry to the United 

States as quickly as possible in order to minimize compounding interest.   

This, then, highlights the need for greater conversation between scholars studying 

practices of immigration policing and those studying processes of migration. It also highlights a 

need to examination the productive dimensions of security practice – including those recursive 

outcomes that may reproduce the very conditions that are invoked to justify a security 

intervention in the first place.  As Boyce and Williams (2012; 2013) argue, there is a need to 

examine the autopoeisis of security practice – its self-referentiality and the open-ended non-

linear feedback loops it assembles (as Massumi [2002] observes, even to pose the question: ‘Do 

you feel safe?’ is to introduce an element of insecurity, to induce an involuntary anxiety as one 

seeks the heretofore unknown threat that has prompted the question).   

We can see this autopoeisis at play, for example, in the mobilization of technology as a 

constitutive feature of contemporary security practice, in conjunction with the impossible 

panoptic fantasies that inform this technological deployment.  Consider the US National Security 

Agency’s stated objective to “collect it all,” e.g. all digital and internet communication, at all 

times, everywhere – and to develop the algorithmic capacity to meaningfully sort and process all 

of this data (Greenwald, 2014).  As discussed in Boyce (2014; 2016) a similar objective has 

come to motivate US boundary enforcement operations – essentially translating the NSA’s 

panoptic ambitions to a terrestrial, Homeland Security context.  Yet we only know about the 

scope of the NSA’s practices because of the courageous intervention of Edward Snowden, who 

through his indefinite exile is paying a tremendous price for his actions (and, as we know, 

Chelsea Manning has things far worse – indicating the lengths to which the United States will go 

to destroy its critics and deter future leaks of sensitive information). 
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This raises an important methodological problem for the study of security agencies and 

practices – that of secrecy, and its instrumental value to those actors and institutions who invest 

considerable effort and energy to shield their activities from public knowledge and scrutiny.  

Indeed, this secrecy itself merits greater investigation as a constitutive feature of particular 

security assemblages.  Articulation of this problem transitions to the second topic considered in 

this paper: that of methodology, and the approaches mobilized and proposed to navigate a world 

of security and policing that is at various times secretive, duplicitous and incoherent. 

 

3. Methodological innovations: 

 

In many ways official secrecy may be viewed as an organizing principle of the security state.  

Yet there is very little work in geography tackling this problem and its epistemological and 

methodological implications. (The problem has been much more thoroughly examined by 

historians associated with critical archival studies – cf Troillot, 1995; Curthoys, 2005; Weld, 

2014).  As Coleman (2016) observes, this issue presents one of the basic challenges encountered 

when attempting to ‘study up’ the state (see also Mountz, 2002; Harding and Norberg, 2005; 

Coleman and Stuesse, 2015) – particularly given the aggressive prosecution of unauthorized 

leaks and knee-jerk classification of basic and pedestrian knowledge about the government’s 

activities that has become routine in the United States. 

The US Department of Homeland Security and its boundary enforcement subsidiaries are 

exemplary, where within the US Border Patrol the problem of classification over-reach is 

compounded by a lack of records and record-keeping procedures and a culture of silence that 

permeates the agency all the way from its rank-and-file to top decision-making echelons. The 
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same is true of those police agencies that informally cooperate with the Border Patrol.  For 

example, prior to a lawsuit threatened by the American Civil Liberties Union of Arizona against 

the City of Tucson, it was routine practice for officers in that city to contact US Border Patrol 

agents with a personal cellphone in order to initiate an immigration investigation or transfer 

custody, when it was imagined or suspected that an individual they’d detained may be in the 

country without status (Trevizo and Carrasco, 2015).  This practice circumvented the police 

department’s own internal dispatch, and would often take place in lieu of issuing a traffic citation 

or enacting a criminal arrest (similar practices are widely documented along the northern US 

land border – see Graybill, 2012).  One outcome is that it became impossible to track the volume 

of immigration investigations or custody transfers initiated by the Tucson Police Department, 

allowing the city to manipulate its reporting of the practice and politically minimize the issue.  

At the same time, in its own apprehension logs the Border Patrol collapses all custody transfers 

initiated by a third-party law enforcement actor under the heading “Other Agency” – again 

preventing a careful examination of the institutional geography of these practices.5 

In a similar vein, when community activists in Arivaca, Arizona sought to challenge the 

efficacy of a US Border Patrol checkpoint operating between their small community and the 

interstate highway that connects their community to Tucson, they requested that the Border 

Patrol provide them with data on the number of stops, investigations and arrests initiated at the 

checkpoint, as well as the racial distribution of these (to confirm or disprove allegations of 

systematic racial profiling).  The Border Patrol responded with a letter stating that much of the 

data that the activists were seeking isn’t tracked by the agency, and therefore could not be 

                                                 
5 Some 63.4% of apprehensions in the Border Patrol’s Detroit sector, and 55.3% in the agency’s 
Buffalo Sector, were initiated by a third party law enforcement agency in FYs 2013 and 2014, 
according to apprehension logs.   
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provided (the Border Patrol claimed only to track successful enforcement actions at the 

checkpoint, automatically allowing them to promote a narrative of the checkpoint’s efficacy 

while prohibiting any investigation of how many investigations or detentions prove to be 

unjustified – including the race, gender and nationality of those detained).  As will be discussed 

in section 4.b., below, this prompted these activists to initiate their own study of the checkpoint.  

Yet the point here is how informal practices and the omission of data collection allows 

potentially abusive and unlawful practices to proceed with impunity.  The consequences are 

significant – not only do these increase the vulnerabilities of particular residents to the capricious 

impulses of state authority, but they also allow the persistence of widespread duplicity within the 

Border Patrol itself.  Concluded a panel recently organized by DHS to study the problem, 

“[i]ntegrity lapses by frontline CBP personnel, be they Border Patrol agents or CBP Officers at 

the nation’s ports of entry,” have grown to the point where they “threaten the national security of 

the United States” (US Department of Homeland Security Advisory Council, 2016).   

Adding to the problems of silence and secrecy is the problem of rumor and hearsay as 

important to the lived experience of law and state power – particularly in locales and among 

populations who are disproportionately vulnerable to state violence.  Indeed, it matters not 

whether a given rumor (or collection of rumors) is true – these shape peoples’ anxieties and 

modify their behavior in ways that may be incredibly impactful on their lives.  For example, it is 

commonplace for non-status immigrants in US cities to circulate information about law 

enforcement activities through text messages and social media (and this information is 

occasionally amplified by broadcast media).  At various moments this can paralyze entire 

neighborhoods and dissuade people from seeking basic services like hospital emergency care – 

even though, when confronted with rumors of their agents entering Tucson, AZ hospitals to 
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apprehend people seeking services, the US Border Patrol has categorically denied the practice 

(field note, November 2013).  

The outcome of the above assemblage of official secrecy, unofficial silence, the 

circulation of rumor and innuendo, and informal practices that impede public knowledge or 

confirmation of specific practices, is an epistemological muddle for scholars, activists and 

policy-makers alike.  In the mean time, when encountering this information black hole, how 

might we at the very least approach its event horizon?  Feminist research methodologies and 

epistemological frameworks that focus on the prosaic dimensions of geopolitical controversies; 

attend to the ways that our subjective worlds are shaped through complex embodied encounters 

involving variously-positioned humans and non-humans; and critically scrutinize “security” as a 

discourse that is mobilized to distribute violence and vulnerability, offer considerable tools for 

doing so. 

 

3.a. Feminist methodologies and the geopolitics of encounter 

 

Within geography feminist scholars have offered critical interventions that pose new questions 

about the reproduction and negotiation of power through its situated embodiment in everyday 

life (see Dowler and Sharp, 2001; Hyndman, 2004; Secor, 2004; Sundberg and Kaserman, 2007; 

Smith, 2009; Clark, 2013; Massaro and Williams, 2013). Commonly captured under the umbrella 

“feminist geopolitics,” this intellectual agenda involves “complicating our understanding of key 

concepts such as corporeality, emotions and ethics; exploring new objects of analysis such as 

trauma and violence, terrorism, security and conspiracy; and reaching out to other disciplines… 

to help animate these” (Dixon and Marston, 2011; 446). 
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The above “complication” has involved considerable methodological innovation that 

would attend to the everyday proliferation of difference as immanent to our subjective worlds 

and the embodied dimensions of knowledge and experience.  Much of this work has proceeded 

through rich ethnography of security actors or border sites that would unsettle ‘the state’ as an 

abstract category or institution, focusing instead on the multiple and often-times incoherent ways 

that state actors intervene in the world (Dowler and Sharp, 2001; Hyndman, 2004; Hyndman and 

Mountz, 2007; Mountz, 2010; 2011c; Mountz and Hiemstra, 2012).  Yet it also decenters an 

approach characterized by Gill (2009) as “state centrism,” which would hold that it is only actors 

associated with formal government institutions who drive bordering practices or matter to an 

evaluation of geopolitical conflicts related to borders, security and migration (see also Purcell 

and Nevins, 2005; Winders, 2006; Doty, 2007; Smith, 2009; Hiemstra, 2010; Williams and 

Boyce, 2013; Pain, 2015; Laketa, 2016).  

Related to this agenda is methodological attention to the everyday conditions of 

encounter between bodies and subjects, and the ways these shape our affective worlds while 

producing, performing and distributing inequalities of power, vulnerability and violence 

(Ahmed, 2000; 2004; Tolia-Kelly, 2006). For example, writes Scheel (2013a):  

 

“To investigate encounters does not imply to assume a meeting of two pre-established 

entities like a ‘migrant’ and a ‘border’. It rather implicates to follow the proposition that 

it is in and through the encounter that borders and migrants come into being as such.” 

(285) 
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Williams and Boyce (2013) mobilize this lens to explore how particular patterns of encounter 

between migrating peoples and residents of Arizona’s Altar Valley drive affective and emotional 

desires for state intervention, and a redistribution of anxiety and fear from white ranchers onto 

more vulnerable populations.  This redistribution was accomplished through SB1070, the 

infamous Arizona law that explicitly seeks to shatter the affective worlds of non-status 

immigrants as an instrument to accomplish their depopulation from the state.  This effect 

suggests a need for more attention to affect and emotion as constitutive features of geopolitical 

processes and outcomes – as well as the ‘weaponization’ of affect as a technology of governance 

(see Anderson, 2010).  Meanwhile, Johnson (2015) sympathetically expands on Williams and 

Boyce’s argument to argue that exposure to a material landscape of human suffering in Arizona’s 

Altar Valley “seduces” and “enrolls” subjects into particular patterns of pro-immigrant 

humanitarian intervention.  Johnson’s work contributes to a growing conversation among 

scholars of the US/Mexico borderlands that attends to material objects, actors, forces and 

conditions as constitutive of the qualities, geographies, efficacy and limitations of security 

practice.   

 

3.b. Encounters with the non-human 

 

Reflecting on her work on boundary enforcement and land management in the southern Arizona 

borderlands, Juanita Sundberg (2014) calls for an “animated methodology” for border studies 

that would “register the material world in all its lively and inert power” while refusing “to treat 

the material world – animals, plants, soils – as merely the instrument of human endeavors [or] to 

position the human subject as dominant, all-knowing master.”  This essay builds on published 
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research that explores the ways that environmental activists, conservation law and endangered 

species assemble to complicate and obstruct particular Border Patrol infrastructures and practices 

in Arizona and south Texas (driving exceptional juridical innovation to waive those 

environmental and cultural preservation laws that would inhibit DHS’s ambitions – see 

Sundberg, 2011; 2015). Building on Sundberg’s insights, Squire (2014; 2015) deploys Karen 

Barad’s (2007) concept of “agential realism” to examine the ways that conditions like heat and 

sunlight “intra-act” with those objects left behind in the Arizona desert by and for migrating 

persons, reinforcing the abjection and disposability that would normalize existing geographies of 

violence and exclusion. 

Attention to non-human objects and conditions defines many of the methodological 

innovations of Actor-Network Theory and Object Oriented Ontology, each of which has been 

applied to consider how security networks, technologies and practices rely on the assemblage of 

multiple heterogeneous elements that mediate and condition their qualities and effects (Wood, 

2007; Dittmer, 2013; Meehan et al., 2013; Shaw and Meehan, 2013; Walters, 2014).  Boyce 

(2016) expands on this work to consider “conditions such as heat, compression, or speed that 

circulate between and among diverse kinds and forms of matter, according to multiple 

temporalities” (248), and which combine to frustrate and impede the spatial reach and efficacy of 

everyday US boundary enforcement practice.   

Each of the feminist and post-humanist methodological innovations considered above is 

shaped by robust ethnographic attention to the conditions and consequences of corporeal 

encounter within and through a landscape, and with the actors and conditions that inhabit this 

landscape.  Yet although each makes important contributions to the geographic study of security, 

migration, and border policing, several problems remain unresolved in this work – among these 
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is the question of how we should think politically and ontologically about these topics, and about 

the stakes of thinking these topics together.  

 

3.c. Security: scale, discourse 

 

A significant problem tackled in feminist border work is the concept and discourse of security – 

its scope and scale, including efforts to reframe security from the body of the state to that of 

those bodies rendered vulnerable by its actions (Hyndman, 2004; 2008; Wright, 2006; 2013; 

Cowen and Gilbert, 2008; Koopman, 2011; Martin, 2011; 2012; Boyce and Williams, 2012).  

Argue Massaro and Williams (2013), this approach “provides a way to attend to the lived 

realities of individuals as they are shaped by and influence geopolitical processes. Furthermore, a 

shift to the scale of the body enables an analysis of the way geopolitical processes are 

experienced unevenly across differently situated populations” (570). 

Yet although this project has merit, it risks moving too quickly past consideration of 

“security” as a distributional discourse and technology of governance, and of the work that this 

performs. Deploying security as a distributional concept – always one that is contingent on 

exclusion (security from what and from whom?) – would allow examination of the productive 

dimensions of security practice and its realization of particular geographies of power and 

violence.  This might resolve what is framed in Feldman et al. (2011) as a “paradox,” namely 

“that as efforts to secure accumulation succeed, the dispossessions through which this security is 

realized necessarily increase the magnitude of the losses incurred by marginalized populations 

and compounds their insecurity” (7). By asking who benefits from dispossession and 

expendability, we might reorient attention squarely at the renovation of historical geographies of 
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colonial violence, rather than viewing violence or vulnerability as an abstract horizon. From here 

we might proceed to examine how, and to whom, and according to what logic are material 

comfort and accumulation for some contingent upon, rather than inconsistent with, organized 

violence and dispossession? 

These questions becomes acute as states seek to reframe the intensification of boundary 

enforcement as a “humanitarian intervention” aimed at protecting those lives and bodies 

rendered vulnerable by these very same enforcement practices. Walters (2011), for example, 

deploys a genealogical lens to consider the medical, legal and discursive technologies that 

mobilize a “humanitarian logic” to govern migrating peoples at the frontiers of Europe. Williams 

(2011; 2014a; 2015) expands on this insight to reveal how the US Border Patrol’s adoption of a 

discourse of humanitarian “rescue” reinforces the territorial and biopolitical logics of sovereignty 

while undercutting human rights claims and non-state humanitarian practices that would 

challenge the operational logic of the agency’s practices (in a similar vein, the Mexican 

government has recently begun referring to those it apprehends through Programa Frontera Sur 

as “rescates” [rescues] – despite research showing that a considerable proportion of assaults, 

kidnappings and extortion of individuals migrating through Mexican territory are committed by 

these very same Mexican authorities – cf Gobierno de Chiapas, 2015; Knippen et al., 2015).     

Left unresolved in this work is the extent to which the state’s obligations to protect 

human life can be mobilized to undermine the routine violence that it enacts, and/or to force 

structural transformations that might at the very least mitigate the harm that this violence causes. 

For example, Launius (2014) critiques Williams’ (2014b) dismissal of humanitarian asylum-

based political strategies, turning to the example of the US Sanctuary Movement of the 1980s 

and its successful mobilization of grassroots organizing, political pressure and tactical legal 
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intervention to accomplish Temporary Protected Status for asylum-seekers from El Salvador and 

Guatemala.  These strategies were accomplished by building direct, person-to-person 

relationships that exposed the violence sponsored by the United States in Central America – 

relationships which eventually convinced thousands of individuals and institutions of the merits 

of direct action in defiance of the Reagan administration, and convinced the courts of the same 

(once again, this example reveals how state power may be highly destructive, but it is rarely 

unitary or coherent).  

Yet Williams’ caution against mobilizing the state’s own categories and institutions as a 

hedge against its violence merits attention.  Navigating the tensions reflected in the 

Williams/Launius debate has led some scholars and activists to seek alternative intellectual 

frameworks that might simultaneously militate against the constitutive exclusions enacted 

through the state’s border practices, while providing analytic guideposts for political 

intervention.  It is to these frameworks that the third and final section of this paper turns. 

 

4. Oppositional frameworks 

 

4.a. “No Borders” or “Autonomy of Migration”?  

 

Reviewing contemporary scholarship seeking to examine the violent outcomes of boundary 

enforcement practice, Nevins (2003) argues that “it is imperative to engage in a critical dialogue 

about the factors that give rise to the fatalities [of migrants].  I assert that by not calling for an 

end to boundary enforcement as it relates to immigration or by legitimating such enforcement, 

[academics and policy analysts] are resigning themselves to migrant deaths.” Various scholars 
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have taken up Nevins’ call, drawing from radical intellectual and activist currents in Europe, 

North America, Oceania, North Africa, and occupied Palestine to articulate a “no borders” 

framework that would call into question the fundamental legitimacy of nation-state borders and 

demand instead a political horizon premised on the ‘freedom of movement’ for all (Alldred, 

2003; Sharma, 2003; Walters, 2006; Anderson et al., 2009 and 2012; Burridge, 2009; 2014; Gill, 

2009; Walia, 2013).   

Yet there is danger and potential contradiction in no borders’ claim to be a radical 

framework of intervention contra the agendas of state and capital. Indeed, as Scheel (2013) 

observes, no borders is the demand of capital; while rather than operating in tension with the 

apparatus of security, “freedom of movement” may just as plausibly be understood as its raison 

d’etre.  Observes Foucault (2007),  

 

“An apparatus of security… cannot operate well except on condition that it is given 

freedom, in the modern sense [the word] acquires in the eighteenth century: no longer the 

exemptions and privileges attached to a person, but the possibility of movement, change 

of place, and processes of circulation of both people and things. I think it is this… option 

of circulation, that we should understand the word freedom, and understand it as one of 

the facets, aspects or dimensions of the deployment of apparatuses of security.” (48-49)  

 

Foucault’s perspective is affirmed in the mission of US Customs and Border Protection, to 

“steadfastly enforce the laws of the United States while fostering our Nation's economic security 

through lawful international trade and travel” (US Customs and Border Protection, 2016).   

Driving the point home, after I asked a former regional director of this agency about whether or 
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not he observed a tension in the everyday implementation of these two facets of the agency’s 

mission, he clarified: “There’s no tension.  Enforce, facilitate – they go together.  They’re not 

separate.  It’s the same thing” (interview May 2013). 

   Rather than a normative political objective, then, we might mobilize ‘no borders’ as an 

epistemological framework – something akin to De Genova’s (2005) call to refuse 

“methodological nationalism” or the “gaze of the native” when approaching and articulating the 

stakes of our work. Such a move would seek to denaturalize the border and the social, political 

and conceptual categories necessary for its operation – and to instead examine how each of these 

is produced, materially and conceptually, and in turn contributes to the distribution of 

vulnerability and violence on particular bodies, while delivering power and privilege to others.   

This is very much in line with a research agenda and intellectual framework loosely 

collected under the umbrella “Autonomy of Migration” (AoM).  Originating with Moulier-

Boulang (1998) and significantly expanded with seminal texts by Papadopoulos et al. (2008) and 

Mezzadra and Neilson (2013), the principle insight of AoM is its approach to the border as a 

productive technology that multiplies and distributes mobility and difference – rather than 

merely a negative or repressive technology of exclusion.  However, AoM goes further, 

analogically equating the relationship of migration and security practice to the relationship 

between labor and capital posited within autonomist and workerist currents of Marxist thought.  

These tendencies, articulated in the context of militant shop floor struggles of the 1960s and 70s 

in the automobile factories of Turin and Detroit, hold that it is the working class – independent of 

mediating bodies – that drives the managerial, logistical and technological innovations of capital, 

as the latter seeks to contain the former’s imminent capacity to disrupt production and enforce a 

redistribution of surplus value that would threaten the viability of individuals capitalists, and of 
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capitalism as a whole (see Cleaver, 2000; Marks, 2012; Pizzolato, 2013).  AoM’s analogical 

move allows its adherents to suggest that there are dimensions of migratory movements and 

desires that always exceed the security apparatuses designed to control and contain these – and 

that it is with these in mind that we should approach and evaluate the border regime (in explicit 

analogy to Italian workerism, Casas-Cortes et al. [2015] describe this inversion of analysis and 

causality as accomplishing a “Copernican turn in migration studies” [895]).  

AoM’s attention to the “relationality among processes of mobility and processes of 

control” (898) is undeniably valuable, as is the critical interrogation of citizenship as a 

mechanism of exclusion rather than a normative foundation of politics (a proposition that both 

AoM and No Borders frameworks share – cf Megoran, 2005; and Papadopoulos and Tsianos, 

2013). Yet there are several problems that adherents of this paradigm have yet to adequately 

tackle.  Here I’ll focus on two: first, the reification of “migration” as an ontological condition 

and driver of change; and, related to this, the temporal horizon within which AoM locates the 

novelty of its claims vis-a-vis the efficacy of bordering practices. 

To begin with, AoM’s emphasis on the “excess of migratory desires” over and against 

those border controls that would contain them (Papadopoulos et al., 2008) risks misreading this 

excess as resistance – romantically over-reading the political implications of what is essentially a 

banal observation that peoples’ behaviors and desires do not always conform to those that the 

state would anticipate or demand.  At the same time, the state sanctions these behaviors and 

desires in particular ways that distributes power and privilege and render certain bodies 

vulnerable to arbitrary violence. Yet affirming the excess of desire in no way resolves the 

political problem of this state-sanctioned vulnerability or violence.    
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At the same time, both Hyndman (2004) and Sharma (2009) observe that AoM’s 

adherents have generally proceeded by abstracting migrants and migration from those questions 

of positionality and difference to which feminist geographers have been much more attuned.  A 

failure to account for how positionality and difference shape the migration experience (or rather, 

a perspective that views such questions as a secondary effect of border policing) then allows 

AoM to misread the novelty of its claims vis-à-vis the historical composition of capitalist 

modernity. For example, genealogically situating AoM’s intellectual claims with the progression 

of the neo-liberal era, Mezzadra et al. (2015) write “[t]he patterns of “contemporary migration… 

are very different from classical ‘Fordist’ ones… This has occasioned the ‘explosion’ of 

established models of ‘integration’ in many parts of the world.” (in Casas-Cortes et al., 2015b; 

62). What other historical insights and struggles might be overlooked or erased through this kind 

of historical narrative?  The question is far from trivial, as the narrative above risks a profoundly 

romantic misreading of the Fordist world and the insights developed by radical social 

movements and intellectuals who sought to intervene in and overturn this world (cf Boggs, 1962; 

Bologna, 1977; James, 2012; James, et al., 2013).  Indeed, a critical insight of the autonomist 

Marxist canon is that even “Fordism” wasn’t “Fordist,” insofar as the mythology of this period 

would posit it as one defined by high degrees of coherent working class unity in both the 

composition of the working class (on the factory floor) and its political organs (parties and the 

unions).  Rather, both shop floor activity and political representation were articulated through 

constitutive exclusions of gender and race.  And although these exclusions articulated themselves 

in the context of migration (it was Black and white Appalachian workers from the U.S. South 

who moved to the country’s industrial belt during the Great Migration, and southern Italian 

migrants who moved to northern cities like Turin and Milan during a similar period who 
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occupied the most menial, precarious and low-paying industrial jobs, while being formally 

and/or routinely excluded from housing, services, and political party and union leadership), it 

wasn’t migration per se that defined these exclusions, but rather the legal, cultural and political 

articulation of status – whether along lines of gender, culture, sexuality, nationality or race 

(Georgakas and Surkin, 1998; Pizzolato, 2013).  Thus, the “differential inclusion” of 

contemporary migration regimes is not a departure from some smooth or uniform class 

composition of the Fordist period, but a continuation of what Federici (2004) describes as the 

“accumulation of difference within the working class” that has always conditioned the 

reproduction of capitalism.  

Rather than evaluate the stakes and composition of contemporary movement and 

movements through analogy to Marxist categories and insights, it might be much more profitable 

to draw from those intellectual traditions that have sought to read Marxism through the racial 

and gender composition of modernity.  A racial formation framework could provide a powerful 

alternative for reading the stakes and composition of contemporary migration, border and 

security regimes. 

 

4.b. Racial formation 

  

In a 2002 essay Ruthie Gilmore argues for “a political geography of race” that would mobilize “a 

research agenda that centers on race as a condition of existence and as a category of analysis” 

(quoted in Cheng, 2013, p. 12). Berrick (2015) has recently undertaken to deploy this framework 

to interrogate US Border Patrol activities and their outcomes in the Olympic Peninsula in 

Washington State, situating these within a longer genealogy of Anglo-American settler-
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colonialism that informs the “common legacy” of the US and Canadian states (see also Nicol, 

2012). Winders (2007) similarly deploys a racial formation lens to understand and unpack 

contemporary geographies of immigration enforcement in the US south and their articulation 

with emerging nativist anxieties and sentiments among a white, Anglo population.  

Approaching the problems of immigration and border policing through the powerful lens 

of racial formation has the merit of de-emphasizing migration and mobility as ontological or 

methodological points of departure, instead orienting attention toward the composition of power, 

status and vulnerability in a given locale or community.  Indeed, one need not be involved in 

actually crossing a border (or have any biographical history of migration) to be affected by 

immigration policing and its violence.  For example, research conducted by People Helping 

People in the Borderlands, a community organization based in Arivaca, AZ observed a sample of 

2,379 vehicles crossing through the US Border Patrol checkpoint on Arivaca Road between 

February and April 2014 (Arivaca Road connects the town to Interstate 19 and Tucson).  They 

found that Latino drivers were 26 times more likely than white drivers to have to show ID and 

prove their citizenship, and nearly 20 times more likely to be directed toward secondary 

inspection for a search of their vehicle – despite the fact that these community researchers failed 

to observe a single arrest during their four months of monitoring (implying that none of these 

stops or investigations proved justified – e.g., none of those targeted at the checkpoint proved to 

be a non-status immigrant or involved in smuggling activity – cf People Helping People, 2014).  

Nevertheless, explained a US Border Patrol official at an Arivaca town hall:  

 

“smugglers are not dumb.  I mean obviously, they don’t want to look like smugglers out 

there.  What do they do? They try to acclimate themselves to the folks that are here.  
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They pass themselves off as ranchers, uhm, Arivaca residents. Its not just illegals [sic] 

smuggling drugs, I’ll tell you a big part of the people smuggling drugs out of Arivaca are 

Arivaca locals, American citizens...  there’s quite a few.” (field note, March 2014) 

 

In the United States, at least, this is the trick of the border – to grant plenary power to the 

Department of Homeland Security through the foreign policy doctrine of law, even though a 

significant proportion of its agents’ operational activities take place entirely within domestic 

space, targeting domestic populations.  For this reason, it may be useful to situate geographies of 

border and immigration policing within geographies of policing more broadly.  Indeed, Loyd 

(2010) calls for precisely such a move when she argues that prisons and migration restrictions be 

approached alongside one another in order to situate each within a common abolitionist agenda 

that would attend to “the relation between state violence and everyday practices of racial and 

gender violence” (see also Loyd et al., 2012; Mountz et al., 2012).  There are genealogical 

reasons for adopting such an approach, insofar as many of the contemporary laws and policies 

used to police immigrant communities in the United States (including the statutory authority 

allowing ICE’s ACCESS programs) were originally created as part of broader “tough on crime” 

initiatives of the 1980s and 90s (cf Boyce and Launius, 2013; Inda and Dowling, 2013).  As 

argued by Loyd and Burridge (2007), one of the tactical implications of this common genealogy 

is that anti-enforcement or pro-immigrant arguments that would hinge on a supposed condition 

of “innocence” (such as the common US immigrant rights slogan “We are Not Criminals”) 

simultaneously miss the mark and risk legitimizing or reinforcing an architecture of state 

violence that targets all non-citizens, along with communities of color more broadly (see also 

Escobar, 2008). 
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Several additional implications follow from adopting a racial formation perspective, in 

dialogue with geographies of policing more broadly.  One is that our analysis of the causes, 

qualities, and outcomes of particular police practices requires sensitivity to the particular 

historical composition of a specific region or locale.  This would impede the mobilization of a 

singular interpretive lens for examining migration and border control practices across 

heterogeneous contexts such as, say, southeast Europe and the southwestern United States. The 

same is true for different regions within the United States, a country that, as Cheng (2013) 

observes, is characterized by tremendous regional variation in the articulation of racial identities 

and exclusions. Thus, as Berrick (2015) observes, it becomes both an empirical and a theoretical 

problem to understand how police practices articulate with regional assemblages of race, class, 

identity and status – particularly as state actors, technologies and imperatives circulate among 

and between these heterogeneous and disparate locales.    

The disproportionate experience of policing among those targeted by multiple agencies 

has important consequences for everyday life, including peoples’ ability to circulate through 

space, access services, engage in productive labor and otherwise participate in civic life.  

Consideration of these conditions leads to a final analytic framework that scholars are deploying 

to unpack the stakes and composition of contemporary struggles over immigration and policing: 

social reproduction.   

 

4.c. Social reproduction  

 

As early as Mitchell et al’s (2004) agenda-setting intervention on social reproduction, Katz 

observed that 
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“Capitalism in general effects the alienation of labor from its owner, but immigration 

policy can be seen as a means to achieve a form of this alienation that increases greatly in 

the age of transnationalism, namely the spatial separation of the site of the purchase and 

expenditure of labor from the sites of its reproduction, such that the locus of production 

and [social] reproduction lie in two different national spaces.” (5, in Mitchell, Marston, 

and Katz 2004) 

 

As Strauss and Meehan (2015) observe, this is a promising prompt that merits further attention.  

A social reproduction framework might, for example, help weave together various analytic and 

topical threads considered above, including the financial drivers and conditions of migration; a 

methodological concern with everyday vulnerabilities (and the corporeal conditions of encounter 

that contribute to these vulnerabilities); the mobilization of violence and dispossession according 

to cleavages of status, race and gender; and a grounding of our analysis in categories of Marxist 

and feminist thought – rather than proceeding through analogy to these categories, as AoM is 

wont to do.   

Consider, for example, the everyday experiences narrated by non-status immigrants as an 

outcome of the intensification of immigration policing, such as those discussed by New York 

Times reporters Thompson and Cohen (2014), above.  In response to the intensification of this 

policing Smith and Winders (2015) similarly observe: “undocumented immigrants and their 

families… hunkered down, taking back roads to avoid road stops (often placed near immigrant 

neighborhoods), expressing reluctance to volunteer at local organizations, avoiding public 

spaces, and advising one another not to travel in groups.  [This]… brought public life for many 
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immigrants to a halt” (111). Research undertaken by the University of Arizona’s Southwest 

Institute for Research on Women similarly found that Arizona’s SB 1070 resulted in “young 

adults without their primary caregivers, early teen marriages, stress- related health issues, 

declines in high school attendance and performance” and “increasing reluctance to contact the 

police,” among other issues (Lopez, 2011; 2).  This suggests that the consequences of intensified 

policing may be generational in their scope, producing acute and inter-generational trauma that 

may affect young peoples’ life chances for decades to come.   

This observation raises an additional, related problem – the spectre of social non-

reproduction, including the cumulative affect of those conditions that drive what Lauren Berlant 

(2007; 754) describes as a process of “slow death” (“the physical wearing out of a population 

and the deterioration of people in that population that is very nearly a defining condition of their 

experience and historical existence”).  Combining the above observations with Gilmore’s (2007) 

well-known definition of racism as “the state-sanctioned and/or extralegal production and 

exploitation of group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death” (247) might go a long way 

toward explaining how geographic patterns of organized state violence serve as vectors of what 

Federici (2004) calls “the accumulation of difference within the working class,” difference that 

defines the composition of labor markets and the conditions and qualities of everyday life, as 

much as they shape the possibility for collective or coordinated working class mobilization 

across these lines of difference.   

How to resolve these challenges is a problem to be worked out in practice.  Surely it must 

involve combat, confrontation and intervention against those state practices that enact, enable or 

reproduce “group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death.”  But it might also involve the 

articulation of alternative ethics of care, relationality and reparation that account for this 
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violence, attend to its generational consequences, and in the process open social and political 

possibilities heretofore foreclosed by the Homeland Security state.   

 

5. Conclusion 

 

This paper has reviewed spatial, methodological and political frameworks deployed by scholars 

to understand and interpret contemporary geographies of border and immigration policing in the 

United States and beyond.  It finds that many of the concepts and ideas currently mobilized to 

interpret these geographies are inadequate to both the spatiality and stakes of the practices they 

seek to describe.  Yet geographers are developing promising paths forward that examine the 

complex articulation of subjects, bodies and sites through the production, distribution and 

contestation of state-sanctioned vulnerability and violence.      

In addition to those discussed above, several additional problems remain unresolved in 

this work.  First, if we connect geographies of security and migration with broader geographies 

of policing and mass incarceration, then there is also a need to continue building connections 

with those movements that are urgently tackling these problems and contesting these conditions, 

while recognizing these movements as “incubators of new knowledge” (Kelley, 2002; 9) rather 

than mere objects of study. 

But this focus raises questions of ethics, methodology and epistemology that are sensitive 

to the ways that the state seeks to make certain objects, bodies or phenomena observable and 

knowable, intelligible or unintelligible. At the same time, as Coleman (2016) observes, we 

cannot meaningfully disentangle ourselves from the institutions in which we are housed, or the 

imperatives they mobilize vis-à-vis the production of knowledge (we are, after all, equally 
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subject to the IRB). Thus, even as we may seek to study state violence, we must be cautious 

about our own entanglement in its webs of power.   

Another area that merits greater consideration is the political economy of enforcement – 

and the ways this political economy may shape or manipulate state practice in particular ways 

that are irreducible to its stated objectives.  The process of contracting for security operations 

surely opens a window onto the problem identified in section 2.c., above – namely, that of how 

to think together disparate and heterogeneous locales and security practices.  It also offers an 

additional avenue for interrogating the materiality of these practices, ultimately contributing to 

the cycles of accumulation and dispossession considered above.   
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FIGURE 1: “BORDER” AND “INTERIOR” REMOVALS 2003-2014 
 

 
Source: Nowrasteh, 2015 
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FIGURE 2: US BORDER PATROL DETROIT SECTOR REPRESENTATION OF ITS 100 
MILE JURISDICTION 
 

 
Source: US Border Patrol, procured through Freedom of Information Act 
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In July 2013 I had the privilege to sit down with staffers from the office of U.S. Rep. 

Candice Miller. Miller is the powerful chairwoman of the House Subcommittee on Border and 

Maritime Security, the vice chair of the House Committee on Homeland Security, and a vocal 

border hawk. In 2013 she co-authored the “Border Security Results Act,” a bill that would have 

been incorporated into (or replaced) the House’s Comprehensive Immigration Reform bill. 

Among other things, the Border Security Results Act would have mandated that the Department 

of Homeland Security accomplish 100% “situational awareness” and a 90% interdiction rate 

along both the southwest and northern U.S. land borders before certain other legal reforms 

(including the much-vaunted ‘pathway to citizenship’ for undocumented workers) could be 

enacted. [1] 

My encounter with Miller’s staff took place alongside a group of activists following a 

protest outside her office, part of a National Day of Action Against Border Militarization 

organized by Latino civil rights groups. Miller’s staffers were kind enough to invite the group of 

us inside, offer us water and discuss our concerns. During the course of our conversation, a 

staffer and I began to debate the merits of additional spending on “border security” infrastructure 

and technology, in this case along the U.S./Canada border. Bewildered by my reservations, the 

staffer insisted “the northern border is vulnerable. We have known cases of terrorists trying to 

come in from Canada. When we talk to officials from Homeland Security they tell us that the 

northern border is wide open!” Another activist piped up, challenging the staffer: “do you have 

any evidence to suggest that ‘terrorists’ are actually attempting to enter the United States from 

Canada?” to which the staffer, by now exasperated, responded “well, do you have any reason to 

believe that they are not?” [2] 
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I want to reflect on this exchange for a moment. At the time, the staffer’s comment struck 

me as deeply resonant with another well-known formulation by former Secretary of Defense 

Donald Rumsfeld, who, in 2002, in response to a reporter’s request that he produce specific 

evidence backing up his insinuation of a link between then-Iraqi president Saddam Hussein and 

the Al Qaeda terrorist network, stated: 

 

“Reports that say there's -- that something hasn't happened are always interesting to me, 

because as we know, there are known knowns; there are things that we know that we 

know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is to say we know there are some 

things we do not know. But there are also unknown unknowns, the ones we don't know 

we don't know. And if one looks throughout the history of our country and other free 

countries, it is the latter category that tend to be the difficult ones…” 

 

Filmmaker Errol Morris recently undertook a breathtaking deconstruction of the epistemology 

reflected in Rumsfeld’s statement. [3] Yet despite debates as to its faults or merits, I think it 

would be misleading, at best, to consider Rumsfeld’s formulation to be a deviation or outlier 

from the logic informing much post-9/11 governmental practice. Indeed, Rumsfeld himself is 

among the primary architects of this policy world.  

Following Rumsfeld’s logic, it is not so much an identifiable or articulated threat that 

provokes the mobilization of a governmental response, but the mere possibility that an unknown 

threat may exist in the present or materialize at some unspecified point in the future. [4] And it is 

the fact that we do not know whether this threat exists, what it might be or when it might 

materialize that is viewed as an existential vulnerability. This logic, then, mandates and justifies 
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an endless expansion of surveillance, data collection, and – as scholars like Anderson and 

Massumi have discussed – pre-emptive military and police intervention. [5]  

Consider, for example, the National Security Agency’s expansive networks of 

surveillance, including the bulk warrantless collection and monitoring of internet 

communication, device location records, text messages, financial transactions, private webcam 

images and phone call metadata, as recently exposed by former NSA-contractor Edward 

Snowden. Or, consider the theatrical, invasive search of passengers on all U.S. and international 

flights, and the fantastic logic that informs this investigative activity (full body scans, the 

removal of shoes, the banning of liquid in quantities greater than 3.4 ounces – all because an 

individual could, theoretically, use these as a medium to deliver an explosive onto an airplane – 

and it is not known whether anyone might try to do so). 

Enforcement efforts along the U.S./Mexico and U.S./Canada borders indicate how the 

imperative to collect ever-greater volumes of data is not just an epistemological, logistical or 

technological problem, but also a spatial one. In the border region, the drive toward expansive 

surveillance and policing manifests through a seemingly endless proliferation of Homeland 

Security presence in urban neighborhoods, along transportation corridors, and in remote rural, 

wilderness and sovereign tribal areas. Already, since September 11, 2001 $100 billion has been 

spent on border security operations, and the combined budget of U.S. Customs and Border 

Protection and Immigration and Customs Enforcement now outpaces all other federal law 

enforcement combined. [6] 

Yet despite these efforts, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security still faces 

significant challenges and limitations on where and how effectively it is able to collect data on 

and intervene in activity taking place in and through the borderlands. Indeed, in 2012 the U.S. 
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Government Accountability Office estimated that only about 15% of the United States’ 

southwest border met the agency’s highest threshold classification for “operational control” (a 

metric that indicated the Border Patrol’s ability to continuously monitor, detect, respond to and 

successfully interdict unlawful incursions into U.S. territory, with “a high probability of 

apprehension upon entry”), while only 0.8% - or 32 miles - of the United States’ northern border 

met this threshold. [7] 

On the one hand, such figures shouldn’t be surprising. The Border Patrol is mandated to 

police not only the 1,954 mile or 3,987 mile-long linear U.S./Mexico and U.S./Canada borders, 

but also an area up to 100 miles inland from these borders (along with the United States’ coastal 

borders), a voluminous area of hundreds of thousands of square miles that includes two-thirds of 

the United States’ population. Meanwhile, much of the land along the U.S./Mexico and 

U.S./Canada borders, where the Border Patrol maintains its most active presence, is extremely 

remote and inaccessible, lacking the most basic infrastructure. In the course of fieldwork I have 

often witnessed DHS officials describe the challenges these conditions pose to their operations. 

The following two excerpts from a panel discussion on border technologies, involving U.S. 

Border Patrol Big Bend Sector chief John Smontana and Nogales Station chief Leslie Lawson, 

are exemplary. Describes Smontana: 

 

“Big Bend is a uh, one quarter of the entire southwest border, we have 510 border miles 

and 165,000 square miles of territory, ten stations, two sub-stations and 4 permanent 

checkpoints... You can see what some of our territory looks like, its very remote, its very 

rugged, uh, it’s hard to get to the border in most places. If you leave many of our stations 

it may take 5 to 6 hours just to reach the border in that area… in most of the areas off the 
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roads, uh, there’s no cell coverage in our area… uh, and the further away from the border, 

to the interior you get, there’s also a lack of radio repeaters and such so uhm, for us it’s 

just the general remoteness of the area, there’s no infrastructure of any type”  

 

Continues Lawson: 

 

“Like Del Rio and Big Bend one of our biggest challenges is communications, is getting 

the sensor, the sensor signals back to our repeaters which can get, then get back out to our 

dispatch. Uhm I have, we have our own dispatch center down in Nogales uhm, at the 

station and we have a very difficult time, frankly, in our west area especially, what we 

call “Zone 19,” getting any signals whatsoever back… uhm, and, out in the Tumacacori 

highlands… the infrastructure out there, you’re not going to find a celltower, you’re not 

going to find a tele, you know, a telephone tower, the one repeater that we have out there 

in that area is a solar repeater, and they literally had to bring by helicopter all of the 

pieces, that uh, to repair that, to set it up and repair it, so when that repeater goes down 

for us it’s pretty critical, uhm, and agents have a difficult time, uh communicating out 

there in our west area.” [8] 

 

As indicated by Smontana and Lawson, among the primary challenges to the Border Patrol’s 

operations is the sheer volume and remote condition of the landscape that agents are charged to 

police. Many areas lack any surveillance capability whatsoever. Even when surveillance 

technology is successfully deployed, there are often difficulties with the strength and reliability 

of communications signals. And even when signals are successfully transmitted, agents still face 
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issues of navigation and safety accessing mountainous areas that lack roads or other 

infrastructure.  

The above problems persist despite a massive security buildup that over the past decade 

has transformed many areas of the borderlands, including the construction of thousands of miles 

of new roads; the erection of hundreds of miles of vehicle barriers and single and double-layer 

fencing; the investment of billions of dollars in ground radar, spy towers and other “virtual 

fence” technologies; the proliferation of internal vehicle checkpoints where all passing motorists 

must establish their citizenship and submit to inspection; a series of “hiring surges” that have 

made U.S. Customs and Border Protection the largest law enforcement agency in the United 

States – and encounters with (and scrutiny from) Border Patrol agents a ubiquitous daily reality 

for many border area residents; and the domestic deployment of unmanned aerial vehicles, 

military aerostats and U.S. spy satellites to gather visual data on unauthorized crossing patterns. 

In order to accomplish the above measures, Homeland Security officials have had to disregard 

numerous civil and human rights protections; engage in highly invasive search and surveillance 

practices; and wave a total of 36 environmental and cultural preservation laws. 

Nevertheless, Congressional security advocates like Miller have seized on figures like the 

2012 GAO statistic referenced above, and used these as a battering ram against DHS and Obama 

administration officials to argue that they are unserious about their border enforcement mandate. 

By extension, the U.S. Congress has proposed various new security metrics and enforcement 

schemes. In 2013 these included S.744, the Senate’s Comprehensive Immigration Reform bill, 

which would have expanded the Customs and Border Protection budget by $48 billion; mandated 

700 miles of new fencing; added sufficient additional UAVs to the CBP arsenal to allow the 

Border Patrol to monitor the border “24 hours per day and for 7 days per week;” and hired an 
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additional 18,000 Border Patrol agents, almost doubling the size of the agency for the third time 

since 1994. [9] Meanwhile, H.R.2278, the “Strengthen and Fortify Enforcement Act,” would 

have massively expanded the grounds for removal and criminal penalties associated with 

unauthorized entry. And, as discussed above, Miller’s “Border Security Results Act,” would 

have mandated the accomplishment of real-time surveillance and a 90% “effectiveness rate” 

(defined as the proportion of the total number of detected unauthorized border crossers that the 

Border Patrol is able to successfully interdict or “turn back”) across both of the United States’ 

land borders. Congressional gridlock over the federal immigration overhaul led each of these 

proposals to fizzle out. But congressional inaction has not curbed the ambitions of DHS officials. 

Stated U.S. Border Patrol chief Michael Fisher to a crowd of Homeland Security contractors in 

October 2013: 

 

“…for the past ten years or so in the department we’ve really been limited in our ability 

to gain situational awareness. Matter of fact we were very confident and proud each and 

every reporting cycle to tell you what we did know. We said because we’ve got 

thousands of Border Patrol agents here, we have unattended ground sensors. We actually 

have, uhm, remote video surveillance systems. We know what is happening in this 

particular area. And they say well what about places where you don’t have that stuff. 

Well, we don’t know what we don’t know, we can’t get out there so, really, you know, 

give us a break. We recognized within this new strategy [the Border Patrol’s 2012-2016 

National Strategic Plan] and implementation we had to shore that gap up somehow. 
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Fisher goes on to describe an exploratory effort to use U.S. geo-spatial intelligence collections 

and big data processing capacities to detect visual anomalies in remote border locations – 

anomalies that could indicate signs of unauthorized movement, but that will require extensive 

and ongoing effort to “ground truth.” Fisher concludes by stating:  

 

“But I think that people understand that at a minimum 90% effectiveness, I believe – and 

I’ve testified to this – that it is achievable as a strategic objective. And how we get there, 

it’s going to be more and more of the technology, it’s not going to be a doubling or 

tripling of the size of the Border Patrol. And that’s my operational perspective on it.” [10] 

  

Yet any shortcoming in the above effort, any limitation on the United States’ ability to 

detect or interdict unauthorized crossers, can inevitably be used by security advocates to argue 

for greater resources, infrastructure, technology and legal authority. This is because, according to 

former U.S. Customs and Border Protection commissioner W. Ralph Basham: “You’ve got 

people coming at you that you don’t know, you don’t know what they represent. It could be that 

day worker, or it could be a terrorist, or it could be a cartel smuggling drugs or people.” [11] At 

the same time, if we take seriously the logic of the “unknown unknown” (literally, according 

Rumsfeld, any threat to the United States that can be imagined), there will remain, in principle, 

no limit to the expansion of the surveillance and police operation – because the scope of 

phenomena and volume of data beyond the present capacity of U.S. authorities to observe, 

meaningfully interpret and respond to is, in principle, infinite – whereas a threat posed as 

hypothetical can never be ameliorated.  
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It remains, of course, important that scholars study the effects of this cyclical logic on 

border communities, and on U.S. society more broadly. Among others, these include the 

disruption of everyday life and commerce for residents and travelers in the border region; 

disproportionate policing and incarceration rates for border communities – particularly 

indigenous and Xicano/a youth; whole communities – particularly undocumented residents and 

mixed-status families – living in fear of deportation; damage to wildlife corridors, riparian 

habitat and wilderness areas; civil and human rights abuses committed against immigrants and 

U.S. citizens alike; and, worst of all, thousands of deaths of unauthorized migrants, as border 

crossers move to increasingly remote and difficult areas to avoid the reach of the Border Patrol. 

There is also a need to work theoretically through the profound mismatch between 

Congressional and DHS security advocates’ tactical ambitions and the many quotidian 

challenges they face in pursuing these goals. Such challenges include the environmental and 

geographical conditions that render surveillance, communication and navigation costly and 

difficult. Sundberg’s (2011) discussion of the importance of non-human entities to explanation of 

the geography of boundary enforcement is useful for thinking about the many conditions, forces 

and actors that complicate and unravel even the most sophisticated government interventions. 

[12] The efforts of scholars like Elden (2013) and Gordillo (2013) to theorize terrain, as a 

military-strategic concept distinct from the political-juridical concept of territory or the political-

economic concept of land, offer another possible path forward. [13] Writes Gordillo:  

 

“the spatial texture of the planet demands new conceptual tools to account for the 

volumetric physicality of space and for the ways in which its forms, folds, and 

multiplicity preclude vision and the deployment of violence. I believe that the concept of 
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terrain is key to this theoretical shift because this is the only term that indicates that, 

indeed, space is made up of forms, folds, textures, depths, and volumes” (emphasis in the 

original). 

 

Politically, it is imperative that critics of the Homeland Security buildup understand and 

challenge the logic that animates its operation. Without a reassessment of the composition of 

“threat” and its mobilization by U.S. authorities, it will remain difficult to address the damaging 

consequences of the Homeland Security buildup along the border, let alone curb its ongoing 

expansion. This work, of course, must be complemented by broad-based popular movements 

fighting back against the disruption of border policing on peoples’ lives and communities, as is 

currently being pursued by residents of Arivaca, Arizona; by undocumented workers in South 

Tucson; and by members of the Tohono O’odham Nation. Without such political and theoretical 

work, the militarization of U.S. borders is prone to proceed apace. [14] 
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[4] Rumsfeld’s “unknown unknown” is an important departure from the logic governing, say, 

traditional police work, or the criminal justice system. In the case of the former, an officer may 

only make a detention or arrest if a) that officer knows that a crime has been committed, and that 

a targeted individual is likely to be the person who committed that crime. Police in the United 

States are constitutionally prohibited from making an arrest merely on a hunch or for preemptive 

reasons. On the other hand, within the criminal justice system, prosecutors work to piece 

together evidence revealing a chain of events, motive and culpability. Every piece of the puzzle 

(a witness, call log or a fingerprint left at the scene of a crime) might presumably lead to 

additional information that might help reconstruct a particular crime and contribute to an 

individual’s conviction.  
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Introduction 

In September 2006 the George W. Bush administration announced a plan to augment the 

build-up of enforcement infrastructure and personnel along the United States / Mexico border 

with a state-of-the-art “virtual fence” called SBInet – a technology initiative intended to allow 

US border authorities the ability to detect, visualize and respond to virtually any unauthorized 

incursion onto US territory in real time. After a competitive round of bidding, the Boeing 

Corporation won an initial $67 million contract from the US Department of Homeland Security 

to develop a prototype for the program, whose appropriated budget eventually expanded to $3.7 

billion (GAO, 2009a). At the time, SBInet was only the latest in a series of technology initiatives 

intended to enhance the US Border Patrol’s ‘situational awareness’ and improve the efficacy of 

enforcement operations. Yet despite a massive financial and technical investment, SBInet failed 

to deliver on many of its most basic operational promises. As a result, the program was quietly 

canceled in January 2011.  

This paper explores the factors and conditions that led to SBInet’s cancellation, and that 

continue to frustrate US Border Patrol surveillance and enforcement practices. Reading the 

failures of SBInet as an outcome of its inability to contend with a dynamic more-than-human 

landscape, the paper contributes to a post-humanist theory of terrain. Dittmer (2013), Meehan, 

Shaw et al. (2013a), Squire (2014), Sundberg (2011), Wood (2007) and Walters (2014) have each 

explored how non-human objects and beings affect and mediate military, surveillance or police 

operations, and how this mediation in turn conditions the composition and geography of state 

practice. A post-humanist theory of ‘terrain’ builds on and contributes to this literature by 

shifting the orientation of geographic inquiry to the ways that the quality of certain forces, spaces 

and conditions may impede or disrupt a state’s vision, navigation, or administrative practice.  
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Yet as the long saga of DHS surveillance initiatives would suggest, the impediments of 

terrain are by no means final or determinant. Indeed, the United States continues to invest 

tremendous resources toward the twin objectives of ‘persistent surveillance’ and ‘operational 

control’ across the great expanse of its land and maritime borders. Reading the impediments of 

terrain alongside this push toward expansive surveillance, then, the paper proposes a ‘metabolic’ 

theory of the state – one that conceives of state security and surveillance practices as 

continuously animated by a dynamic exterior that becomes the target of agents’ and agencies’ 

efforts to incorporate, digest and subject ever-greater kinds and volumes of objects, bodies, 

landscapes and data to centralized legibility and control. 

The empirics presented in this paper are drawn from several years’ ethnographic research 

in southern Arizona, including semi-structured interviews with current and former government 

personnel; attendance at Homeland Security industry events like Phoenix, Arizona’s annual 

Border Security Expo (where Homeland Security agency officials and contractors promote and 

discuss new technologies, operational ambitions and contract opportunities); archival research; 

and participant observation with humanitarian groups who operate in remote stretches of the 

southern Arizona border region. Interview transcripts, research notes and archival data are 

analyzed to reveal the conditions of encounter between heterogeneous state actors, their objects 

of intervention, and the material and operational conditions these actors routinely navigate.  

 The US / Mexico border is far from the only site where the United States is presently 

pursuing an expansive (and, indeed, virtually omniscient) surveillance capability. Indeed, as the 

public knows from the archive of information leaked by Edward Snowden, the US National 

Security Agency has explicitly stated its objective to collect and monitor all digital 

communication, at all times, everywhere in the world (cf Greenwald, 2014; 97; Poitras, 2014). 
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Similarly, Crampton, Roberts et al. (2014) observe a move within US military and intelligence 

communities toward “wide-area persistent surveillance,” intended to detect, identify and track all 

moving objects across an ever-widening area of observation (206). For this reason, although the 

analysis presented here is concerned principally with those components of the US Department of 

Homeland Security involved in the project of boundary surveillance and policing, its conclusions 

may also inform an understanding of the contemporary US policy drive toward ‘Total 

Information Awareness,’ and of geographies of security and surveillance more broadly. 

 

Querying More-Than-Human Political Geographies 

In their 2010 co-edited volume Political Matter: Technoscience, Democracy and Public 

Life, Bruce Braun and Sarah Whatmore invite a conversation between science and technology 

studies, geography, and various currents of contemporary political thought. Querying the role of 

non-human objects and materiality in the performance and unfolding of sovereignty, biopolitics, 

and collective life, they write: 

 

“what if we took the ‘stuff’ of politics seriously, not as a shorthand phrase for political 

activity but to signal instead the constitutive nature of material processes and entities in 

social and political life, the way that things of every imaginable kind – material objects, 

informed materials, bodies, machines, even media ecologies – help constitute the 

common worlds that we share and the dense fabric of relations with others in and through 

which we live?” (2010; ix) 
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Braun and Whatmore’s prompt follows recent efforts in geography to foreground non-human 

beings as actors in the emergence, operation and mediation of state power (Braun, 2004; Grove, 

2009; Hobson, 2007; Robbins, 2003; Rochelau and Roth, 2007; Robbins and Marks, 2009; but cf 

Sundberg, 2014). This work is important for its disruption of binaries of ‘thought and world,’ 

‘subject and object,’ instead viewing these as co-constitutive and emergent through everyday 

encounters between bodies and the dispositions these form (see also Crang and Tolia-Kelly, 

2010; Johnson, 2015; Miller, 2014; Thrift, 2008; Williams and Boyce, 2013; Woodward, Jones et 

al., 2012).  

Building on much of the work cited above, post-humanist accounts have made important 

contributions to geographies of security and policing, highlighting the role of non-human 

materiality in the composition, mediation and performance of state actors and institutions. The 

US / Mexico border has featured prominently in this literature. For example, in her examination 

of conservation practices in south Texas and southern Arizona, Juanita Sundberg (2011) 

highlights the ways that the behaviors of endangered species allow activists to prevent the 

expansion of enforcement infrastructure through the mediating influence of conservation law. 

More recently, Squire (2014; 2015) has explored how abandoned objects network with discursive 

formations, humanitarian activists and the southern Arizona desert to render certain bodies abject 

and disposable. Thus, in addition to issues of discourse and representation, Squire suggests that 

we take seriously the objects and conditions that affect human bodies and the ways these “intra-

act” with questions of status and law. 

The above work highlights the importance of non-human entities for shaping, enabling or 

producing specific state practices and geographies, and contributes to a broader effort aimed at 

examining the irreducible materiality of networks of security and surveillance (see also Ceyhan, 
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2008; Dittmer, 2013; Nyers, 2012; Walters, 2014; Wood, 2007). Less examined, however, are the 

ways that specific objects, bodies or conditions might resist, frustrate or disrupt state networks 

and practices – and what affects this frustration may have on a state’s behavior or composition. 

The work of Meehan, Shaw et al. (2013a; 2013b) offers some tools for thinking through this 

problem, through their effort to theorize objects ‘in themselves,’ expressed through ability to 

create difference and distribute power regardless of human will or mediation (see also Allen, 

2012; Harman, 2002; 2009; Peloquin, 2013; Shaw and Akhter, 2011; Shaw and Meehan, 2013). 

Thus, while objects such as cameras, wiretaps and standardized tests condition the nature and 

geography of state practice, they 

 

“also refuse the straightforward production of stateness – they catalyze events and 

mediators that resist the intentions of police, underscoring how state space is constantly 

deterritorialized and re-stratified by shifting configurations of ocularcentric and aural 

technologies.” (Meehan, Shaw et al., 2013a; 6) 

 

For example, while a camera may facilitate remote surveillance, it remains capable of being 

appropriated by a multiplicity of actors to manipulate the entire network in which it is embedded. 

Similarly, standardized tests, intended to improve student and teacher evaluation and 

performance, might reconfigure space and transform or distort classroom teaching in ways that 

are utterly detrimental to pedagogical outcomes. Thus, even when assembled into a project of 

surveillance or policing, objects remain capable of withdrawing their participation or otherwise 

generating behaviors or outcomes that are entirely unanticipated. 
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 ‘Object-oriented ontologies’ like those elaborated above offer great promise for 

theorizing the ‘uncanny’ dimensions of the material world, even if this work leaves unexamined 

the efficacy of conditions that may be irreducible to individual bodies or units – conditions such 

as heat, compression, or speed that circulate between and among diverse kinds and forms of 

matter, according to multiple temporalities. The quality of conditions like these, and the forces 

they exert, may directly affect the composition and geography of human endeavors and 

institutions. To show why attention to such material conditions and their spatial expression 

matter to geographies of state power and surveillance, the paper now turns to an exploration of 

Homeland Security operations along the US / Mexico border, and the development of US Border 

Patrol surveillance programs between 1989 and the present. Before returning to the theoretical 

problems detailed above, the paper then proceeds to an autopsy of the SBInet program, 

developed between 2006-2011, in order to explore in detail the issues that led to its cancellation 

and that continue to frustrate US boundary enforcement operations.  

 

Surveillance and Policing a Troublesome Border 

As is well known, the modern era of US boundary enforcement can be traced to 1994, 

when the US Border Patrol launched a strategy of “prevention through deterrence” aimed at 

making it “so difficult and so costly to enter this country illegally that fewer individuals even 

try” (GAO, 1999). The logic of the Border Patrol’s deterrence strategy was two-fold: On the one 

hand, the agency explicitly sought to enroll the difficult topography and harsh climate of the U.S. 

/ Mexico border region as ‘force multipliers’ to its enforcement effort (Dunn, 2010; Nevins, 

2002; Andreas, 2009). As described by then-INS Commissioner Doris Meissner: “We did believe 

that geography would be an ally for us. It was our sense that the number of people crossing 
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through the Arizona desert would go down to a trickle once people realized what [it’s] like” 

(quoted in Cornelius, 2005). At the same time, the Border Patrol believed that the desert would 

isolate would-be crossers, making them easier to distinguish from lawful US residents and thus 

facilitating rapid detection and interdiction. In short, by moving unauthorized traffic away from 

traditional urban migration corridors and into “harsh terrain less suitable for crossing and more 

suitable for enforcement” (INS, 1994; 7), the Border Patrol believed they would obtain a 

“tactical advantage” (Department of Justice, 1996) over unauthorized activity across a 

progressively larger cross-section of the US / Mexico borderlands. 

It would be difficult to sustain an argument that the Border Patrol’s new enforcement 

strategy had anything like the deterrent effect that was intended. Indeed, during the period 

immediately following its launch unauthorized entry grew significantly, peaking around 2001 

and remaining largely consistent with pre-1994 levels for much of the following decade (DHS, 

2014). But the Border Patrol did transform the geography of unauthorized crossing, as 

prospective migrants and smugglers moved into increasingly remote and difficult desert terrain. 

In part, this shift contributed to a spike in deaths resulting from dehydration and exposure, as 

individuals crossed ever-greater distances through a treacherous landscape where if one falls ill, 

becomes injured or lost it can be virtually impossible to find help (cf Burridge, 2009; Doty, 2011; 

Martinez, Reineke et al., 2013). 

At the very same time, many of the environmental conditions intended to present an 

obstacle to unauthorized crossing generated considerable difficulties for the United States’ own 

operations and personnel. For example, as migration began to concentrate in areas like Arizona’s 

Altar Valley, where there are only two paved roads and roughly 900 square miles of difficult, 

mountainous terrain, agents were unable to physically access many areas – let alone identify or 
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track unauthorized movement (or patterns of movement) within them. In 2007, then-US Border 

Patrol Tucson Sector Chief Robert Gilbert described this as follows: 

 

“People challenge us and say, ‘Why aren’t you on the border?’ We are. But you have to 

realize, and being from the area you guys may, the border’s very rugged, it’s very remote, 

accessibility is difficult. So if there’s [sic] no roads, we can’t get into the border. We 

build roads. We’re working with the National Guard constantly and improving our road 

network on the border. That’s a slow process.” (Arizona Daily Star Editorial Board, 

2007) 

 

During a 2012 panel discussion on enforcement technology, Big Bend Sector Chief John 

Smontana used similar language to describe his area of responsibility: 

 

“You can see what some of our territory looks like – its very remote, its very rugged, uh, 

it’s hard to get to the border in most places. If you leave many of our stations it may take 

5 to 6 hours just to reach the border in that area… in most of the areas off the roads, uh, 

there’s no cell coverage… and the further away from the border, to the interior you get, 

there’s also a lack of radio repeaters and such, so for us it’s just the general remoteness of 

the area, there’s no infrastructure of any type, and that also includes electricity.” (field 

note, October 2013) 

 

The lack of access and infrastructure described above generates everyday tactical and logistical 

challenges for boundary enforcement personnel, while the inability to detect or monitor traffic 
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makes it difficult for the agency to strategically target its resources. To help compensate for these 

challenges, the Border Patrol (and, since 2002, its parent agency DHS) has invested in a series of 

high-profile technology programs designed to facilitate remote detection of unauthorized 

movement. These can be periodized as follows: the Integrated Computer-Aided Detection 

System (ICAD: 1989-1994), ICAD II (1994-1998), the Integrated Surveillance Intelligence 

System (ISIS: 1998-2004), the America’s Shield Initiative (basically a rebranding of ISIS: 2004-

2006) the Secure Border Initiative network (SBInet: 2006-2011), and the Arizona Border 

Surveillance Technology Plan (2011-present). 

Each of the above-mentioned programs was launched with significant investment of 

public resources and haughty claims of technological prowess. For example, from 1998-2006 

$239 million was spent on the ISIS system, involving the installation of a series of integrated 

ground sensors that would network into central dispatch and control centers (OIG, 2005). Yet by 

ISIS’s conclusion the DHS Office of Inspector General reported that “[m]ore than 90 percent of 

the responses to sensor alerts resulted in false alarms, something other than illegal alien activity, 

such as local traffic, outbound traffic, a train, or animals. On the southwest border, only two 

percent of sensor alerts resulted in apprehensions” (ibid.). This was in fact a lower success rate 

for the ISIS sensors than under the ICAD system and its “legacy” technology, which ISIS was 

designed to replace.  

In 2006 DHS scrapped ISIS and contracted with the Boeing Corporation to launch the 

Secure Border Initiative, including its surveillance component, SBInet (the “Secure Border 

Initiative Network”). Former SBInet director Mark Borkowski explained the logic of this 

initiative as follows: 
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“This SBInet program… was an attempt to deal with the shortcomings of some of those 

systems [ICAD and ISIS]. So let me give you an example of a shortcoming. You’ve got 

an unattended ground sensor. It detects something happening. Agent says ‘looks like 

something I’ve gotta check out.’ Drives for 45 minutes. The road ends. Agent gets out, 

walks for an hour. And it’s a cow. That’s a problem. That’s a problem, okay? So maybe 

I’d like to integrate things that detect with things that look. Well that concept led to this 

thing called SBInet, and that’s what SBInet was an attempt to do.” (field note, March 

2013) 

 

The SBInet program was billed as a state-of-the-art ‘system of systems,’ a ‘virtual fence’ 

that would integrate ‘artificial intelligence’ capability with existing ground sensors, fixed camera 

towers mounted with infrared, high-resolution imaging capacity, motion-detecting ground radar 

and communications equipment (see figure 1). According to Boeing project manager Mike Potter 

its ambition was to “provide surveillance data to a Common Operating Picture, which allows 

Border Patrol complete situational awareness and increased mission effectiveness” (Snyder, 

2007). This would be accomplished, in part, through the networked automation of threat 

detection and analysis. The following are the four basic mission objectives established by DHS: 

 

“1. Detection. Using one of its multiple information sources, a system must detect all 

possible security breaches in the territory between points of entry. This information is 

then transmitted in real time to the Command and Control Center and to the terminals 

installed in the Border Patrol Vehicles, creating a common  operational picture of the 

threat. 
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2. Identification. Once a possible clandestine crossing is detected, the system’s 

 Artificial Intelligence (AI) should be able to autonomously discern between 

 different possible scenarios depending on the agents involved: cattle, clandestine 

 immigrants, drug dealers or possible terrorists. 

3. Risk Analysis. During this step, the system AI should provide enough information and 

analysis to determine who and what is crossing, if it is an illegal activity, how many 

individuals are involved, what they are doing and what kind of risk they pose to law 

enforcement agents.  

4. Response. To respond efficiently to the threat and ‘resolve’ the illegal crossing, 

 while protecting the lives of the involved agents, the system should provide cost 

 effective alternatives from which the decision maker can choose to deploy the 

 available resources in the area.” (DHS, 2006; quoted in Nieto-Gomez, 2014; 201)  

 

The SBInet program was launched with a pilot dubbed “Project 28”: a series of nine 

integrated fixed towers deployed along a 28-mile stretch of the US / Mexico border in Arizona’s 

Altar Valley, immediately south and west of the town of Arivaca. The Project 28 prototype was 

supplemented by a counterpart of 11 towers deployed along the St. Claire River (the border 

between the United States and Canada) in southeast Michigan. If the two prototypes proved 

successful, DHS’ plan was to deploy a total of 850 SBInet towers along the entire expanse of the 

US borders with Mexico and Canada, at an estimated cost as high as $38 billion (Barry, 2010). 

As such the SBInet program expressed perhaps the ultimate panoptic fantasy – the realization of 

real-time visual penetration and automated monitoring of a significant cross-section of US 

territory at and immediately inside the country’s land borders. But the program fell well short of 
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these ambitions. Against the best efforts of planners, operators and engineers, the remoteness, 

composition and inhabitants of the mountainous desert landscape of the Altar Valley all served to 

inhibit, disrupt and unravel its various operational nodes and connections, rendering much of the 

technology ineffective. 

 

SBInet: an Autopsy  

 Almost immediately the Project 28 prototype was plagued by setbacks. Software 

interface problems slowed communication between the system’s various components, while its 

‘high-resolution’ cameras fell well short of their intended 6.5-mile range, becoming functionally 

useless beyond about 3.1 miles (GAO, 2008b). Animals, rainstorms and other weather events all 

triggered SBInet’s radar and ground sensors, while, as with ISIS before it, these sensors proved 

incapable of distinguishing between human beings and coyotes, deer, rabbits, coatimundi, 

javelina, pronghorn or bovine. Weather and climate created additional problems; during 

rainstorms the range of the system’s cameras was reduced practically to zero, while the mirage 

effect caused by desert heat distorted its visual array. As one project engineer described it, “you 

get this really bad wave distortion. Once it gets up to 110, 120 degrees [Fahrenheit], it gets really 

hard to visualize a target, and you just can’t see much of anything” (field note, October 2013). 

High concentrations of underground copper in the mountainous areas where some of the 

towers were deployed also disrupted the system’s communications network. As Border Patrol 

Nogales Station chief Leslie Lawson described: 

 

“One of our biggest challenges is communications, is getting the sensor, the sensor 

signals back to our repeaters which can get, then get back out to our dispatch... Uhm, to 
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give you little, uh, example of, of our challenges out there, most of you know that there’s 

a lot of mining in Arizona, so the mineral content in the mountains out there really 

messes up, messes with communications. And, out in the Tumacacori highlands… you’re 

not going to find a cell tower, you’re not going to find a tele, you know, a telephone 

tower. The one repeater that we have out there in that area is a solar repeater, and they 

literally had to bring by helicopter all of the pieces, that uh, to repair that, to set it up and 

repair it, so when that repeater goes down for us it’s pretty critical.” (field note, October 

2013) 

  

The lack of infrastructure and the primitive condition of backcountry roads also compromised 

the ability of field personnel to access and operate the SBInet system’s user interface. Explained 

one former Border Patrol agent, who had been deployed in the Project 28 test area: 

 

“They definitely had a lot of things that didn’t make it, later on that they just totally just 

got rid of entirely – things like putting monitors in the vehicles, that would interface with 

the cameras. Those monitors would just get busted so quickly when you were driving 

through the desert, and they just weren’t using them... But as far as using those cameras, I 

have to admit that they did get to be very effective, in certain areas, in some ways – but 

they were useless sometimes too. The terrain was really bad for them, the cameras would 

pick something up and you couldn’t figure out what it was, it was really bizarre. It 

certainly wasn’t adapted to that area, the migrants would adapt and just subvert it, they’d 

stay down in the mountains where it blocked the camera and you just couldn’t see 

anything.” (interview, May 2013) 
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This latter comment points to one of the program’s fundamental flaws: despite a height of 29.87 

meters (98 feet) above ground level, the landscape surrounding the Project 28 towers was 

extremely uneven, marked by steep inclines and countless meandering canyons and arroyos. This 

rugged desert landscape blocked the sensors from detecting and visualizing bodies or movement 

at various angles and degrees of proximity (see figure 2).  

 Indeed, implicit in the spatial ontology of the SBInet project was a reading of national 

territory as two-dimensional and easily susceptible to visual penetration. It is worth considering, 

for example, that the initial Project 28 ‘proof of concept’ test was conducted at Boeing’s research 

facility in Fort Walton Beach, Florida –a landscape markedly dissimilar to the southern Arizona 

desert, where a 30-meter camera tower would encounter few obstacles and a much farther line of 

sight (cf. Maril, 2011). An additional contrast can be made with the program’s Michigan test site, 

where the SBInet system encountered few of the difficulties described above, although here the 

system’s users encountered the distinct challenge of a dense suburban landscape into which 

unauthorized crossers might rapidly disappear. 

In public, DHS and Boeing consistently downplayed the challenges they were having 

with the SBInet system (CBP, 2007; GAO, 2008b; 2010; Lipowicz, 2009; Maril, 2011). On May 

7, 2009 the Obama administration renewed the SBInet contract with considerable fanfare, and 

expanded its budget using money allocated from the 2009 federal stimulus bill. Stated then-

SBInet director Mark Borkowski: “This is the initiation of the no-kidding, real, SBInet system… 

We understand this a lot better. We're a lot more sophisticated” (Hsu, 2009). Yet despite 

Borkowski’s optimism, the project’s operators and engineers remained unable to trouble-shoot 

some of the basic technological and environmental challenges they’d encountered. Scrutiny and 
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criticism from the US Congress mounted, until in March 2010 the Obama administration finally 

froze the SBInet contract and then cancelled the program altogether the following January. 

 

Security and Militarism in a Dynamic, More-than-human World 

How are we to make sense of the operational and environmental challenges encountered 

by SBInet’s operators and engineers? Surely these were the outcome of many factors – the 

overly optimistic expectations of planners and technicians; the difficulty of integrating 

heterogeneous computer idioms and technological units; the fragility of network connections; 

and the cynical avarice of the Boeing Corporation and its many sub-contractors. We might also 

follow Meehan, Shaw et al. (2013a) and consider this as a case of technological rebellion – of the 

tendency of individual components of the SBInetwork to “resist the intentions of police” and 

“refuse the straightforward production of stateness” (6; emphasis in the original). 

Yet what of those forces or conditions that remain irreducible to the properties or 

behavior of individual units? Weather, heat, and the deep geologic time reflected in the mineral 

composition and topography of the southern Arizona landscape emerge as a dynamic relay 

between multiple forms and kinds of matter. Yet the qualities of these conditions, forces and 

intensities nevertheless accumulate to affect, disrupt and frustrate state practice – to inhibit and 

deterritorialize the state’s visual penetration and administrative capture of space. 

One promising avenue for thinking through this problem is an elaboration of a theory of 

terrain. Although, as Woodward (2005) observes, ‘terrain’ has generally been deployed as a 

natural or functional category within geographic thought (see Doyle and Bennett, 2002; 

O’Sullivan, 1991; O’Sullivan and Miller, 1983; Winters, Galloway et al., 1998), scholars like 

Elden (2010; 2013a; 2013b), Gordillo (2013; 2014) and Scott (2009) have recently undertaken to 
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re-purpose ‘terrain’ as a conceptual category that would designate a set of technical procedures 

and strategic problems immanent to human encounters with the immense materiality of the 

world. Elden (2010; 2013b), for example, argues that terrain should be mobilized as a way to 

theorize the three-dimensional spatial medium of human activity, requiring a political and 

strategic conceptualization separate, but related to, the formal, political-juridical question of 

territory, or the political-economic question of land. For Elden, the concept of terrain reflects “a 

relation of power, with a heritage in geology and the military, the control of which allows the 

establishment and maintenance of an order” (Elden, 2013a; 9). 

Gordillo (2013) expands on Elden’s work to capture the asymmetry of material 

conditions with human observation or experience, and the limitations this poses for all human 

activity – including those involved in navigation, surveillance and the mobilization of extreme or 

quotidian violence. Thus, writes Gordillo, a “key principle of a theory of terrain is that there is 

something about its material multiplicity that escapes political capture.” This is particularly true 

of landscapes “defined by high levels of striation and multiplicity of folds such as forests, 

mountains, and cities: for millennia the natural havens of anti-imperial insurgencies” (ibid.). 

Such landscapes have proven particularly vexing for contemporary US military operations in 

places like Iraq or Afghanistan. Yet, as both Weizman (2007) and Graham (2010) observe, it is 

not only the rugged biophysical features of countries like Afghanistan, Cambodia or Vietnam that 

provide refuge to insurgent groups, but also the dense built environment of cities – particularly 

marginal or informal settlements – which neutralize the tactical and technological advantages 

that would follow from aerial domination or network-centric warfare. 

Of course, the practical and strategic questions associated with territorial integration, 

administration and control have long been of interest to geographers (and scholars within 
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cognate disciplines – cf Mitchell, 2002; Painter, 2010; Soja, 1968). What is novel in the re-

conceptualization of terrain suggested here is its appreciation for – and methodological concern 

with – the dynamic multiplicity of the non-human world, and the capacity this holds to actively 

disrupt, withdraw from or deterritorialize established relations of power. This opens up important 

questions for geographies of surveillance, policing and military practice. For example, observes 

Woodward (2005), “power in military networks is highly concentrated, coercive and mobilized, 

relative to place, yet limited when stretched... Its potential and limits need describing and 

explaining if we are to understand militarism’s controls over space” (731). Attention to the 

contours of terrain and the imminent challenges these pose for state actors and practices 

potentiates a much finer degree of spatial inquiry than one that would posit US military power as 

manifest “everywhere” (cf Gregory, 2011).   

Yet Scott (2009) offers an important corrective to any argument that would view these 

challenges as in any way determinant on state practice. Rather, for Scott, topography, climate 

and other environmental conditions merely impose ‘friction’ against human actors and the speed 

at which they might circulate through or obtain knowledge about the bodies and activity existent 

in a given landscape – therefore increasing the energy that must be expended in the process. As 

observed at the US / Mexico border, it follows that the mobilization of resources and energy to 

overcome these environmental obstacles becomes one of the primary dimensions of military, 

security and administrative practice – without ever fully realizing its objective.  

There is therefore a need to consider the dynamic relay that obtains between a state’s 

expansive ambitions and the environmental conditions that constrain it at any given time. This 

paper proposes that the problem might be understood metabolically – state actors constantly 

striving to incorporate and digest a disorderly exterior for the purpose of imposing centralized 
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authority, legibility and control. Several observations follow from this. First, the concept of 

metabolism suspends any totalizing interpretation of the state, its practices or their outcomes. 

Rather, it understands state actors as always positioned in relation to a chaotic exterior they can 

never fully access nor apprehend. Yet the collecting, sorting, and interpretation of information is 

a task that consumes bureaucratic attention precisely because it is an a priori requirement for 

making decisions wherein the consequences can be calculated or predicted with any certainty or 

precision. This leads to a basic quandary, as the greater the volume of data and information 

collected, the more difficult becomes the task of meaningfully processing and interpreting this 

information in order to isolate and categorize useful material; and the more likely it is to 

simultaneously generate useless, misleading or hopelessly confusing investigative trails that 

divert resources in ways that are highly detrimental to the operational goals or objectives that led 

to the expansion of the surveillance apparatus in the first place.  

At the same time, the concept of metabolism suggests a relationship of intimacy – the 

intimacy of a body to its environment, reflected in the complex ways that the two continuously 

interact, pass through and condition one another. Thus, rather than fixed or absolute, the 

boundaries marking the ‘interior’ and ‘exterior’ of the state might be understood topologically – 

the former a vector into or through which the latter is continuously folded. This process 

generates new material, infrastructural and environmental conditions, which might themselves 

withdraw from a network of governance or facilitate novel mechanisms of unlawful or 

clandestine activity, driving a need for additional strategic, juridical and technological 

innovation; and so on. To explore this further, let us return to the Secure Border Initiative, and 

the evolution of US boundary policing in the period following its 2011 cancellation. 
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UAVs and the Pivot To “Big Data” Geo-Spatial Intelligence 

In the aftermath of SBInet its director Mark Borkowski was promoted to Assistant US 

Customs and Border Protection Commissioner for the Office of Technology Innovation and 

Acquisition. Reflecting on SBInet in March 2013, Borkowski stated: 

 

“That program… was a problem. It was a failure in many ways, it took many years, cost a 

lot of money, we did get two of those systems up but we realized we had overreached… 

So, two years ago this is the plan we described... We said we’re going to replace SBInet 

with selections from a menu. That thing called integrated fixed towers is kind of like 

SBInet but it’s the scaled down version, it’s the ‘give me what you’ve got today that 

comes close, and that’s good enough.’” (field note, March 2013) 

 

Borkowski’s “menu” also includes a significant re-purposing of concepts, technologies and 

resources from the United States’ recent military adventures in Iraq and Afghanistan. These 

include the deployment of forward operating bases, vehicle-based mobile surveillance systems, 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and a variety of “legacy” technology left over from the ISIS 

and SBInet eras. 

Between 2005-2014 DHS invested approximately $360 million to purchase, operate and 

maintain a fleet of ten unarmed Predator B drones, with five flown along the southwest border 

(three based in southern Arizona, two in south Texas), two flown out of Cocoa Beach, Florida, 

two flown from Grand Forks, North Dakota for missions along the US / Canada border (OIG, 

2014), and one having been lost after crashing into the ocean off the coast of San Diego. A 

budget document leaked in November 2012 indicated that US Customs and Border Protection 
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(the umbrella agency that includes both the US Border Patrol and the CBP Office of Air and 

Marine) has been in contract negotiations with General Atomics to spend as much as $443 

million to purchase and service an additional 14 Predator B drones (although this acquisition has 

yet to be funded by the US Congress). In addition, DHS is presently experimenting with the use 

of military aerostats (essentially an unmanned, tethered blimp), a technology that had previously 

been deployed to guard overseas US military bases. 

One might imagine that being airborne (and, in the case of UAVs, mobile), DHS’s 

unmanned aerial assets are able to surmount many of the environmental conditions that 

undermined SBInet. For example, CBP lauds its drone program for the Predator B’s ability to fly 

up to 20 consecutive hours at between 19,000 and 28,000 feet altitude, allowing agents to 

accomplish sustained, real-time tracking of unlawful activity. Yet these technologies remain 

highly vulnerable to weather events, and cannot be used, for example, during rainstorms or 

heavy wind conditions. For these reasons, according to Sector Chief John Smontana, in the 

Border Patrol’s Big Bend Sector the agency’s military aerostats can only be deployed about 20% 

of the time (field note, October 2012). Meanwhile, a December 2014 audit of CBP’s drone 

program by the DHS Office of Inspector General found that the agency’s UAV fleet was limited 

to about 22% of its scheduled flight time due to technical problems and because the CBP Office 

of Air and Marine “does not operate the unmanned aircraft in certain weather conditions, such as 

thunderstorms, high winds, or when there is cloud cover.” The OIG concluded that “[b]ecause of 

these weather-related limitations alone, OAM’s long-term goal of unmanned aircraft operations 

24 hours a day, 7 days a week is unrealistic and not attainable” (5). In addition, the OIG audit 

criticized CBP for massively over-stating the spatial coverage of its drone program; failing to 

evaluate its efficacy; under-reporting its cost; and diverting millions of dollars from other 
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programs to maintain and troubleshoot the technical problems that were constantly emerging. 

These findings largely confirmed a previous OIG report condemning the drone program and 

suggesting the agency re-assign its resources to more viable tactics and technologies (OIG, 

2012). 

In part, DHS has responded to this criticism by pivoting its drone program away from 

active enforcement operations to the gathering of visual data that can be analyzed to indicate 

crossing patterns and ‘hot spots’ in remote, inaccessible areas along the border. This effort 

supplements the culling of data from national geo-spatial intelligence collections, which is then 

run through the DHS’s big data ‘Processing Exploitation and Dissemination Center’ to detect 

visual anomalies that could indicate footprints or vehicle tracks, revealing otherwise undetected 

patterns of cross-border incursion in areas that agents are unable to regularly access or monitor 

(according to US Border Patrol Chief Michael Fisher, at present such areas amount to 55% of the 

linear United States / Mexico border alone). Yet despite the novelty of this innovation, its process 

and outcomes remain highly imperfect, time intensive, and at best can proceed piecemeal – 

revealing anomalies in remote locations that then require substantial resources and personnel to 

investigate and ‘ground truth’ – while providing decidedly little operational flexibility and no 

immediate support to the real-time tracking of an individual incursion or enacting a physical 

arrest. 

Being able to periodically visualize and analyze an area is a far cry from being able to 

access or control it in anything like a sustained fashion. At times, the latter requires an 

extraordinary effort to re-engineer space to make it more suitable to the Border Patrol’s 

operational ambitions. Between 2006 and 2011, as part of the Secure Border Initiative, the 

United States spent approximately $1.2 billion to construct 670 miles of new vehicle and 
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pedestrian barriers along the United States / Mexico boundary, accompanied by new roads 

required to access these locales (GAO, 2009b). 

To maintain the rapid pace of construction DHS invoked the authority designated by 

Section 102 of the Real ID Act to waive a total of thirty-six separate federal land conservation 

and cultural preservation laws (cf Millis and Nicol, 2013; Sundberg, 2015). As shown in image 

3, this juridical move was initially undertaken specifically to proceed with a $71 million effort 

using more than 1,520,000 cubic meters (53,600,000 cubic feet) of rock to completely fill in a 

canyon outside of San Diego, California popularly dubbed ‘Smuggler’s Gulch’ (as its name 

suggests, the topography of this locale had long created a vexing corridor for enforcement). In 

nearby Otay Mesa, the Border Patrol invoked the Real ID Act waiver to build 400 meters 

(approximately 1,300 feet) of pedestrian fencing, constructing miles of access road through this 

federally designated wilderness area – which also served as the preserve for the last known 

stands of Tecate Cypress in the world (Sierra Club, 2013). 

 As observed in the case of Smuggler’s Gulch and Otay Mesa, state agencies may very 

well accomplish exceptional interventions in specific locales. Yet the topography and hydrology 

of the US / Mexico border remain unruly and disruptive, requiring a continuous investment of 

energy and resources. Consider: on July 12, 2008, a monsoon thunderstorm dumped 1 to 2 inches 

of rain near Lukeville, Arizona, causing floodwater to back-up behind the 15-foot high border 

wall, flooding downtown Lukeville, causing massive damage and shutting down the international 

port of entry. On August 10, 2011 a 40-foot section of the border wall constructed through Organ 

Pipe National Monument was knocked out by a similar southern Arizona monsoon storm 

(McCombs, 2011a). And on July 27, 2014, flooding near Nogales, AZ knocked out a 60-foot 

section of the border wall, costing more than $700,000 to repair (Galvan, 2015). As of 2011, 
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DHS had taken out a $97 million annual contract with Houston-based Kellog, Root and Brown to 

repair this and similar damage to the border wall, caused by humans and non-humans alike 

(2011b).   

 

Conclusion 

 With the advent of the US Border Patrol’s 1994 ‘strategy of deterrence’ US officials 

attempted to enlist the harsh climate and rugged conditions of the United States’ desert 

borderlands as the foundation of its enforcement strategy. Yet the climate, topography and 

inhabitants of the border region have never fully cooperated. Instead, even as they pose 

formidable obstacles to unauthorized crossers, these same forces, objects and conditions 

continuously disrupt, frustrate and constrain enforcement operations. In the paper above, a post-

humanist theory of terrain has been floated as one tool for thinking through how these material 

conditions impact the composition and geography of US boundary policing. A post-humanist 

theory of terrain attends to the complex, textured dimensions of terrestrial space, and offers 

withdrawal – rather than association – as an analytic and ontological principle for theorizing a 

more-than-human political geography. Yet, as suggested by Scott’s ‘friction,’ this withdrawal is 

never absolute; it may, in principle, be overcome – but only provisionally, and at a cost. To think 

through the relationship that then obtains between a state’s ambitions, its capabilities at any 

given time and the material conditions that constrain these capabilities, I have proposed that this 

be understood metabolically – as state actors mobilize ever-greater resource and energy toward 

the task of capturing, understanding and incorporating those objects, bodies and landscapes that 

escape their control. 
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The US / Mexico border continues to be illustrative.  Recent legislative proposals would 

have mandated that the US Border Patrol accomplish 100% ‘persistent surveillance’ and an 

‘effectiveness rate’ of 90% (to be calculated by dividing the total number of unauthorized 

incursions detected in a given area by the total number of apprehensions or “turn backs”) along 

all US land borders (see HR 1417; S 744; GAO, 2013). The Border Patrol has administratively 

adopted these same metrics, and at various times agency officials have expressed great optimism 

in the Border Patrol’s capacity to accomplish these benchmarks. Responding to a question in 

October 2013, US Border Patrol Chief Michael Fisher stated: 

 

“I think that people understand that at a minimum 90% effectiveness, I believe and I’ve 

testified to this that it is achievable as a strategic objective. And how we get there, and, 

it’s going to be more and more of the technology, it’s not going to be a doubling or 

tripling of the size of the Border Patrol. And that’s my operational perspective on it.” 

(field note, October 2013) 

  

As a matter of policy, the United States maintains the ambition to detect, monitor and control 

virtually all activity proximate to its land borders. No matter that the Border Patrol’s actual 

surveillance and enforcement capabilities consistently fall well short of this goal; as observed in 

Boyce (2014), such shortcoming alone provides all the justification needed for the continuous 

growth and expansion of the resources, authority, infrastructure and technology available to 

Homeland Security personnel. In the US / Mexico borderlands, the above drive is manifest in 

successive rounds of juridical and technological innovation and intensive, Herculean efforts to 
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re-engineer the terrain of specific spaces of enforcement in order to render these more germane 

to the project of boundary policing. 

There are of course important political-economic implications that follow from this, as 

private companies seek to cash-in on the spiraling need for technological innovation and support. 

In southern Arizona, for example, DHS’s pursuit of ‘persistent surveillance’ and ‘operational 

control’ have become big business, leading to a variety of research and industry clusters sheltered 

and supported by public institutions and designed to adopt and field-test US military 

technologies for a Homeland Security environment (Miller and Schivone, 2015). Boeing’s 

original $67 million SBInet contract is just one small illustration of this emerging market 

(Caterinicchia, 2007); Homeland Security Research (2012) estimates that by 2020 public 

spending in this area in the United States alone will have reached $81 billion (up from $51 

billion in 2012) while the global Homeland Security market is expected to grow from $415 

billion to $544 billion during a similar period (Markets and Markets, 2013). As long as states 

follow an imperative for virtually omnipotent surveillance, this market will effectively have no 

limit. 

And it is here that the metabolic theory of the state I have proposed has its greatest 

purchase. The qualities and conditions of the material world present imminent challenges to 

practices of surveillance and policing, despite ever-more sophisticated and complex networks 

deployed in the pursuit of these aims. Like a parasitic appendage, capital feeds on these efforts 

and the energy and resources they require, as the state seeks to tame and digest a chaotic exterior 

that continuously withdraws from its gaze. 
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FIGURE 1: HIGH-LEVEL, CONCEPTUAL DEPICTION OF LONG-TERM SBINET 
OPERATIONS  
 

 
source: GAO, 2008a 
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FIGURE 2A: PROJECT 28 TOWER DEPLOYED IN US BORDER PATROL TUCSON 
SECTOR 

 
source: GAO, 2007  
 
2B: SBINET TOWER BARELY VISIBLE OVER THE EDGE OF A CANYON IN ARIZONA’S 
ALTAR VALLEY  
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photo by the author. 
FIGURE 3: PANORAMA OF THE TRANSFORMATION OF ‘SMUGGLER’S GULCH’ IN 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA.  
 

 
 
Photo by Dan Millis, Sierra Club Borderlands Campaign, reproduced here with permission 
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Introduction 

 

Over the last decade an emerging network of scholars aligned with immigrant justice struggles 

have collectively inaugurated a conceptual and research framework commonly captured under 

the umbrella “Autonomy of Migration” (AoM).  Constructed analogically from the Italian-North 

American Marxist tendency of workerism or “autonomia,” AoM seeks to invert the 

methodological, epistemological and ontological terms by which the problems of migration, 

borders and those security apparatuses that police the latter are approached.  It does so by 

arguing that migration be read as a “creative force” compelled by subjective desires and 

embodied practices that always “structurally exceed” (Mezzadra, 2011) border controls, and in 

the process drive their dynamic expansion.   

The AoM paradigm has many merits – among these a refusal to read migrants as passive 

victims and an insistence that struggles around borders and migration always be read as political 

– that is to say, imbued with relations of power that are always being contested and renegotiated.  

At the same time, striking critiques have been mobilized by scholars who have argued that AoM 

fails to theorize the situated and varied circumstances under which people migrate, including 

those conditioned by inequalities of race, class and gender (see Hyndman, 2004; Sharma, 2009; 

Schee1, 2013a).  Meanwhile, a reading of migration practices and desires as always already 

exceeding those security practices aiming to contain these risks romanticizing the persistence of 

clandestine migration as an axiomatic indicator of ‘resistance,’ without attending to the 

tremendous suffering and violence that accompany these practices; their destructive 

consequences for human lives and bodies; the political geographies and institutions that 

normalize and (re)produce this violence; and the cycles and strategies of accumulation that profit 
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from them.  Engaging the above, this chapter suggests that AoM encounters intellectual dead 

ends through its resort to analogy as a means to articulate its conceptual and political agendas.   

As a way to work through this critique, the chapter proceeds by unpacking observations 

and data collected through four years of sustained fieldwork and more than a decade of activist 

engagement with migrants, residents and law enforcement officials in the southern Arizona 

borderlands.  The chapter draws from previously published work on the environmental features 

and conditions that shape and constrain border enforcement practices at any given time, and 

expand on this work to explore the volumetric multiplicity of borderlands space.  It is through 

the volumetric capacity of terrestrial space to disrupt, elude or deterritorialize any given police 

practice or security assemblage that I suggest we locate the condition of possibility of those 

clandestine practices that AoM would champion.  This point is illustrated by exploring the 

iterative unfolding of tactical and technological innovation by state actors and smuggling 

networks alike, each of whom rely on the appropriation of three-dimensional space to 

strategically outmaneuver the other.  Yet rather than romanticizing the failure of the state to 

definitively contain or prevent unauthorized crossing, the chapter proceeds to explore how the 

state has simultaneously deployed this volumetric excess as a weapon against the lives and 

bodies of clandestine migrants.  It concludes by charging that this violence inflicted on border 

crossers be taken seriously in efforts to read migration practices through a Marxist lens – and that 

the category of social reproduction provides a more compelling framework than AoM for doing 

so.  In part, a reframing of the problem of migration and border controls through the lens of 

social reproduction helps to advance a conversation that would ground this approach through the 

more-than-human composition of the world (Marks, 2015; Strauss and Meehan, 2015).  But it 

also demands that rather than be satisfied with the nominal failure of the security apparatus to 
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categorically prevent the fact of clandestine migration, we reckon politically with those 

structures, conditions and practices that render certain lives and bodies disposable.  First, 

however, I briefly review the genealogy and several key insights of AoM, and how these insights 

shed light on important dimensions of migration struggles and security practice that merit greater 

consideration. 

 

“Autonomy of Migration,” and its discontents 

 

Emerging out of migrant solidarity movements and collective struggles against border and 

immigration restrictions across the European Union from the mid-1990s to the present, the 

Autonomy of Migration paradigm has sought to transform the basic terms and concepts 

commonly used by commentators to narrate the relationship between human migration and 

border controls.  Moulier-Boulang’s (1998) was first to articulate AoM as a coherent framework, 

arguing that both one-sided narratives of economistic “push-pull” factors and the security state’s 

claims about its own capacities and objectives fail to capture the multifaceted complexity of 

human migration as a dynamic ontogenetic force (Casas-Cortes et al., 2015a).  A number of 

writers have since expanded upon Moulier-Boulang’s seminal insight to theorize various 

dimensions of contemporary migration and border controls, including the use of technology by 

migrants and security actors; the geographic plasticity of migration routes; labor and political 

mobilizations by non-status migrants with the European Union; solidarity networks and practices 

by scholars and activists; and the cultural and tactical fabric of clandestinity in everyday life 

(Papadopoulos et al., 2008; Casas-Cortes et al., 2010; 2015b; Counter Cartographies Collective, 

2012; Mezzadra and Neilson 2012; 2013; Nyers, 2015; Oliveri, 2015). 
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A unifying hallmark of the AoM perspective is a rejection of any view of the border as a 

totalizing site of power or control (in marked contrast, for example, to Jason de Leon’s [2012] 

bewildering ascription of “agency” to every actor in the US/Mexico borderlands, human or non-

human – except for clandestine migrants).  Instead, AoM views borders as “dynamic sites of 

contestation and negotiation, where migrants’ practices and tactics encounter the strategies and 

devices of control, entering a ‘relationship of reciprocal determination’” (Scheel, 2013b, 582).  

This attention to contestation and what cScheel calls reciprocal determination helps reveal the 

slippages that undermine the omnipotent aspirations of any security regime. And it is driven, 

argues AoM, by a quotidian refusal among clandestine migrants to be bound by the border and 

its distribution of rights and mobility.  Write Anderson et al. (2012, 82):  

 

“Since the creation of the very first illegalized person, whenever and wherever controls 

have been placed on people’s movements, they have been rejected… No set of border 

controls has ever worked to fully contain people’s desire and need to move.  In this sense, 

it can be argued that an everyday practice of refusing the border has existed as long as 

borders have.”   

 

At the same time, rather than a site of exclusion, a reading of the border as an open-ended site of 

contestation allows AoM’s adherents to examine the border for its productive effects.  These 

include the filtering of human mobilities and populations through a process that Mezzadra and 

Nielsen (2013) call “differential inclusion,” referring to the production of hierarchies and 

striations in the rights claimed or claimable by migrating individuals, and the ways these then 

position said individuals within national states and circuits of labor and capital accumulation.   
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For AoM, how this process of differential inclusion unfolds at any given moment is 

simultaneously an empirical and political question – this is to say, it is contingent on the 

strategies and tactics deployed by clandestine actors and their supporters to subvert, circumvent, 

or overwhelm the state’s bordering techniques, all of which involve constant innovation, 

translation and organization, the outcome of which cannot be known in advance. This then 

generates an imperative to methodological innovation that might allow scholars to concretely 

ally themselves with migrants’ struggles through their practices of knowledge production – a 

process that Colectivo Situaciones (2005) calls “militant investigation.” AoM therefore 

articulates a positive political project that invites scholars and others to deterritorialize our 

knowledge and research in concert with those clandestine actors who every day subvert border 

controls.   

So far, so good. 

Yet several important critiques have been mobilized against the AoM framework.  One of 

the most urgent is Sharma’s assertion that AoM’s collapsing of  “hundreds of millions of people 

who migrant” into the singular, abstract figure of the ‘migrant’ “smacks of objectification and 

romanticization,” erasing “migrants’ classed, racialized, gendered, sexualized, territorialized 

bodies, as well as people’s historical, geographical and metaphorical dislocations and relocations 

are emptied, both of people and meaning” (474). 

Sharma’s critique identifies an important analytic shortcoming in the AoM framework. I 

would posit that related to this shortcoming is AoM’s tendency to proceed via analogy to – rather 

than situate its critique within – categories of Marxist thought.  As described above, AoM draws 

its inspiration from the autonomist or “workerist” tendencies developed in the context of wildcat 

factory struggles of the 1960s and 70s in Italy and Detroit.  Autonomist Marxism insists on the 
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primacy and autonomy of the working class vis-à-vis both capital and those bodies who would 

claim to represent the working class’s interests (e.g. unions and parties); and they hold that it is 

the working class’s autonomous capacity for self-activity that ultimately drives capitalist 

innovation and historical change (Watson, 1971; Cleaver, 2000; Marks, 2012).  To advance its 

argument, AoM essentially draws lines of equivalence between the categories mobilized within 

autonomist Marxism and its own, asserting that the working class = transnational migration and 

capitalism = border controls.  Thus, write Casas-Cortes et al., (2015b, 908), “[i]f operaismo’s 

Copernican revolution was to invert capital-labour relations, refocusing on the multiplication of 

labour struggles and the diverse mechanisms capital employs to fix the social relation in its 

favour, AoM similarly seeks to focus on the ways in which equivalent relations of 

deterritorialization by migrant mobilities are currently forcing the state to reterritorialize its 

border management regime.”  

However, it is not necessarily the case that reading “transnational mobility” as an 

“irreducible force” (Papadopoulos and Tsianos 2008) in relation to border controls has the same 

kind of analytic purchase as the labor theory of value and Marx’s rich insights regarding the 

“energetic, crafty, obedient, cowardly, insolent, revolting, but always in motion” laboring classes 

who are ultimately “the only source of work, development, surplus” (Caffentzis, 1980; 261).  At 

the same time, the papering over of the qualitative differences between the two areas of inquiry 

that AoM’s analogical move requires risks sowing intellectual and political confusion.  This 

includes a reification of the abstract figure of the “transnational migrant,” which would 

simultaneously naturalize those nation-state boundaries that render this category meaningful.  It 

also risks overlooking and/or misdiagnosing those everyday geographies of violence and 

dispossession that compel and condition practices of clandestine migration, but are irreducible to 
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its ontogenetic fold.  Meanwhile, as Sharma (2009) observes, AoM’s focus on the ‘excesses’ of 

migrants’ desires and capacities over those security practices designed to contain or control these 

– and its axiomatic reading of this excess as ‘escape’ or ‘resistance’ – risks over-reading the 

political implications of these movements and short-circuiting the important work of confronting 

organized systems of violence (while the assertion of ontological primacy to migratory acts 

renders AoM’s simultaneous claim to escape or resistance temporally bewildering).   

For these reasons, both McNevin (2013) and Nyers (2015) accuse the ‘autonomy’ 

literature of a “reductive reading of power” (McNevin, 2013; 185). Writes Nyers (2015):  

 

“To assert that either sovereign controls or human mobility is the primary power relation 

is to set up an either/or dynamic that sets power relations as arising from one or another 

primary source.  The problem with such a reductive approach is that it misses out on the 

ways in which controls and resistance are co-constitutive, with each producing and 

transforming the other.” (33) 

 

Scheel proposes to resolve this problem by studying the quotidian dimensions of corporeal 

encounter that unfold in and through border controls.  Writes Scheel: “[t]o stress the embodied 

nature of people’s encounters with the means and methods of control underscores both the 

materiality and situatedness of the practices these encounters involve.”  This then emphasizes 

“the materiality of contemporary border control practices and the always embodied nature of 

their experiences” (283).  A methodological emphasis on corporeal encounter has the merit of 

drawing from the important tools and insights of feminist scholars who emphasize the relational 

and embodied processes through which difference is enacted and performed.  And, for Scheel, it 
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is through the mediation of technology that bodies are filtered through a regime of sovereignty 

that distributes difference precisely according to one’s ability to successfully perform the 

choreography that the state’s technological appendage demands. Meanwhile, he claims, 

increasingly sophisticated border control technologies are making the “avoidance” and “evasion” 

so important to the claims made by AoM increasingly difficult (ibid.). 

Yet while Scheel’s claim to increasing technological competence may hold in the context 

of biometric surveillance and database integration, these technological assemblages still require a 

certain degree of intimacy with the bodies they would police – whether this intimacy be 

voluntary or compelled.  And the technological capacity to detect, capture or contain clandestine 

border crossing – and thus to submit its participants to electronic and biometric monitoring – still 

remains elusive, despite increasingly sophisticated networks deployed to accomplish these goals.  

The next section of this chapter argues that this outcome is due to the volumetric multiplicity that 

inheres in the fabric of space itself, and exceeds any singular human actor who would 

appropriate or control it for their own purposes.  In what follows, I argue that appreciation of this 

multiplicity sheds light on several of the core insights of AoM, while gesturing in an analytic and 

political direction alternative to AoM’s own problematic fetishization of migrants and migration.   

 

Material interventions in geographies of US/Mexico border policing 

 

In previously published work I have explored how various features of the material landscape 

(along with its inhabitants) combine to frustrate increasingly sophisticated surveillance 

technologies and infrastructures deployed to capture and contain borderlands space. In the 

process I posited a post-humanist theory of “terrain” – one that would account for those 
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“conditions, forces, and intensities” that at any given time “accumulate to affect, disrupt, and 

frustrate state practice,” independent of human mediation (Boyce, 2016; 253).  And it is in the 

context of this routine technological frustration that I suggest we locate those circuits of capital 

accumulation that have come to profit off of the US Border Patrol’s panoptic aspirations. Here I 

want to expand on the above conceptualization of “terrain” by reflecting on its three-dimensional 

volumetric complexity, which in the US/Mexico borderlands, I argue, drives a host of innovative 

practices and technologies deployed by clandestine actors and the US Border Patrol alike.   

Attention to the three dimensionality of terrestrial space has been pursued by a number of 

scholars invested in understanding the ways that the contours and conditions of various built and 

“natural” landscapes contribute to geographic outcomes associated with warfare, colonialism and 

everyday life (Weizman, 2007; Graham, 2010; Elden, 2013; Graham and Hewitt, 2013; 

GrundyWarr et al., 2015; Steinberg and Peters, 2015).  Among other things, an appreciation for 

the volumetric density and heterogeneity of terrestrial space gestures toward a baseline “opacity” 

that Gordillo (2013) claims “is constitutive of the non-representational multiplicity of space in its 

immanence.” As both Dalby (2009) and Clark (2013) argue, it also highlights the biophysical 

and the geophysical as important to the nature, form and composition of political power. This 

includes its technical configuration and geographic articulation. For example, attending to “the 

role of technology in extending state power,” Meehan et al. (2013; 2) argue that  

“[s]urveillance… is not passive: it is an active form of capturing life.  Perhaps more 

alarmingly… the frontiers of new surveillance technologies (visual or auditory) are increasingly 

intensive, microspatial, and ubiquitous” (6). Yet attention to the voluminous multiplicity of space 

reminds us that it is not just human bodies and behavior that a state seeks to capture, sort and 

categorize through a technological assemblage – but human bodies in space.  And the qualities of 
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the spatial conditions in which these bodies are immersed (and through which they circulate), as 

much as any human conduct or interference, therefore affect the nature, efficacy and geography 

of these technological interventions. 

At the same time, the three-dimensional multiplicity of space allows for its appropriation 

by any number of actors, for their own interests or agenda.  This includes all kinds of 

asymmetrical innovation, from the cooptation of built environment structures like tower blocks, 

transportation grids and digital networks; to the appropriation of the dense folds, depths and 

angles of mountains, swamps and forests (“for millennia the natural havens of anti-imperial 

insurgencies” [Gordillo, 2013]); to the use of the dynamic flows and pulses of weather and 

atmosphere to hide one’s tracks and movement; to clandestine passage through aerial, submarine 

or subterranean channels.   

As Edwards (1996) and Cockburn (2015) observe, it has been an effort to neutralize the 

potentially infinite opportunities for asymmetric appropriation afforded by the vastness and 

complexity of terrestrial space that has driven the United States’ geo-strategic investment in 

aerial domination and the digital automation of surveillance and targeting (indeed, argues 

Edwards, this effort is historically constitutive of the advent and early development of digital 

computing itself).  And this remains one of the fundamental techno-strategic problems of the 

contemporary US “War on Terror” – indeed, the entire military-techno-strategic enterprise of the 

“War on Terror’ might be read as a pursuit of the proposition that if the world couldn’t be 

“flattened” via neo-liberal trade policy, perhaps it can be via the algorithmic gaze of the drone. 

In the context of the US/Mexico borderlands, attention to the voluminous multiplicity of 

terrestrial space highlights the ways that remote stretches of mountainous desert might be 

understood not so much as an object of border policing as a context and condition with which the 
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state must contend as it pursues particular enforcement outcomes and objectives – and whose 

qualities therefore matter tremendously to the nature, efficacy and geography of this pursuit.  

And it is my assertion that this is the baseline condition that allows clandestine actors to subvert, 

elude and outmaneuver the US border enforcement apparatus – rather than any property or 

quality inherent to migration itself. Yet highlighting the immanent thickness and multiplicity of 

space as the context for human encounters in the borderlands also suggests a need to attend to 

questions of energy, inertia, and exhaustion (what Scott [2009] intends by his reference to 

terrain’s “friction”) – involving not just the state’s surveillance or enforcement apparatus, but all 

actors who would appropriate this volumetric thickness toward their own ends.  To unpack this 

further, I’ll now turn to a handful of contemporary illustrations that reveal how the volumetric 

heterogeneity of space drives and/or enables tactical and technological innovation by state and 

clandestine actors alike.  But first, its important to briefly review the geography of US boundary 

enforcement from the mid-1990s to the present. 

 

The techno-volumetric composition of US boundary enforcement – 1994-present 

 

Since 1994 US boundary enforcement strategy has been premised on shutting down clandestine 

movement through densely populated urban areas and channeling it into remote stretches of the 

southwest borderlands, with the idea that the harsh terrain and environmental conditions that 

migrants would encounter would serve as both a barrier and deterrent to unauthorized entry 

(Nevins, 2002).  By the mid-1990s the US Border Patrol had largely succeeded in their objective 

of pushing migration and smuggling corridors into remote desert areas like southern Arizona’s 

Altar Valley, where an individual would have to walk anywhere from three to seven days to 
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arrive at a paved highway north of a Border Patrol checkpoint where they might obtain secure 

passage to Tucson and areas further north (Slack et al., 2016).  Yet, as discussed in Boyce 

(2016), once clandestine migration was successfully pushed into these remote, mountainous 

locales, the Border Patrol encountered a new problem – an almost total lack of infrastructure that 

made it difficult to detect and monitor, let lone access and interdict, clandestine movement.  For 

example, the Altar Valley, an area of some 900 square miles south and west of Tucson, is 

bordered by the rugged Tumacacori and Baboquivari mountain ranges which reach 2,356 meters 

and run due south-north; it contains only two paved roads; contains multiple federal protected 

areas, including national forest land and the Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge; and is 

permeated by endless meandering hills, mountains, washes, canyons and arroyos. 

To deal with such rugged and remote conditions the Border Patrol pioneered a strategy it 

calls “defense in depth” – concentrating enforcement and interdiction along Arivaca road (which 

runs from the southwest to the northeast ranging from about 20 kilometers to 50 kilometers north 

of the international boundary) and deploying an increasingly sophisticated network of 

surveillance technologies to remotely detect and track clandestine activity before it reaches the 

Border Patrol’s staging areas.  I will argue here that key to the progression of the Border Patrol’s 

increasingly-sophisticated (and expensive) surveillance effort has been an effort to get up and 

over the rugged desert landscape so that they might be able to render it visually transparent. 

This project began in 1989 with the deployment of the “Integrated Computer-Aided 

Detection System (ICAD), an “intrusion-detection electronic ground sensor system” deployed 

along seven southwest US Border Patrol sectors, modeled on similar ground sensor systems 

developed by the US military during the Vietnam War (Dunn, 1996; 58).  In 1994, ICAD II was 

launched, intended to extend the sensor network and improve on ICAD’s automated analysis of 
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data.  However, describes Maril (2011), the fundamental problem with both ICADs was that “the 

two data systems generated mountains of bad data from broken sensors, then dumped these bad 

data to Border Patrol agents in the field” (102).  This caused agents to spend countless hours 

chasing down phantom hits or, just as often, to ignore the data stream altogether. According to 

US Customs and Border Protection Commissioner for the Office of Technology Innovation and 

Acquisition Mark Borkowski, this problem then led the Border Patrol to begin attempting to 

integrate “things that detect with things that look” (field note, March 2013; quoted in Boyce, 

2016).  This would be accomplished by going vertical, with the1998 launch of the “Integrated 

Surveillance Intelligence System” (ISIS).  ISIS was intended to network ICAD II’s ground 

sensors with a series of 73 “remote video surveillance systems” (RVSS) consisting of sixty to 

eighty-foot poles mounted with regular and infrared cameras designed to cover a five-mile radius 

(Maril, 2011).  Constructed for the Border Patrol by International Microwave Corporation (later 

absorbed into L-3 Communications), the US government eventually spent a total of $429 million 

on the ISIS system.  Yet after seven years of operation DHS’ own Office of Inspector General 

found that the program’s performance was even worse than that of its ICAD II predecessor (OIG, 

2005).  In part, this was due to L3’s failure to adequately automate the integration of ground 

sensor data with RVSS feeds, replicating the basic difficulty of visually confirming in real time 

the information that the ground sensors produced (ibid.).     

In 2006, the Department of Homeland Security proposed to resolve the above with 

SBInet, the technological lynchpin of the department’s overall Secure Border Initiative plan, and 

commonly referred to as the “virtual fence.”  SBInet would integrate Border Patrol surveillance 

data into a “common operational picture” through a fully functional AI (“artificial intelligence”) 

intended to automatically detect between 70 and 85% of all unauthorized incursions onto US 
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territory; classify the nature of the actors involved; and identify an optimal law enforcement 

response – all in real time (DHS, 2006; CBP, 2009; Nieto-Gomez, 2014).  Key to the program’s 

design were a series of “integrated fixed towers” (IFT) first tested through a pilot program along 

a 28-mile stretch of the Altar Valley south and west of the town of Arivaca.  At a standard height 

of 98 feet, the IFTs would be mounted with high-resolution and infrared cameras, motion-

detecting ground radar and communications equipment that could interact simultaneously with 

ground sensors, agents in the field and a central dispatch.  Between 2006 and 2011 the US 

government delivered $1.3 billion to the Boeing Corporation to design, test and implement the 

SBInet pilot (GAO, 2010).  Yet despite its sophisticated ambitions, SBInet too largely failed to 

deliver on its promises.  Various aspects of the system’s technology proved inoperable or 

functionally useless.  Environmental and weather conditions impeded its visual array and caused 

sensors to go haywire.  And despite the 98-foot height of the system’s towers, these were unable 

to penetrate much of the dense and rugged landscape where the system was deployed.  As one 

system operator described, “the migrants would adapt and just subvert it, they’d stay down in the 

mountains where it blocked the camera and you just couldn’t see anything” (interview, May 

2013; quoted in Boyce, 2016).   

In 2011 DHS cancelled SBInet and replaced it with the Arizona Border Surveillance 

Technology Plan, an informal assortment of new and “legacy” ground sensors, RVSSs and IFTs.  

At the same time, the techno-composition of DHS’s surveillance activities has continued a drive 

toward verticality.  US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) – the parent agency of the Border 

Patrol, already boasted the largest law enforcement air force in the world, managed under its 

Office of Air and Marine.  Since 2005 this array of fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters has been 

supplemented with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles deployed to accomplish many of the operational 
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objectives previously (or contemporaneously) pursued through ICAD, ISIS and SBInet.  The 

Predator B drone was initially deployed as a supplement to – rather than a component of – the 

“virtual fence” project. By 2014 CBP’s drone fleet had grown to ten Predator B’s (and then back 

down to nine after one crashed off the coast of California in January 2014, due to inclement 

weather – the second Predator to be lost by CBP, following an earlier 2006 crash in Arizona), at 

a total cost of roughly $360 million (OIG, 2014). Three of these Predator B drones are based in 

southern Arizona; two are flown out of south Texas; two are based in Cocoa Beach, Florida for 

missions in the Caribbean; and two are flown along the northern US land border, based out of 

Grand Forks, North Dakota.  In addition to the Predator B, CBP’s UAV program also includes 

military aerostats – a technology platform first developed to guard US military bases in Iraq and 

Afghanistan that consists of an unmanned tethered blimp equipped with an array of cameras and 

sensors that hovers between 500 and 3000 feet in the air over a fixed locale.  

DHS’s UAV platforms remain constrained – and compromised by – many of the very 

same environmental actors and conditions that undermined their predecessors.  As documented 

in a series of Inspector General reports (OIG, 2012; 2014) these include weather conditions like 

“high winds, thunderstorms, or when there is cloud cover” – which alone prevent the aerostats in 

certain Border Patrol sectors from being deployed approximately 80% of the time (see OIG, 

2012; Boyce, 2016).  These challenges of weather and environment are supplemented by all 

kinds of technical and staffing issues that, the OIG argues, render the UAV program both costly 

and ineffective. 

Nevertheless, DHS defends these programs principally by reference to their capabilities 

for sustained, real-time tracking of unlawful activity over an expansive area of operations.  At a 

Homeland Security industry event in Phoenix, AZ in March 2013 CBP Commissioner 
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Borkowski made the following argument regarding the merit of the aerostat program: “[t]he 

[SBInet] towers can't see through or around all of the foliage.  But these things can see through 

the foliage, because they're a thousand feet up” (field note, March 2013). CBP similarly 

dismissed the OIG’s criticism of its Predator B program by referencing the drone’s ability to fly 

up to 20 consecutive hours at between 19,000 and 28,000 feet altitude, capturing visual data that 

can then be fed through DHS’s “Processing Exploitation and Dissemination Center” to detect 

otherwise hidden patterns and corridors of clandestine movement (CBP, 2014).   

It is argued here that the long-term logic driving the techno-composition of US boundary 

enforcement is a simultaneous desire to visually penetrate and digitally ‘flatten’ the vast and 

dynamic folds of this rugged, mountainous landscape, and a belief that verticality and 

automation are the key for accomplishing this.  Yet even as the Border Patrol’s surveillance 

efforts become increasingly vertical, sophisticated, and expensive, they remain confounded by 

the complex volumetric density of borderlands space; and clandestine actors find innovative 

ways of appropriating this condition toward their own ends. 

 

Clandestine crossings 

 

One of the efforts pursued by the Department of Homeland Security to augment its surveillance 

capabilities is the expansion of cellphone service throughout remote stretches of the borderlands, 

such that this might be integrated into “wireless intercept” systems that track cellphone signals 

and triangulate when and where a cellphone is turned on.  Of course, the meaningful separation 

of cellphone signals generated by clandestine actors from those of borderlands residents and 

recreational visitors generates another as-of-yet unresolved technical challenge.  Nevertheless, 
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smuggling networks have asymmetrically appropriated this cellphone infrastructure, sending 

dummy loads of contraband or migrants to distract border agents, using spotters on a nearby 

hillside to observe their movements, and then using cellphones and radios to navigate around 

enforcement activities. There are also reports that instead of being accompanied by an actual 

guide, some migrant groups are now being handed a GPS unit and a cell phone, given a list of 

coordinates and guided from surrounding hilltops, or else told to call occasionally to 

communicate their progress and identify when they’ve arrived at a previously-arranged point of 

rendezvous (Trevizo, 2015).  With both the GPS and cell infrastructure we see ways that 

clandestine actors are able to inexpensively tap into existing geospatial and communications 

infrastructure and use it to their advantage.   

We see a similar pattern with the technological and infrastructural innovation of 

tunneling.  Just east of the Altar Valley across the Tumacacori mountains lies the binational 

border town of Ambos Nogales.  Nestled within a steep north-south canyon, Nogales, Sonora lies 

topographically above Nogales, Arizona – meaning that all of the drainage of Nogales, Sonora 

flows into the United States.  This has required the United States and Mexico to jointly develop 

and manage a series of underground drainage tunnels, lest a large rainfall event (an event that 

occurs frequently in the Sonoran desert’s yearly July-September monsoon season) back water up 

and flood downtown Nogales, Sonora, and the bi-national port of entry.  But these drainage 

tunnels have also long created opportunities for clandestine cross-border smuggling and 

migration activities, along with shelter for homeless youth and street gangs (Davidson, 2000).  

The Border Patrol has sought to control this activity with underground concrete and steel gates 

that bisect the tunnels at the territorial boundary (projected vertically, below ground).  

Nevertheless, these require a pressure release, lest the problem of storm water backup reoccur – 
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an event that occurred as recently as July 12, 2008, causing $8 million in damage (cf McCombs, 

2008).  This problem bedevils DHS engineers and generates considerable public and diplomatic 

pressure regarding how thoroughly DHS may obstruct these underground passages.   

Clandestine actors have meanwhile undertaken to construct their own underground tunnel 

networks for the movement of people and contraband.  As of 2014 a total of 101 such tunnels 

had been discovered in Nogales, Arizona, alone (Woodhouse, 2015) – with an additional 60 or so 

others found in Douglas, Naco, San Diego, and even along the US / Canada border in 

Washington State.  These clandestine tunnels vary from rudimentary crawl spaces to 

sophisticated underground passages with wooden or concrete shoring, underground ventilation 

and even small-caliber rail to quickly move industrial quantities of contraband through 

subterranean space.  

For the Border Patrol, tunnel detection is a huge and unresolved problem.  The agency 

does not have seismographic detection equipment sensitive enough to identify subsurface 

anomalies with anything close to the degree of precision they require.  It is also difficult to 

identify a tunnel’s points of exit and origin, which tend to blend into the industrial and 

commercial infrastructure that form the backbone of the region’s economy (and of the North 

American Free Trade Agreement, more broadly) – while digging underground to investigate or 

dismantle an already-identified tunnel is highly expensive and disruptive to life and commerce in 

the bi-national border region.  As an outcome, virtually all of the illicit tunnels that the agency 

has discovered have been by accident, or because somebody snitched. 

The use of hilltop spotters, geo-spatial and communications infrastructure, municipal 

tunnels and those constructed informally all point to manifold opportunities to appropriate the 

dense, vast and voluminous spaces of the US/Mexico borderlands.  To those above we might 
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also add smugglers’ use of ultralight and drone aircraft that are either small enough or able to fly 

at a low enough altitude that they avoid entirely detection by standard radar.  Ultralights, in 

particular, are a vexing challenge – as the Border Patrol has no means of interdicting these 

lightweight aircraft or forcing them to land, allowing their pilots to run loads of contraband to a 

drop and then loop back into Mexico; while the use of mini drones points to the heterogeneous 

opportunities afforded by a technology more typically associated with the dystopian technical 

and geo-strategic agenda of the US military (cf Shaw, 2013).  Along the US/Mexico border, 

other innovations have included the use of catapults and slingshots to hurl loads of contraband 

into the United States; while in a maritime environment smuggling networks have pioneered the 

use of submersibles up the west coast of North America, into California (Atherton, 2013; Myers, 

2016).   

Nieto-Gomez (2014) suggests that what drives all of the above practices is an “iterative” 

pattern of tactical innovation – a symbiotic ecosystem where enforcement patterns create huge 

monetary incentives for novel strategies and techniques in pursuit of clandestine activity, fueling 

the need for further enforcement techniques and infrastructure, driving up the costs involved and 

profit to be made from smuggling, increasing the incentives for greater geographic and 

technological innovation, and so on.  Yet, importantly, the incentives involved remain nonlinear 

and asymmetrical, given that federal budgets are in principle finite, whereas the more difficult 

smuggling is made, the greater the rewards to be had for successfully circumventing enforcement 

controls.  Thus, concludes CBP’s Borkowski, “When we stop one thing, they’re gonna try 

another” (field note, March 2013).  

If the nature of the clandestine economy provides the incentive to innovate, it is the 

volumetric qualities and dimensions of borderland space that provide the medium and 
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opportunity.  But such ingenuity does not somehow exhaust the volumetric complexity with 

which clandestine migrants must themselves contend.   

Recall that as early as 1994 the Border Patrol articulated a strategy that would push 

migration corridors out into the vast and remote Arizona desert.  This strategy was premised on 

the very plasticity of migration routes that AoM would celebrate, and over time it evolved not so 

much to prevent clandestine migration, but to us the harsh and rugged desert landscape to delay 

and prolong the process, using the density of terrain to physiologically exhaust and punish the 

bodies of clandestine migrants, while maximizing the timeframe available to detect and track 

their progress and mobilize a law enforcement response.  

The outcome was predicable.  Even as millions have continued the journey and 

successfully evaded migration controls, thousands upon thousands have perished in the desert 

borderlands (Slack et al., 2016).  And as the Border Patrol’s strategy has unfolded, the pursuit of 

“defense in depth” has worsened the problem by lengthening the expanse of terrain through 

which clandestine migrants must cross in order to arrive safely north of enforcement 

chokepoints.  This outcome requires a theorization of violence as a constitutive feature of US 

border controls – and a political evaluation that attends to, rather than minimizes, the efficacy 

and consequences of this violence.  As will be discussed below, these are far-reaching. 

 

Discussion 

 

In the context of struggles over clandestine migration the three-dimensional density of 

borderlands space serves as both an ally and a mortal threat. What results is an iterative process 

of innovation as both clandestine and state actors seek to outwit and outmaneuver their 
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adversary.  But the fact that clandestine migrants frequently succeed in their ambition is not 

cause to celebrate the axiomatic triumph or ubiquity of ‘resistance’ to the border regime.  For 

one thing, many of the innovative tactics and technologies described above are pioneered not by 

migrants themselves, but by organized smuggling groups, who are integrated into a transnational 

industry that is both violently competitive and predatory in its operation.  Take for example the 

story told by “Hugo,” who was compelled into tunnel work after being deported by US 

authorities to Nogales, Sonora: 

 

“A man offered me work and I went to work at his house. After a few days of work he 

refused to pay me and told me I had to work for him and if I didn’t, that they were going 

to kill me. Several armed men arrived and beat me and put me in the trunk of a car where 

they kept me for 12 hours. They took me to a room where there were about 7 or 8 other 

people. They took us to work in a covered truck and made us dig tunnels. I would remove 

the bags of dirt and haul them to the truck. We would work all night long and they would 

take us back to the room in the morning. They wouldn’t let us sleep. If we fell asleep they 

would throw cold water in our faces or kick us in the stomach. They beat us whenever we 

asked for food or water and threatened to kill us if we refused to cooperate.” (Knippen et 

al., 2015; 20) 

 

“Hugo’s” is a brutal narrative.  But its contours are all too common.  Here again we see that, 

rather than existing in conflict, there is a certain symbiosis that obtains between the activities of 

state actors and clandestine smugglers.  Indeed, it is the thickness and complexity of the 

landscape through which migrants must now pass (due to its instrumental ‘weaponization’ by the 
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Border Patrol) that renders clandestine migrants largely dependent on the smuggling industry, in 

order to successfully navigate their way north.  In the process migrating people become 

vulnerable to the dispossession that feeds the smuggling industry via debt, extortion, kidnapping, 

assault, and other predatory activities.   

The wealth extracted from clandestine migrants in the process of border crossing is 

almost never generated at the border itself (except in the case of compelled labor, as in the story 

above).  Rather, it emerges from myriad sites in sending and destination countries to which these 

migrating individuals are connected, whether these be homes and property mortgaged to finance 

the migrant journey; loved ones who pool money to help pay for a person’s transit; or a future 

site of employment whose wages will be directed to paying down the accumulated debt.  All of 

this points to how peoples’ lives, identities and attachments exceed processes or practices of 

migration, whereas these practices are themselves networked into channels of dispossession, 

accumulation, attachment and desire that are by-and-large oriented elsewhere.   

Meanwhile, the experience of corporeal exhaustion, vulnerability and suffering 

associated with crossing the rugged desert landscape acts as a kind of crucible through which 

millions of clandestine migrants must pass in their journey north, and it is this that defines the 

condition of clandestinity that follows people in their lives – including peoples’ perception of the 

risks associated with being detected, detained or deported at any time in the future.  This risk, in 

turn, disciplines these subjects into ongoing vulnerability, marginalization and exploitation in 

their conditions of employment and everyday lives.   

It is here that I wish to drive home the argument that a view of clandestine migration as 

“inherently political” (Mitropoulos 2007; Scheel, 2013) or “excessive” (Papadopoulos, 2013; 

Casas-Cortes et al., 2015) in no way addresses or resolves the problem of state-sanctioned 
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violence, vulnerability and dispossession.  Instead, this chapter concludes by proposing that we 

might more productively view this problem through the Marxist-feminist lens of “social 

reproduction.” Argues Katz, it is “through the everyday practices of social reproduction – life’s 

work – that a social formation as much as its laboring bodies and the conditions of production 

are made and remade, and where the toll of neoliberal governance and various forms of 

oppression and dispossession is experienced in visceral ways” (in Katz et al., 2015; 185).   

The question of social reproduction, rather than ancillary to the labor relation (in the way 

it has typically been treated by mainstream political economists), cuts to the heart of the process 

of capital accumulation – given that, as Marx posits, it is only after, and because, the laborer has 

been separated from the means of autonomously producing or reproducing herself that she 

appears in the marketplace with her labor power as the only commodity available to her to trade 

(and thus must sell her labor power in order to survive, and to support those she cares for).   It is 

for this reason that capitalism can only emerge through a process of dispossession, so-called 

“primitive accumulation” (to which Marx devotes eight chapters at the conclusion of Capital vol. 

1) – a process that continues to this day in the accumulation of debt, the dispossession of land, 

and the dispossession of one’s own laboring body that haunt, drive and connect the entire 

migration circuit; including the ubiquitous threat, and frequent reality, of non-social reproduction 

– whether through slow, or sometimes rapid, death. 

And it is this that is at stake in those structures of organized violence and inequality that 

target a population according to cleavages of race, gender or status, diminishing the conditions of 

reproduction this population can anticipate while rendering these same individuals vulnerable to 

organized pillage. In addition to the predatory accumulation of wealth, an outcome that obtains is 

what Federici (2004) calls “the accumulation of difference within the working class” – a striation 
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of power, privilege, wages and working conditions according to distinct “deals” that offer certain 

workers relative material comfort and privilege at the expense of others – rendering the 

articulation of unified political demands and collective mobilization that much more difficult and 

unlikely.     

Viewing contemporary border struggles through a lens of social reproduction would 

highlight the everyday struggles that materially attend to peoples’ positioning within a given 

labor market, without viewing the possibility of migration between one labor market and another 

as resolving the fundamental problem of class struggle (even if this mobility has implications for 

the composition of the working class in any given locale, at any given time).  It would also attend 

to forms of exploitation, dispossession and resistance outside of the context of formal waged 

labor. Finally, it might suggest attention to autonomous practices of reproduction that exist prior 

to and alongside capitalist social and economic relations – practices that could provide a basis 

for people to extract themselves from the routine pillaging of their labor power through the 

marketplace.  Key to the latter is the immanent possibility that the material conditions of life 

might be organized otherwise – and appropriated toward accomplishing this outcome.   

 

Conclusion 

 

As an intellectual paradigm, “Autonomy of Migration” holds that migration controls “do not, in 

themselves, represent a fundamental challenge to migration itself.”  Rather, “[m]igration is, in a 

word, autonomous” (Nyers, 2015; 28).  By reading migration in this way, adherents of the AoM 

framework are able to assert that “migrant tactics constitute ongoing forms of deterritorialization 
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that necessitate new forms of state action and expanded border management regimes” (Casas-

Cortes et al., 2015; 895)   

This essay holds instead that “deterritorialization” is in no way unique to a privileged set 

of human actors or behaviors (e.g., “migrants” or migration), but rather is imminent to the spatial 

fabric of the world, in all its complexity.  Yet rather than positing some baseline “metaphysical 

anarchy” – that the universe is ultimately ungovernable – such an observation might more 

usefully draw our attention to the ways that this condition of immanence drives a continuous 

investment of energy, tactical and technological innovation as state actors and those they would 

target seek to appropriate the volumetric conditions of the Earth to outmaneuver one another.   

For the state, this then does not communicate a limit, but a complicating condition, a 

technical project, and an obstacle to be overcome. In the US/Mexico borderlands, over the past 

three decades this has involved an increasingly complex series of technological networks 

intended to accomplish real-time surveillance of the vast and rugged landscape, whose 

overarching principles have involved a drive toward verticality and automation to get up and 

over the mountainous desert while digitally flattening its surfaces.  Yet this project fails for two 

reasons: despite the sophistication of a UAV platform armed with an array of visual and radar 

sensors, this is never, in the last instance, capable of negating the immanent multiplicity of the 

landscape where it is deployed.  At the same time, it is fundamentally incapable of addressing the 

myriad, spatially extensive contexts and relationships in which peoples’ lives are embedded, and 

that drive the desire and determination to circumvent the United States’ border controls.    

As Scheel (2013) observes, by viewing the challenges of clandestine migration as a 

purely technical problem that can be resolved via the right mix of technology, infrastructure and 

personnel at the border, US authorities are able to ignore or bracket as irrelevant these latter 
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concerns.  Among other things, this feeds a recursive self-perpetuating feedback loop, as every 

failure or shortcoming in the technological array causes practitioners, designers and engineers to 

double-down and simply “call for the implementation of more and better technologies” (585).  

Such an approach is also premised on a depoliticisation of the broader context in which migrant 

acts are embedded, involving the myriad locales and conditions in which people live, love and 

work – while AoM’s emphasis on border controls and migration practices as privileged sites and 

behaviors of resistance to the biopolitical logics of late modern capitalism risks accomplishing 

the same.   

The danger here is that an “autonomy” perspective reifies the ‘migrant’ as an ontological 

category rather than a political status – romantically circumventing the problem of violence, its 

efficacy and consequentiality. In the US/Mexico borderlands this violence is manifest through a 

beautiful, fragile desert landscape whose climate and conditions are eminently hostile to human 

life.  In this specific sense, perhaps these borderlands spaces are not so different from the rest of 

planet Earth – whose fragile yet excessive material conditions are essential to the everyday 

reproduction of human life. 

Such an observation gestures to corporeal vulnerability as an ontological condition – one 

that necessitates those relations of care and affection through which life is nurtured, supported, 

enabled.  Capitalism operates as a parasite that feeds on these activities to accumulate its surplus, 

while the biopolitical state justifies its interventions through a promise to protect life from its 

ontological fragility.  But perhaps such a shared condition could instead serve as a basis for 

assembling alternative possibilities that would disrupt or withdraw from the conditions of 

precarity that the state and capital would (re)distribute.  Yet rather than flattening our politics 

around an abstract collective, such a perspective ought to render urgent an accounting of the 
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multi-dimensional problem of whose lives are rendered vulnerable by what means, in which 

spaces, for what reasons and with what outcomes?  Rather than abstracting vulnerability from 

difference, then, this would require a serious and direct political (this is to say, collective) 

reckoning with those practices, technologies and conditions that disrupt life and distribute 

violence in specific ways, among specific bodies, in and through the fabric of specific locales. 
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In Precarious Life, Judith Butler (2004) argues for a feminist transnational politics based 

on the precarity of life – the corporeal vulnerability that we each share. In the US-Mexico 

borderlands, the violence associated with militarized border enforcement brings the precarity of 

life into sharp relief; several recent shootings by agents of the US Border Patrol are illustrative. 

On 2 October 2012, US Border Patrol Agent Nicholas Ivie was shot in the head and 

killed about eight miles north of the town of Naco, Arizona. Politicians, right-wing activists and 

others in the news media immediately seized on Ivie’s death to reinforce a narrative of danger 

and threat ‘spilling over’ from Mexico into the US homeland. As Cochise County Interim Sheriff 

Rodney Rothrock stated, “The danger zone can extend pretty far north of the border” (quoted in 

Ryan et al. 2012). Importantly, these associations continued even after it became clear that Ivie 

was a victim of ‘friendly fire’ at the hands of two other Border Patrol agents (see, for example, 

Elkin 2012). 

A mere ten days after Ivie’s killing, another tragic shooting occurred, this time on the 

other side of the border in Nogales, Mexico. On 12 October 2012, 16-year-old José Antonio 

Elena Rodríguez was gunned down through the border fence by an as-yet unnamed Border Patrol 

agent. The Border Patrol, at the time, claimed that this shooting was a response to a ‘rock 

throwing’ incident in the area. For those on the Mexican side of the border, the throwing of rocks 

is common play in the streets and, at times, a frustrated response to Border Patrol presence and 

harassment from the other side of the border. However, the Border Patrol frames rock throwing 

as an armed incursion into US territory, justifying the use of lethal force under their established 

rules of engagement (Skoloff 2012). Just the geography of the space in which José Antonio was 

killed draws into question the threat he could possibly have posed: José Antonio was shot seven 
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times in the back by a Border Patrol agent who stood atop a 30-foot embankment on the other 

side of a 20-foot steel border fence, with openings only a few inches wide. 

Other tragic stories abound. In Chula Vista, California in September, Valeria Munique 

Tachiquin was shot to death by plain-clothes Border Patrol agents as she drove through her 

neighborhood (Munique Tachiquin was merely a bystander to an undercover enforcement 

action). On 3 September 2012, Border Patrol agents opened fire on a group of men, women and 

children picnicking on the southern banks of the Rio Grande, killing Guillermo Arevalo Pedraza, 

age 37 and father of two. In total, since 2010 19 individuals have died at the hands of US Border 

Patrol agents*, as struggles to ensure ‘national security’ are waged on and through the bodies of 

those on both sides of the international divide.  

These attacks are taking place in the context of historic reductions in the rates of 

unauthorized migration into the United States, and crime statistics in border counties showing 

that many are among the safest in the country. For example, the murder of Munique Tachiquin 

represented one of only three murders or manslaughters in Chula Vista in 2012. In Douglas, 

Arizona the 2011 killing of 19-year old US citizen Carlos LaMadrid was only one of two 

homicides reported over a six-year period. In the aggregate, crime rates in the 24 US counties 

along the southwest border have dropped by 30% since 1990 – and the region has one of the 

lowest violent crime rates in the country. Thus, in many border towns, Border Patrol agents 

present a threat far greater than that posed by the drug traffickers, unauthorized migrants, or 

potential terrorists that are used to justify securitization efforts. 

Since 1989 the Border Patrol budget has increased from $232 million to $3.6 billion in 

2012 – a 750% increase when accounting for inflation, with the largest growth coming after the 
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formation of the Department of Homeland Security in 2002 (Rosenblum 2012). Accompanying 

the overall budgetary growth, the number of Border Patrol agents has also dramatically 

expanded. The number of agents has increased more than nine-fold since 1989, and more than 

doubled between 2003 and 2011. As of 30 September 2011, there are 21,444 agents now 

deployed along both of the United States’ land borders, along the gulf coast, and in Puerto Rico 

(US Customs and Border Protection 2011). 

There is a shocking self-referentiality at play in the United States’ justification for this 

expansion, and the Border Patrol’s account of its purpose and objectives. For example, the two 

over-arching goals included in the Border Patrol’s 2012 National Strategic Plan are: [i] “Secure 

America’s Borders” (an objective formally lacking any metric to evaluate progress or success); 

and [ii] “Strengthen the Border Patrol”. Like a snake eating its tail, the shootings discussed 

above provide dramatic illustration of how ‘threat’ in the US Homeland Security context has 

come to feed on itself. Rather than responding to insecurity, the Border Patrol’s entry into 

communities produces it. Over-reaction by US authorities is producing the very conditions that 

such authorities are nominally deployed to contain. 

In recent years, critical geographers and others have examined the discursive and material 

processes whereby transnational mobility is regulated via various forms of border enforcement 

and securitization. As Didier Bigo (2002) discusses, the securitization of migration operates as a 

self-perpetuating political technology that affirms the role of state institutions as providers of 

safety and protection, while simultaneously masking the state’s very failures in this domain. 

Reece Jones (2012), similarly, argues that the proliferation of border fencing globally is a re-

investment in the fortification of geopolitical boundaries as a buffer against threats narrated as 
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simultaneously transnational and existential. The power of this discourse of ‘threat’ stems in part 

from the way in which it maps onto racialized and gendered bodies, who then stand in for 

actually existing ‘terrorists’ or other purveyors of violence. 

As everyday life in the borderlands becomes saturated with security rituals and 

technologies (see Katz 2007; Amoore and Hall 2010), banal spaces such as public street corners 

and bus terminals have become sites of surveillance and risk-assessment folded into the policing 

of the population (Mountz 2011). While much literature has followed the militarization of the 

US-Mexico border and the implications this has had for unauthorized migrants and migration 

(see, for example, Dunn 1996; Nevins 2002), we know much less about how this militarization 

affects everyday life for those who live in the region, on both sides of the international line. 

Following feminist scholars like Jennifer Hyndman (2001) and Sara Koopman (2012), 

the proliferation in recent years of enforcement-related violence along the US-Mexico border 

should challenge us to reconsider what is meant when the term ‘security’ is invoked. What 

desires does security attach to? For whose bodies, and at what scale, is security operative? What 

would it mean to prioritize the security of individual and subaltern bodies over those of the state 

or its abstract territorialization? 

The recent string of Border Patrol shootings has rattled Arizona and Sonora border 

communities, and compelled political mobilization. On 2 November 2012, activists and 

community members gathered on both sides of the international divide in Nogales, Arizona and 

Nogales, Sonora to protest the shooting of Jose Antonio Elena Rodríguez, the 2011 shooting 

death of 17-year-old Ramses Barrón Torres, and Border Patrol violence more broadly. 

Participants carried signs and candles remembering those who have lost their lives and calling 
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for an end to border militarization. Importantly, it was not only pictures of José Antonio and 

Valeria Munique Tachiquin that were carried in remembrance; also carried were photographs of 

Agent Ivie. In carrying this latter photo, activists drew attention to the ways in which border 

enforcement practices affect all of those in the borderlands, not just the individuals or 

communities nominally designated as targets of policing – drawing into question whose lives, 

exactly, are being secured? In this way, the shared precarity of life in the borderlands offers a 

basis for a transnational political response to a ‘securitization’ process that seems increasingly 

out of control. 

With discussion of ‘immigration reform’ again being taken up in the United States, the 

need for ‘border security’ is almost always presented as a given – as a natural imperative that all 

sides can (and must) agree on, and as a condition for other legal reforms that might provide a 

pathway for undocumented immigrants to regularize their status. But the recent string of 

shootings discussed above poses in sharp relief the following questions: What has been produced 

in this expansion of border policing? And what exactly does ‘security’ entail when border 

security is discussed? How might we imagine and articulate other futures for the region that 

constructively depart from those offered by its abstract ‘securitization’? 

As scholars working, living, and studying in the border region, we believe that it is 

critical that such questions be raised publicly – that our scholarship be brought to bear on such 

matters of public concern. There is no indication that the current trend toward expansion and 

militarization of the United States’ border enforcement project will abate any time soon. We thus 

share a responsibility with other residents of the border region to draw attention to the everyday 
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consequences of these practices, and use what insights we can from our scholarship to question 

the underlying premises presently shaping state action in the region. 

Endnote 

*This figure doesn’t begin to address the thousands of migrants who have died attempting to 
cross the Arizona-Mexico border – at least 187 in 2012 alone. 
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FIGURE 1: CHILDREN GATHER AT THE SITE WHERE JOSÉ ANTONIO ELENA 
RODRÍGUEZ WAS KILLED DURING A BINATIONAL PROTEST MARCH, 2 NOVEMBER 
2012  
 

 
 
Photo Credit: Murphy Woodhouse. 
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FIGURE 2: A MAKESHIFT MEMORIAL TO JOSÉ ANTONIO ELENA RODRÍGUEZ ON 
THE US-SIDE OF THE INTERNATIONAL BORDER WALL IN NOGALES, ARIZONA. 
 

  
 
Photo Credit: Murphy Woodhouse. 
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FIGURE 3: ARACELI RODRIGUEZ, MOTHER OF JOSÉ ANTONIO ELENA RODRÍGUEZ, 
SHARES CONDOLENCES ACROSS THE BORDER WALL WITH GUADALUPE 
GUERRERO, MOTHER OF CARLOS LAMADRID – A 19-YEAR-OLD US CITIZEN SHOT 
IN THE BACK THREE TIMES BY A US BORDER PATROL AGENT IN MAY 2011 – 
DURING A BINATIONAL PROTEST MARCH, 2 NOVEMBER 2012. 
 

 
 
Photo Credit: Murphy Woodhouse. 
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Introduction: 

The emotional topography of the US-Mexico borderlands is complex and multifaceted.  It 

is a landscape where geopolitical struggles over borders (formal and symbolic) compete with 

long established and constantly emerging networks of cross-border connection and cultural 

hybridity.  In recent years Arizona has become a key site where emotionally embedded and 

motivated conflicts over national identity, state security, and immigration have become 

particularly visible.  In 2010, the passage of the Support our Law Enforcement and Safe 

Neighborhoods Act—commonly referred to as Senate Bill 1070 (hereafter, SB 1070)—set a 

national precedent for restrictive immigration legislation that aims to disrupt the everyday lives 

of undocumented immigrants to such a degree that they ‘self deport.’  While much research has 

examined various geopolitical factors that have perpetuated and shaped political controversies in 

this region,6 the everyday affective and emotional experiences of borderlands residents remain 

largely unexplored.7 

In this paper, we contribute to the emerging work on emotional geopolitics through an 

exploration of narratives presented by border-area ranchers, in order to understand the 

development of the particular political context that, among other things, led to the passage of SB 

1070.  We add to the existing scholarship in feminist and emotional geopolitics and US border 

                                                 
6 For example, M. Huspek, ‘Production of State, Capital, and Citizenry: The Case of Operation 
Gatekeeper’, Social Justice 28 (2001) p. 51-69; and M. Purcell, and J. Nevins, ‘Pushing the 
Boundary: State Restructuring, State Theory, and the Case of US-Mexico Border Enforcement in 
the 1990s’, Political Geography 24 (2005) p. 211-35; and J.M. Heyman, ‘Constructing a Virtual 
Wall: Race and Citizenship in US-Mexico Border Policing’, Journal of the Southwest 50 (2008) 
p. 305-34. 
7 Notable exceptions include J. Chapin, ‘Closing America's 'Back Door'’, GLQ: A Journal of 
Lesbian and Gay Studies 4/3 (1998) p. 403-22; R.L. Doty, Anti-Immigrantism in Western 
Democracies: Statecraft, Desire, and the Politics of Exclusion (London: Routledge 2003); 
R.L. Doty, ‘States of Exception on the Mexico-Us Border: Security, Decisions and Civilian 
Border Patrols’, International Political Sociology 1/1 (2007) p. 113-37. 
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and immigration enforcement in two distinct ways.  First, we counter tendencies within feminist 

critiques of affective geographies to abandon affect in favor of a singular focus on emotion.  

Instead, we develop an understanding of affect—the precognitive circulation of bodily energies 

and intensities--and emotion—the subjective incorporation and culturally-specific representation 

of affective experience—as conceptually distinct yet deeply entangled aspects of everyday life.  

We then illustrate, through our empirical case, that it is necessary to recognize both the 

precognitive and cognitive dimensions of emotional life in order to understand the political 

geographies of emotion that shape and drive specific geopolitical outcomes.  By reading affect 

and emotion as conceptually distinct yet deeply entangled we are able to offer more complex 

accounts of the ways that subjects and politics circulate and emerge through situated, corporeal 

encounters with the world; the ways that these situated encounters come to shape state practices, 

imaginaries and institutions; and, following Koopman’s recent call, the ways that scholars and 

activists might more a/effectively intervene in geopolitical controversies for reparative and 

emancipatory purposes.8 

Second, we complicate existing analyses of vigilante and anti-immigrant politics by 

drawing attention to the relationship between macro-scale security policy (specifically, border 

militarization), everyday encounters between individuals in the borderlands, and shifting political 

commitments and policy development.  Following the ranchers themselves, we locate the 

emergence of anti-immigrant sentiment in a shifting landscape of encounter among the variously 

situated actors who live in and cross through the borderlands.  These shifts themselves can be 

traced to transformations in the United States’ approach to boundary enforcement beginning in 

                                                 
8 S. Koopman, ‘Alter-geopolitics: Other securities are happening’, Geoforum 42/3 (2011) p. 274-
84. 
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the mid-1990s9.  By connecting the everyday realities of certain borderland residents with the 

militarization of the U.S. / Mexico border, we illustrate how emotionally-charged discourses of 

threat and insecurity have come to circulate and shape state immigration and border enforcement 

policies—policies explicitly designed to redeploy insecurity onto immigrant and Latino 

populations. 

In what follows we first outline our theoretical concerns, highlighting several important 

ways that affect and emotion have been employed as objects of scholarly inquiry.  We then 

discuss our methodological approach to affect and emotion and their mutual entanglement.  We 

proceed by drawing on a combined 10 years of research and activism in southern Arizona 

(including participant observation, formal and informal interviews with pro- and anti-border and 

immigration enforcement activists, and media analysis) to discuss the development and 

mobilization of affective attachments in relation to border and immigration enforcement. In 

section 4, we follow the everyday experiences and emotional narratives put forth by some 

ranchers, and how these have become saturated with fear and insecurity, transforming 

undocumented migrants into affective objects invested with anxiety and threat.  Importantly, 

such narratives are repeatedly mobilized in the political realm, and have been key to the passage 

of SB 1070 and related immigration policies.  These policies, in turn, have been expressly 

designed to target the affective life-worlds of unauthorized immigrants and ethnic minority 

communities, a phenomenon we consider before concluding by discussing some of the analytic 

and political possibilities enabled by attending simultaneously to both emotional and affective 

domains. 

                                                 
9 J. Nevins, Operation Gatekeeper: The rise of the "illegal alien" and the making of the US-
Mexico boundary, (New York: Routledge 2002); T. Dunn, Blockading the Border and Human 
Rights: The El Paso Operation that Remade Immigration Enforcement (Austin: University of 
Texas Press 2010). 
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1. Emotional Geopolitics and the Politics of Encounter 

In recent years, geographers and others have paid increasing attention to the role emotion 

and affect play in shaping socio-spatial relations.  Drawing on theoretical insights as diverse as 

phenomenology, psychoanalysis, and non-representational theory, this emerging scholarship 

challenges the exclusion of emotional life from scholarly inquiry.10  Yet while both affective and 

emotional geographies “attend to the intractable silence of emotions in social research and public 

life”11, feminist scholars have offered up a number of critiques regarding the way in which affect 

in particular has been analytically mobilized.  For example, Deborah Thien is concerned that in 

moving away from individual experience and ‘the personal’ of emotion, the application of affect 

theory in geographic scholarship reproduces the public/private and reason/emotion binaries that 

much theoretical work has sought to disrupt.12 In doing so, affective geographies often jettison 

the deeply personal, embodied, and political aspects of emotional and affective life.13 

Others have criticized the ways that affective geographies have remained largely 

inattentive to questions of power and identity, implicitly assuming an undifferentiated (i.e., 

white, male) universal subject.  Writes Jo Sharp: 

                                                 
10 N. Thrift, ‘Intensities of Feeling: Towards a Spatial Politics of Affect’, Geografiska Annaler 86 
/ B (2002) p. 57-78; R. Pain, ‘Globalized fear? Towards an emotional geopolitics’, Progress in 
Human Geography 33 (2009) p. 466-86; G.J. Seigworth and M. Gregg, ‘An Inventory of 
Shimmers’, in M. Gregg and G.J. Seigworth (eds.), The Affect Theory Reader (Durham: Duke 
University Press 2010). 
11 D. Tolia-Kelly, ‘Affect-an ethnocentric encounter?: exploring the 'universalist' imperative of 
emotional/affectual geographies’, Area 38 (2006) p. 213-217.   
12 D. Thien, ‘After or beyond feeling? A consideration of affect and emotion in geography’, Area 
37 (2005) p. 450-456; and K. Anderson, and S.J. Smith, ‘Editorial: Emotional Geographies’, 
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers 26 (2001) p. 7-10; and J. Sharp, ‘Geography 
and Gender: what belongs to feminist geography? Emotion, power and change’, Progress in 
Human Geography 33 (2009) p. 74-80. 
13 For a response to Thien’s critique see D. McCormak. ‘For the love of pipes and cables: a 
response to Deborah Thien,’ Area 38 (2005) p. 330-332. 
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The mundane—yet still vitally important—categories of age, sex, ethnicity, race and 
dis/ability do not feature in the topography of affect. Thrift and others may seek to avoid 
‘the reduction of the world to familiar accounts of meaning, value and signification. If 
this is an escape from those categorical fixes, it also risks unintentionally reinstating the 
unmarked, disembodied, but implicitly masculine subject’.14 

In turn, rather than assuming an undifferentiated, universal subject, feminist scholars call for 

attention to the way in which socially produced and embodied difference shape affective and 

emotional experiences.  It is by incorporating feminist understandings of difference and 

embodied experience that scholars might complicate, for example, Deleuze’s utopian dictum that 

“no one knows ahead of time the affects one is capable of”.15 For, as Tolia-Kelly reminds us, 

“affective registers have to be understood in the context of multiple power geometries that shape 

our social space”.16  Feminist attention to the ways in which difference influences peoples’ 

embodied experiences of the world allows us to attend to the role difference plays in shaping 

affective and emotional experience—different bodies have and elicit different affective and 

emotional responses—enabling more politically relevant affective geographies.  Rather then 

valorizing a politics ‘which is intent on moving beyond or past the state of being human’, we 

follow Thien to argue for affective and emotional geographies that attend to the very humanness 

and relational way in which we live in and experience the world.  In doing so, we are particularly 

interested in how emotional and affective experiences shape political subjectivities and generate 

novel discourses and practices. In what follows we draw on insights from feminist scholars to 

sketch out our understanding of affect, emotion, and their reverberations through and from the 

political. 

In her examination of the role emotion played in the work of AIDS organization ACT 

UP, sociologist Deborah B. Gould argues that a clearer distinction be made between affect(s), 

                                                 
14 Sharp (note 8), p. 77. 
15 G. Deleuze, Spinoza: Practical Philosophy (San Francisco: City Lights, 1988) pp. 125 
16 Tolia-Kelly (note 7), p. unknown. 
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emotion(s), and feeling(s).17 Gould argues that social constructionist understandings of emotion 

tend to “tame feelings by rendering them in overly cognitive terms”.18  Instead, her interest is in 

“carving out a conceptual space within the emotional turn for the noncognitive, nonconscious, 

nonlinguistic, and relational aspects of the general phenomenon of emotion”.19  For Gould, affect 

serves as a conceptual and analytic tool to get at the non-cognitive aspect of emotions that she 

argues are key to political struggles (e.g., why people become involved in certain struggles, why 

they stay or don’t stay involved, how they experience their involvement).20 

Gould draws from Massumi to define affect as the “nonconscious and unnamed, but 

nevertheless registered, experiences of bodily energy and intensity that arise in response to 

stimuli impinging on the body”.21  Affective intensities arise within the body as one interacts in 

and through the world, yet these intensities often exceed articulation.  At the scale of an 

individual, affects may be feelings that are free-floating and unattached, that have not yet been 

subject to cognitive interpretation or articulation.  Emotion, on the other hand, refers to the 

subjective incorporation of affective experience—e.g., affect as it enters into language and other 

systems of representation.  As Gould writes, “An emotion…brings a vague bodily intensity or 

sensation into the realm of cultural meanings and normativity, systems of signification that 

structure our very feelings”.22 

                                                 
17 D.B. Gould, Moving Politics: Emotion and Act Up’s Fight Against AIDS (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2009). 
18 Ibid., p. 19. 
19 Ibid. 
20 See also, F. Bosco, ‘Place, space, networks, and the sustainability of collective action: The 
Madres de Plaza de Mayo’, Global Networks 1 (2001) p. 307-29; and F. Bosco, ‘The Madres de 
Plaza de Mayo and Three Decades of Human Rights' Activism: Embeddedness, Emotions, and 
Social Movements’, Annals of the Association of American Geographers 96 (2006) p. 342-65. 
21 Gould (note 13), p. 19.  
22 Ibid., p. 21. 
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While Gould’s work provides a starting point for thinking through the mutual 

entanglement of affect and emotion, and the utility of attending to both simultaneously, Rachel 

Pain and Susan Smith illustrate that a consideration of fear and anxiety in particular is instructive 

for understanding their reverberation through the geopolitical.  As Pain and Smith argue, fear and 

anxiety are not just emotions specific to a given individual or their corporeal experience – they 

are also affects and discourses that circulate between bodies and objects in a given landscape, 

reverberating, intensifying and compelling action. 23   Drawing on insights from feminist 

geopolitics,24 Pain and Smith challenge top-down or state-centric framings of fear and risk that 

assume that “fear-provoking incidents take place, and fear-inducing discourses are circulated, at 

one (global) scale/space, inducing people to become fearful at other (more local) sites”.25  In 

contrast, they argue that fear “has to be lived and made,” drawing attention to the role local 

communities play in creating, perpetuating, or resisting discourses of fear and risk and how these 

discourses shape the lives and everyday experiences of differently situated populations (e.g., 

young people, women, and racialized populations). 26 

Pain and Smith illustrate their argument using the double helix structure of DNA as a 

metaphor for the entangled relationship between geopolitical processes and everyday (emotional) 

life.  The two strands of the double helix – geopolitical processes and everyday life27 –  are 

                                                 
23 Pain R, and Smith SJ 2008 Fear: Critical Geopolitics and Everyday Life. In: Pain R and Smith 
SJ eds Fear: Critical Geopolitics and Everyday Life Ashgate, Hampshire 1-19. 
24 e.g., L. Dowler, and J. Sharp, ‘A Feminist Geopolitics?’, Space & Polity 5/3 (2001) p.165-176; 
and J. Hyndman, ‘Mind the Gap: Bridging Feminist and Political Geography through 
Geopolitics’, Political Geography 23/3 (2004) p. 307-22. 
25 Pain and Smith (note 3) p. 2. 
26 Ibid. 
27 While we appreciate Pain and Smith’s metaphor of the double-helix, and use it here, we also 
find important Marston et. al.’s rejection of “geopolitics” and “everyday life” as somehow 
ontologically separate and distinct.  See S. Marston, J.P. Jones and K. Woodward ‘Flattening 
Ontologies of Globalization: The Nollywood Case’, Globalizations 4/1 (2007) p. 45-63. 
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bound together by numerous connectors that represent “events, encounters, movements, 

dialogues, actions, affects and things: the materials that connect and conjoin geopolitics and 

everyday life”.28  But just like the hydrogen bonds that precariously connect the two strands of 

DNA, the bonds between everyday life and geopolitics are fragile, subject to breaks and 

discontinuities.  While these discontinuities illustrate the messy and often incoherent 

relationships at play, they also signal moments of political possibility, for it is in these moments 

of break and discontinuity that “the opportunities lie to resist, have dialogue, influence and 

act”.29  While fear and other emotional (re)actions may be an inevitable part of the human 

condition, this model draws attention to the spaces of resistance and transformation that exist 

within our affective and emotional worlds. 

Finally, Pain and Smith draw attention to how fear operates not only through discursive 

or corporeal registers, but as a collective experience embedded in material practices and moral 

and political geographies. This intervention encourages us to consider how fear becomes 

materialized in a landscape.  Warning signs, surveillance cameras, militarized police and security 

checkpoints (at airports, along national borders, in schools) exist as materializations of the 

potentiality of threat, allowing fear to progressively creep into our subconscious minds and 

routine actions.30  Attending to the materialization of fear as compelled by and also key to 

inciting fear and anxiety allows us to think through the ways in which geopolitical processes 

assume autopoetic dimensions, as border enforcement alters the landscape (e.g., through the 

                                                 
28 Pain and Smith, Pg. 7 
29 Ibid. 
30 see C. Katz, ‘Banal terrorism: Spatial fetishism and everyday insecurity,’ in D. Gregory and A. 
Pred (eds.), Violent Geographies: Fear, Terror, and Political Violence (New York: Routledge 
2007); B. Massumi, ‘The Future Birth of the Affective Fact: The Political Ontology of Threat,’ in 
M. Gregg and G.J. Seigworth (eds.), The Affect Theory Reader (Durham: Duke University Press 
2010). 
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erection of border walls and fences; the establishment of permanent or temporary check-points; 

associated shifts in migration routes), shaping and producing novel emotional responses that in 

turn become channeled into demands for further state (or non-state) intervention. 31  These 

geographies function in tandem with cultural values to privilege certain experiences of fear over 

others.  For example, the fears of white, middle-class individuals in the United States have long 

been used to justify racialized policing and other forms of violence.32  While isolated events of 

victimization and criminality are often used as the basis of efforts to regulate demonized bodies, 

Pain and Smith argue that discussions of the social construction of threat often fail to account for 

the ways in which people come to “know about, and react, to risks and threat”.33 The notion of 

encounter is key to unpacking this relationship. 

As presented by Sara Ahmed, attention to the politics and particularities of encounter 

disrupts the notion that objects or subjects have inherent affective capacities to elicit particular 

emotional responses.34 Instead, she suggests that it is through histories of coming into contact, 

shaped by power relations, that objects become invested with affective value.  Ahmed elaborates 

through a discussion of the relationship of fear established between a child and a bear: 

Emotions are relational: they involve (re)actions or relations of ‘towardness’ or 
‘awayness’ in relation to such objects. The bear becomes the object in both 
senses: we have a contact with an object, and an orientation towards that object. 
To be more specific, the ‘aboutness’ of fear involves a reading of contact: the 
child reads the contact as dangerous, which involves apprehending the bear as 

                                                 
31 For more on the self-referentiality of ‘border security’ discourse, see G. Boyce and J.Williams, 
‘Intervention: Homeland Security and the Precarity of Life in the Borderlands’ Antipode 
http://antipodefoundation.org/2012/12/10/intervention-homeland-security-and-the-precarity-of-
life-in-the-borderlands/ (13 December 2012). 
32 D. Sibley, Geographies of Exclusion: Society and Difference in the West (New York: 
Routledge 1995); D. T. Goldberg, The Racial State (Burlington, VT: Blackwell 2001); N. Shah, 
Stranger Intimacy: Contesting Race, Sexuality and the Law in the NorthAmerican West 
(LosAngeles: University of California Press 2011). 
33 Pg. 12 
34 S. Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2004). 
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fearsome. We can note also that the ‘reading’ then identifies the bear as the cause 
of the feeling. The child becomes fearful, and the bear becomes fearsome: the 
attribution of feeling to an object (I feel afraid because you are fearsome) is an 
effect of the encounter, which moves the subject away from the object. Emotions 
involve such affective forms of reorientation.35 
 

This conceptualization of the development or production of affective attachments illuminates the 

contingencies and overdetermined nature of emotional life. Key to affective and emotional 

relations are moments of encounter when objects and subjects come into contact.  In referring to 

this process as affective politics, Ahmed draws attention to the way in which affective relations 

and the emotional discourses that emerge from these are embedded in power relations that make 

it more or less possible for an object to become fearsome. Although our emotions may operate in 

and through culturally conditioned networks of meaning, they must also be understood as 

immanent to the encounters between specific bodies in specific places. 

 In thinking about shifting relations of encounter—how individuals come into contact with 

one another—we gain insight into how affective attachments shift and change.  In particular, in 

examining how geopolitical processes, such as border enforcement, fundamentally transform 

how individuals in the borderlands encounter one another, we can gain insight into the dynamic 

emotional geographies that underpin political struggles in this region.  In doing so, this approach 

complicates existing work on the relationship between discourses of fear and insecurity and 

immigration and border enforcement.  Much of the existing research assumes a top-down 

relationship between discourses of fear and insecurity perpetuated by media and government 

elites that are then taken up by ‘local’ populations.36  Following Pain and Smith, we complicate 

                                                 
35 Ibid., p. 5-6. 
36 For example, D. Bigo, ‘Security and Immigration: Toward a Critique of the Governmentality 
of Unease’ Alternatives 27/1 (2002) p. 63-92; J. Huysmans, The Politics of Insecurity: Fear, 
Migration and Asylum in the EU (London: Routledge, 2006); J. Nevins, Operation Gatekeeper 
and Beyond (New York: Routledge, 2010). 
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this framing by examining everyday emotional and affective experiences and discourses as both 

shaped by and central to shaping geopolitical processes of border and immigration enforcement. 

 

2. Operationalizing Affect in Empirical Research 

Scholars in the social sciences and humanities have spent considerable time grappling 

with the conceptual distinction between affect and emotion and how to operationalize these 

concepts in empirical research.  The conceptual distinctions between affect and emotion are 

important, because they allows us to speak to the ways that emotions connect us to others and 

exceed our individual will or agency; how “we are possessed by them or swept into their 

grasp.”37  However, this is not to suggest that such distinctions are neat and tidy, or easily 

operationalized methodologically. 

Rather than engaging with emotion and affect through an either/or binary, in what 

follows we draw attention to their entanglements and co-constitution as a way to acknowledge 

the complexities of emotional life as it is embodied, experienced, and represented.  As Laurier 

and Philo write, “the world is repaired and patched together with a tapestry of stitches, thread 

and patterned bits of material that cannot but always entangle such neat theoretical either/or 

stipulations.” 38   While conceptually distinct, affective and emotional experiences are often 

entangled to such a degree that they are difficult to distinguish. How do we grapple with this 

challenge in our research? 

The empirical section below examines the relationship between the development of US-

Mexico border enforcement, shifting relations of encounter between white, Anglo ranchers and 

                                                 
37 K. Simonsen. "Practice, Spatiality and Embodied Emotions: An Outline of a Geography of 
Practice." Human Affairs 17 (2007): 168-81, p. 176-7. 
38 E. Laurier and C. Philo ‘Possible geographies: a passing encounter in a café’, Area 38/4 (2006) 
p. 353–363, p. 11. 
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unauthorized migrants, and the affective experiences and emotional discourses used by ranchers 

to make sense of these shifts and to compel further border enforcement and anti-immigrant 

policies.  This research is based primarily on in-depth interviews and informal conversations 

with individuals who live and work on two separate ranches in southern Arizona.39  Both ranches 

are located south of Tucson and within 30-50 miles of the international border in highly 

trafficked migration corridors. We engage with these ranchers because they have been powerful 

actors in the geopolitical landscape surrounding border and immigration policy, yet they remain 

under-recognized as such in the scholarly literature40.  In recent years politicians and members of 

the popular media have often turned to ranchers as symbolic victims and sources of knowledge 

about the ‘realities’ of the borderlands, and their narratives of fear and insecurity were key to the 

passage of SB 1070 and related anti-immigrant laws (as discussed in section 5 below).  

Interviews with ranchers are supplemented by information drawn from secondary sources 

including newspaper articles and public statements by southern Arizona ranchers and ranching 

organizations.  Our analysis is also informed by over 10 years of combined participant 

observation and activism with migrant and human rights organizations in southern Arizona and 

formal and informal interviews with pro- and anti-immigrant/immigration activists more broadly. 

Having spent extensive time in the border region, we bring our experiences to bear on our 

reflections on interactions with interviewees.  For us, while the border region is riddled with 

                                                 
39 We generally use the real names of interviewees because of the outspoken public positions 
they have taken in relation to border and immigration enforcement.  All are residents of southern 
Arizona, and have been involved – to varying degrees – in supporting anti-immigrant 
organizations and drawing media attention to their perspectives.  In individual interviews, 
permission was obtained to use the real names of such people. In a few cases where individuals 
wanted to maintain confidentiality, names are omitted altogether. 
40 With the notable exception of R.L. Doty, ‘States of Exception on the Mexico-Us Border’; H. 
Shapira, Waiting for José: The Minutemen's Pursuit of America (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press 2012). 
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tragedy, it is generally not a place that incites fear, anxiety, or insecurity for our own bodily 

wellbeing.  But we must also acknowledge how, during the course of interviews, affective 

energies transferred between interviewee and interviewer. Places and spaces that previous 

seemed benign suddenly appeared unfamiliar and frightening, and time spent driving around 

ranches with interview subjects became saturated with anxiety. This transference of affective 

energy, despite our political commitments and familiarity with the area, was significant for our 

awareness and interpretation of the affective worlds of these ranchers. 

Our reading of the interviews discussed below is shaped not only by what is said, but how 

it is said—the body language, facial expressions, and vocal intonations that accompany these 

narratives provide insight into the affective experiences that shape them. Such a reading is 

necessarily imprecise, mediated through our interpretive lens.  But in a sense this is precisely the 

relationship we all have to our affective worlds – we observe and are impacted by phenomena 

and attempt to make sense of this.  As Laurier and Philo write: 

[D]espite the seeming impossibility of ever fully, accurately, appropriately representing the 

‘interiority’ of one’s world to another, that is precisely what human beings cannot but be 

striving to do much of the time…In the process, an impossibility becomes multiple 

possiblities; and, moreover, the representational work being undertaken—certainly through 

words spoken, if less so in words written—is rarely only accomplished through what is said, 

and rather is commonly occurring hand-in-glove with gestures, facial expressions, 

modulations of tone, manipulations of objects-to-hand, and so on. 

Attending to both the literal words spoken and the way in which individuals spoke thus provides 

one way to try and get at the affective and emotional worlds of interviewees. 
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It is important to note also that while we do not wish to valorize the political positions 

articulated by our interview subjects, neither do we wish to ignore them.  We take their 

narratives seriously in order to avoid, on the one hand, a common liberal-progressive view that 

would dismiss their arguments as irrational or hysterical; or a left-activist position that would 

dismiss them as merely cynical or manipulative, designed to advance an agenda that pre-existed 

their entanglement in the complex webs of border enforcement.  Although nativist and white 

supremacist activists have certainly used Arizona as a base for advancing and implementing their 

respective agendas 41 , such political machinations do not encompass the expanse of feeling 

expressed by these border-area residents, whose involvement in anti-immigrant politics is 

generally quite recent and haphazard.  To understand this politics and this expanse of feeling we 

feel we must, at least at the outset, accept their narratives on their face, a methodological 

principle we follow below. 

 

3. Militarization and the Shifting Contexts of Encounter in the Arizona Border Region 

It is widely accepted that since 1994 there has been a steady build-up in the United 

States’ border enforcement apparatus.42 Beginning with Operation Hold the Line in El Paso, and 

then expanded across the southwest border with Operation Gatekeeper, the US Border Patrol has 

worked to funnel undocumented migration and illicit drug trafficking routes away from urban 

areas in Texas and California and into remote, treacherous terrain in southern Arizona where the 

                                                 
41 see M. Purcell and J. Nevins, “Pushing the Boundary”; R.L. Doty, “States of Exception on the 
Mexico-U.S. Border”; H. Beirich, “Hate Group Drafted Arizona’s Anti-Immigrant Law” 
(Southern Poverty Law Center 28 April 2010) http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2010/04/28/hate-
group-lawyer-drafted-arizona-anti-immigrant-law/ accessed 22 December 2012. 
42 It should be noted that scholars like Timothy Dunn would locate the origins of this build-up 
much earlier.  See T.J. Dunn, The Militarization of the Us-Mexico Border, 1978-1992 (Austin: 
Center for Mexican American Studies, 1996). 
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Border Patrol initially believed they would have ‘tactical advantage’.43  By the early 2000s 

southern Arizona had become the most highly trafficked and policed area along the entire U.S. / 

Mexico border, with the Border Patrol’s Tucson Sector alone accounting consistently for 

approximately 40% of all Border Patrol apprehensions.44 

Scholars like Joseph Nevins, Nicholas De Genova and Jonathan Xavier Inda have 

discussed how state and popular discourses throughout this period concretized the ‘illegal alien’ 

as a threat to the economic, cultural, and physical wellbeing of the nation and ‘rightful’ national 

members.45  With the incorporation of border and immigration enforcement efforts under the 

auspices of the Department of Homeland Security in 2003, undocumented migrants came to be 

vilified even further, conflated by the state with potential terrorists under the priority missions of 

US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and the US Border Patrol.  In this context the U.S. 

government has allocated unprecedented resources to border enforcement, more than doubling 

the number of Border Patrol agents between 2004 and 2012 (from 10,000 to over 22,000)46, 

while the FY2011 enacted budget for the Border Patrol exceeded $3.5 billion.47 

                                                 
43 US Department of Justice, ‘Building a Comprehensive Southwest Border Enforcement 
Strategy’, (Washington, DC: Department of Justice, 1996). 
44 U.S. Department of Homeland Security, ‘Deportable Aliens Located by Program and Border 
Patrol Sector and Investigations Special Agent in Charge (Sac) Jurisdiction: Fiscal Years 1999 to 
2008’ (Washington DC: Department of Homeland Security, 2009), 
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/statistics/yearbook/2008/table35.xls accessed 2 June 2010. 
45 J. Nevins, Operation Gatekeeper; N.P. De Genova, ‘The Legal Production of Mexican Migrant 
"Illegality".’, Latino Studies 2/2 160-85 (2004); J.X. Inda, Targeting Immigrants : Government, 
Technology, and Ethics (Malden, MA: Blackwell 2006)  
46 US Customs and Border Protection, ‘Securing America’s Borders: CBP Fiscal Year 2010 in 
Review Fact Sheet’, (2011)  
http://www.cbp.gov/xp/cgov/newsroom/fact_sheets/cbp_overview/fy2010_factsheet.xml.  
Accessed 9 May 2012. 
47 US Customs and Border Protection, ‘U.S. Border Patrol Fiscal Year Budget Statistics’, (2011) 
http://www.cbp.gov/xp/cgov/border_security/border_patrol/usbp_statistics/ accessed 9 May 
2012.   
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The above shift in the geography of migration and border enforcement has had dramatic 

consequences for everyday life in the Arizona border region.  Formerly quiet and remote desert 

areas have been transformed into heavily militarized and policed landscapes, as fear and 

(in)security materialize in walls/fences, Border Patrol vehicles and armed agents, helicopters and 

unmanned aerial drones, roadside check-points, and surveillance towers.  In turn, as border 

policing has expanded, so too has the position of organized crime and smuggling networks, 

feeding into banditry, violence, and increasing collusion between people smugglers and drug 

cartels. 48  With these developments has come a tragic growth in the number of undocumented 

migrants who have died in southern Arizona while attempting to cross the desert.49  All of these 

phenomena produce graphic, material, visceral evidence of a changing landscape that to many 

residents appears – and feels – out of control. 

While significant literature has examined various aspects of the geopolitical processes 

shaping the above developments,50  we know little about the relationship between everyday 

experiences of border area residents and the unfolding of the region’s militarization.  Indeed, it 

would be a mistake to see the vilification of migrants and their transformation into objects 

carrying an aura of existential threat as purely an outcome of national or government discourse.  

Much of this vilification has come from borderlands residents themselves, particularly Anglo 

ranchers who’ve worked together across southern Arizona to demand state intervention and 

                                                 
48 W. Cornelius, ‘Death at the Border: Efficacy and Unintended Consequences of US 
Immigration Control Policy.’, Population and Development 27 (2001) p. 661-85. 
49 R. Rubio-Goldsmith, M.M. McCormich, D. Martinez, and I.M. Duarte, ‘The "Funnel Effect" 
& Recovered Bodies of Unauthorized Migrants Processed by the Pima County Office of the 
Medical Examiner, 1990-2005,’ (Tucson, AZ: Binational Migration Institute 2006)  
50 T. Dunn, 2009, Blockading the Border; R.L. Doty, ‘Fronteras Compasivas and the Ethics of 
Unconditional Hospitality,’ Millenium Journal of International Studies 35/1 (2006) p. 53-74; J. 
Sundberg, ‘'Trash-talk' and the production of quotidian geopolitical boundaries in the USA-
Mexico borderlands’ Social & Cultural Geography 9 (2008) p. 871-90. 
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facilitate private intervention through vigilante groups like the Minutemen. 51   Through 

examining the narratives put forth by ranchers below, we suggest that it is through the shifting 

border enforcement policies and practices described above and their affects on the basic ways 

that migrants and ranchers encounter one another that we should locate residents’, activists’ and 

politicians’ transformation of migrants into affective objects that signify danger and threat. 

 

4. Everyday Encounters of Migrants and Ranchers in the Arizona Borderlands 

The King family has operated the King-Anvil ranch since the late 1800s.  Located 

approximately 38 miles from the US-Mexico border and in a highly trafficked migration 

corridor, migrants, ranch employees and family members have a long history of interaction. As 

Pat King recounts her first years on the ranch after marrying into the family: 

Well when I first moved here [1975] you would see people coming through, they were 
illegal but…they were going up to Marana to the farms to work the farms and then they 
would go back home.  They would come in on occasion and ask if we had some work, 
which meant that they were probably hungry and…from time to time you would have 
them do a little thing… When my children were young they would go off and play and 
they would be gone for hours and if they came upon an illegal [sic] he would help them 
rather than harm them.52 

 

Similarly, rancher Dan Bell, whose ranch has been in the family since 1938, has commented 

“[i]t’s not like it was in the days of old, where we had migrants looking for work”.53  For these 

ranchers, coming into contact with undocumented migrants is not perceived as something new; 

                                                 
51 see R.L. Doty, ‘States of Exception on the Mexico-US Border’; R.L. Doty, The Law Into Their 
Own Hands: Immigration and the Politics of Exceptionalism (Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press 2009); H. Shapira, Waiting for José. 
52 Personal Interview, 14 June 2011. 
53 E. Erwin, ‘Border Battle Presents Challenges for Southern Arizona Ranchers’, (2011) 
http://www.kpho.com/story/14896642/border-battle-presents-challenges-for-southern-arizona-
ranchers-5-23-2011?clienttype=printable accessed 20 May 2012.   
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indeed, migrants and ranchers have historically moved through the same landscape, with 

migrants contributing their labor to the success of ranch economies. The cyclical nature of 

migration often added to a relationship of trust and understanding between the two groups.  As 

one woman reflected on her experience growing up in the area: 

When I was growing up there was myself, my two brothers, my parents, my grandmother 
was living on the ranch too, and then we had a couple cowboys—one or two depending 
on the time of the year. And, uh, whenever we would see an illegal we’d go run and tell 
my grandmother or my mom, oh, ‘here comes Jose, here comes Juan!’ We pretty much 
knew everybody that came in by name and they were very seasonal and they would come 
in and honestly they knew that my grandmother wanted some yard-work done and she 
would pay them in food and they would move on.  And that’s how it was.54 

 

When interview subjects spoke about these experiences, they did so with an air of nostalgia for 

the ‘good old days,’ reflecting back with smiles and laughter for times gone by when ranching 

was easy and unauthorized migration was an uncomplicated part of life. 

However, by the turn of the 21st century, as border enforcement, drug smuggling and 

unauthorized migration began to concentrate in southern Arizona, the number of people coming 

through area ranches increased dramatically, and transformed the way in which ranchers 

interacted with migrants.  By the mid-2000s over 50 trails cut across a highly trafficked four-

mile stretch of the Kings’ ranch, and it became common for them to witness large groups of 

migrants moving across their land.  No longer were these the same individuals who came 

through year after year – and if they were there were too many individuals to identify or get to 

know on any personal level.  In addition, increased penalties for undocumented entry and 

heightened Border Patrol presence make avoiding detection imperative for migrants; for this 

reason most now move through the night, trying to stay out of sight. 

                                                 
54 Personal Interview, 22 June 2011. 
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Rather than individuals coming to the house to inquire about work, the Kings began only 

encountering unauthorized migrants within the context of crisis.  Individuals appear outside the 

ranch house sick and disoriented, acting erratically (most likely due to dehydration) and in need 

of medical assistance.  In certain instances, women who showed signs of sexual assault have 

arrived at the house, traumatized and looking for help.  In others, members of the family or other 

ranch employees have come across sick or injured people while they were out running cattle, or 

carrying out other ranch activities.  Finally, the remains of those who perished during the journey 

have been encountered; for example, in one two-week period in the mid-2000s the remains of 3 

individuals, including a 12-year-old girl and her mother, were found on the King-Anvil ranch. 

The above encounters are widely used by the Kings and other politically vocal ranchers 

as evidence of the ‘kind of people’ who now migrate. In interviews, the ease that came with 

talking about the ‘good old days’ was replaced by tense voices and furrowed brows, hallmarks of 

anger and frustration.  The Kings attribute damage caused to wells and cattle tanks to migrants 

who “don’t have respect for other people’s property,” while deaths and sexual assaults are said to 

illustrate the incivility and callousness of human smugglers.  Through these changes – and the 

narratives that accompany them – undocumented migrants have become objects who trigger fear, 

anxiety, and an overall sense of insecurity, and they are mobilized as such in political demands 

for increased border enforcement. 

Attention to the gendered and racialized discourses that naturalize migrants as threatening 

(particularly to female family members and female employees) is important for understanding 

the politics that ensue.  In narratives like the Kings’, migrants in general and smugglers in 

particular are presented as dangerous, disrespectful, uncivilized men who violate the women who 
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travel with them and present an inherent threat to female family members and employees.55  

Such narratives are often accompanied by claims of ‘needing help’ and having been ‘abandoned’ 

by local law enforcement, the Border Patrol, by extension the federal government more broadly.  

As one woman narrated: 

In [one] particular situation, my oldest was about two years old, three years old, and I 
was out working, I happened to walk down to the barn and I was just working down 
below the barn and there was twelve men across the fence with me and my daughter right 
there and for whatever reason I had my phone (because I don’t usually carry it) and I 
called border patrol and I said, ‘I have 12 guys, I have two dogs and right now they’re 
[the dogs] protecting me, I have my three year old and I need you to come and get them 
now because there is nobody else on the ranch.’ And they said, ‘Well are they on your 
private property?’  And I of course smarted back, ‘I don’t care whose private property 
they’re on, they crossed your border, they are here threatening me now and I need you 
here now.’ And they said, ‘Well if they’re on your private property, you’ll have to call 
the Sheriff’s office.’  And I said, ‘Fine.’ And I hung up and called the Sheriff’s office and 
I said, ‘Listen, I can’t get any help from Border Patrol, I need you here now. There’s 
nobody around, just 12 men, my daughter, and myself. I need help.’ And they said, ‘Well, 
are they illegals?’ And I said, ‘Yes, they’re illegals. And they’re on my private property 
so apparently you have to come and get them.’ And they said, ‘Oh, we can’t touch 
illegals.’  So then, it was back on, and then I called BP one more time and I mean 
fortunately none of them [the migrants] were aggressive but I mean, what if, what if?56 

 

Imagined threats to female sexual purity have long served as a justification for violence and the 

perpetuation of diverse structures of racism, including colonialism, segregation, militaristic 

adventurism, and border regulation.57 As suggested above, the female body is a powerful trope 

through which the ‘realities’ of the borderlands are narrated, amplifying fear and anxiety 

                                                 
55 Personal Interview, 14 June 2011.   
56 Personal Interview, 21 June 2011.   
57 G. Spivak, ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’ In C. Nelson and L. Grossberg, (eds.), Marxism and the 
Interpretation of Culture (Chicago: University of Illinois Press 1988) p. 271-316; and L. Abu-
Lughod, ‘Do Muslim Women Really Need Saving? Anthropological Reflections on Cultural 
Relativism and Its Others’, American Anthropologist 104 (2002) p. 783-91; J. Fluri, ‘Geopolitics 
of gender and violence 'from below'’, Political Geography 28 (2009) p. 259-65; and H.J. Nast, 
‘Mapping The "Unconscious": Racism and the Oedipal Family’, Annals of the Association of 
American Geographers 90/2 (2000) p. 215-55; and J. Williams. ‘Protection as Subjection: 
Discourses of Vulnerability and Protection in Post-9/11 Border Enforcement Efforts’, CITY: 
Analysis of Urban Trends, Culture, Theory, Policy 15/3-4 (2011) p. 414-428.   
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associated with undocumented migrants and justifying the imposition of constraints on the 

mobility of female family members and ranch employees (such as prohibitions on women 

venturing out onto ranchlands alone).58 

With sadness and regret, another female rancher framed her situation as one in which she 

has “lost her job,” for, due to her and her family’s fears, her mobility has been restricted in such 

a way that she can no longer carry out the everyday tasks associated with being a rancher.  As 

she stated, “I tell people, ‘I have no job, I can’t go out and fix fence, I can’t go out and look at 

my cows’”.59  This woman directly related her deep sense of loss of identity, and related feelings 

of fear and anxiety, to political demands for increased state spending and forms of border 

enforcement that would include electric border fences and shooting migrants on site.  For these 

ranching families, feelings of fear and insecurity led them to develop a relationship with two 

well-known vigilante groups, the Minutemen Civil Defense Corp and Arizona Border Defenders.  

The Kings explain this relationship, stating that the only solution to the fear and insecurity they 

feel is enhanced enforcement; and since they perceive the state to have failed in providing it they 

allow these groups to conduct operations from their land. 

By listening to the stories of ranchers, not just of current times invested with fear and 

insecurity, but also of a past invested with innocence and longing, we are able to gain insight into 

how contemporary affective attachments are cemented, and thus the contingency of their 

formation.  It would be easy to cast the fear expressed by ranchers as a case of moral panic or 

                                                 
58 A. Lind and J. Williams, ‘Engendering Violence in De/Hyper-nationalized Spaces: Border 
Militarization, State Territorialization, and Embodied Politics at the US-Mexico Border’ in A. 
Sisson Runyan, M. Marchand, P. McDermott, and A. Lind (eds.), Feminist (Im)Mobilities in 
Fortress North America (Surrey: Ashgate forthcoming 2012).  
59 Personal Interview, 22 June 2011. 
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hysteria,60 or else as a cynical, Machiavellian ploy.  Indeed, there is no evidence to suggest that 

migrants have, on the whole, become more dangerous to U.S. residents in the borderlands or to 

these families in particular (none of those interviewed had experienced physical violence at the 

hands of migrants or human/drug smugglers).  However, at least for these specific ranch 

families, we wish to suggest that their current orientation toward migrants and the state are 

decidedly driven by a landscape of encounter that has shifted radically and come to feel out of 

control.  As discussed above, memory plays an important role in this process.  Striking in the 

narratives above is a nostalgic desire for a return to “normalcy” – one that is channeled directly 

into demands for state and private intervention.  Enforcement becomes a political imperative 

through a temporal slippage – a belief that state intervention can and should restore a bygone 

past.  This desire to recover a past, one not necessarily devoid of unauthorized migrants, but 

where their presence and interaction is viewed as regulated and benign, becomes the basis for 

demands for further militarization of the region.  Having spent some time with these ranchers, let 

us now consider how their efforts and symbolic position as harbingers of “truth” about the border 

have become instrumental in shaping state and federal policy. 

 

5. SB 1070 and Its Affective Conditions 

On March 27, Cochise County rancher Robert Krentz was found murdered on his land 

near the Arizona / Mexico border, after having radioed his brother to tell him that he was 

attending to an undocumented migrant who appeared to be in need of assistance.61   In the 

                                                 
60 S. Hall, C. Critcher, T. Jefferson, J. Clarke and B. Roberts, Policing the Crisis: Mugging, the 
state, and law and order (London: Macmillan, 1978); J. Longazel, ‘Moral panic as racial 
degradation ceremony: Racial stratification and the local-level backlash against Latino/a 
immigrants,’ Punishment and Society 15/1 (2013) p. 96-119. 
61 Immediately following Krentz’s death (and prior to the launch of any official investigation) 
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aftermath of Krent’z death narrative of violence and insecurity in the border region assumed 

crisis proportions, and Arizona exploded with popular calls to crack down on immigration and to 

rapidly expand border enforcement. 

In the week following Krentz’s murder, more than 350 people gathered in Apache, 

Arizona for a public meeting with politicians and law enforcement.62  At this meeting area 

ranchers demanded that military forces be deployed at the border, with some arguing for the use 

of deadly force against unauthorized migrants and suspected drug smugglers.  Citing the 

environment of fear, the Arizona Cattlegrowers’ Association revised its public position on border 

enforcement, releasing a document titled the Restore Our Borders Security Plan, in which they 

write: 

The US/Mexico border in southern Arizona has become lawless. Criminals, bandits and 
international organized criminals are operating with impunity in the region. Their trades 
are burglary, home invasion, drug smuggling, human smuggling, murder, extortion and 
kidnapping… They are ruthless and violent and they have now succeeded in creating 
terror in Southern Arizona as they have in Northern Mexico. The level of fear and 
frustration from southern Arizona’s Ranching Families has been building for some time. 
The lawlessness reached an intolerable new level with the murder of Rob Krentz in 
March, 2010.63 
 

State Senator Russell Pearce, long a champion of anti-immigrant causes, had previously tried – 

and failed – on four separate occasions to pass the legislation that would become SB 1070.  On 

each previous occasion the bill was ultimately defeated by a combination of immigrant rights, 

civil liberties and community policing advocates.  But the political climate that emerged 

following Krentz’s death proved catalyzing.  Ranchers repeatedly testified at state legislative 

                                                                                                                                                             
speculation began to circulate in the media, among ranchers and policymakers that the 
perpetrator was either an unauthorized migrant or a drug smuggler from Mexico.  Yet all 
evidence suggesting that the perpetrator of Krentz’s murder was an unauthorized migrant or drug 
smuggler from Mexico remains anecdotal. As of publication, Krentz’s murder remains unsolved. 
62 B. McCombs, ‘Rancher’s killing draws citizens, officials. Arizona Star.  (1 April 2010) 
http://azstarnet.com/news/local/border/article_c1f5086d-c802-57ad-8b8d-c51515766dd5.html.  
63 Arizona Cattleman’s Association, Restore Our Border, (2010) p. 1 
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committee hearings, and their emotionally charged narratives of fear and insecurity were 

highlighted to lend urgency to the law’s passage; said State Senator Sylvia Allen at the time: 

“The people who live within 60 to 80 miles of the Arizona/Mexico border have for years been 

terrorized and have pleaded for help to stop the daily invasion of humans who cross their 

property…The majority of people coming now are people we need to be worried about.”64  The 

Arizona legislature passed SB 1070, and Governor Jan Brewer signed it into law on April 23, 

2010. 

The purpose of SB 1070 – written into Section 1, Paragraph 1 as “attrition through 

enforcement” – is not to increase immigration apprehensions per se, but rather to saturate 

everyday life for undocumented immigrants with anxiety and fear, to the extent that they 

voluntarily leave the state and the country.  The architects of the attrition through enforcement 

doctrine call this outcome “self-deportation” 65  – an outcome that, in a sense, devolves the 

mechanism of immigration enforcement onto immigrants themselves.66  As anthropologist Josiah 

Heyman describes the operative logic: 

The state and local initiatives are an attack on the whole life of people… the panoply of 
proposed state and local laws specifically aim to disrupt or deprive people of many 
different features of daily life, including employment, housing, transportation, health, 

                                                 
64 L. Bentley, ‘Why SB 1070 is Needed’, SonoranNews.com (2010) 
http://www.sonorannews.com/archives/2010/100505/ftpgSB1070.html.  
65 see J. Vaughan, ‘Attrition Through Enforcement: A Cost-Effective Strategy to Shrink the 
Illegal Population’, Center for Immigration Studies (April 2006); K. Kobach, ‘Attrition Through 
Enforcement: A Rational Approach to Illegal Immigration’, Tulsa Journal of Comparative and 
International Law 15/2 (2008) p. 155-63. It is worth noting that the Southern Poverty Law Center 
intelligence report lists the Washington, D.C.-based Center for Immigration Studies, as a 
“nativist extremist group” associated with white supremacist groups like NumbersUSA and 
Vdare.com. 
66 See also M. Coleman, ‘What Counts as the Politics and Practice of Security, and Where?: 
Devolution and Immigrant Insecurity after 9/11’, Annals of the Association of American 
Geographers 99 (2009) p. 904-13; and M. Varsanyi, ‘Immigration Policing Through the 
Backdoor: City Ordinances, the "right to the City," and the Exclusion of Undocumented Day 
Laborers’, Urban Geography 29 (2008) p. 29-52. 
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business ownership, education, and so forth. They aim to eliminate or severely restrict the 
normal functions required of existence.67 

 

This would be accomplished, in part, by multiplying the spaces and encounters in which 

undocumented immigrants risk being detained and placed into removal proceedings – a process 

that often results in permanent separation from one’s home, job and loved ones.  Importantly, it 

was not only unauthorized immigrants who were targeted by SB 1070, but the entire network of 

relations that structure their lives – including documented and U.S. citizen family members, and 

any others with whom they might come into regular contact. 

Soon after its passage, undocumented Arizona residents began expressing heightened 

anxiety, fear and insecurity in relation to the performance of everyday tasks.  A typical example 

is Maria Hernandez, a 20-year resident of Phoenix, who stated: “I'm afraid. When I go buy 

groceries, and my kids are at school, I don't know if I'll return home”.68 Others avoided reporting 

crime to the police, or visiting the hospital emergency room – even in cases of severe trauma.69 

Magdalena Schwartz, director of Latino Community Services in Mesa, Arizona, stated: “We're 

getting calls every day from people who say they are moving away… They are scared, and do 

not want to wait until July 29 and possibly be arrested. It's scary, what's going on in our 

community”.70 

                                                 
67 J. Heyman, ‘Arizona’s Immigration Law – SB 1070’, News: A Publication of the Society for 
Applied Anthropology (19 August 2010) 
http://sfaanews.sfaa.net/2010/08/19/arizona%E2%80%99s-immigration-law-%E2%80%93-s-b-
1070/.  
68 T. Gutierrez, ‘One Family’s Immigration Battle’, CNN (1 July 2010) 
http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/1007/01/cnr.02.html.  
69 D. Gonzalez, ‘Arizona Immigration Law: A Look at Bill’s Impact 1 Year Later’, The Arizona 
Republic (23 April 2011) 
http://www.azcentral.com/news/election/azelections/articles/2011/04/23/20110423arizona-
immigration-law-impact-year-later.html.  
70 M. Sakal ‘SB 1070 Among Many Factors Hurting State’s Hispanic Businesses’, East Valley 
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Though underexamined, the social impacts of SB 1070 were significant.  A report by the 

University of Arizona’s Southwest Institute for Research on Women, for example, listed the 

following among the law’s immediate impacts:  “young adults without their primary caregivers, 

early teen marriages, stress- related health issues” and “declines in high school attendance and 

performance”.71  The law also reshuffled long-standing relationships between Arizona residents 

and communities, multiplying and exacerbating perceived boundaries and leading to incidences 

of heated rhetoric and racist violence.  For example, on May 6, 2010 a white Anglo Phoenix 

resident shot and killed Juan Varela, his Mexican-American neighbor, after shouting: “Hurry up 

and go back to Mexico, or you're gonna die!”72  On July 29, 2010 – the day that SB 1070 was to 

go into effect – gunshots fired at the Arizona offices of U.S. representative Raul Grijalva, an 

outspoken critic of the law.73  Between 2008 and 2010 the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

reported a 27.5% increase in hate crimes in the state of Arizona.74 

As challenges to SB 1070 have worked their way through the federal courts, emotional narratives 

of fear, threat, and insecurity experienced by ranching families continue to be cited to illustrate 

why the law was (and continues to be) “necessary”. 75   The Krentz murder continues to be cited 

                                                                                                                                                             
Tribune (19 June 2010) http://www.eastvalleytribune.com/arizona/article_935202fc-7b2d-11df-
8317-001cc4c002e0.html?mode=print.  
71 T. Lopez ‘Left Back: The Impacts of SB 1070 on Arizona’s Youth’, Southwest Institute for 
Research on Women, the University of Arizona (September 2011) p. 2. 
72 J.J. Hensley, ‘Racial Hate Crimes Surge 39% in Phoenix’, The Arizona Republic (17 Nov. 
2011) http://www.azcentral.com/news/articles/2011/11/16/20111116phoenix-racial-hate-crimes-
surge.html. 
73 S. Wilken ‘Grijalva’s Yuma Office Closed After Shadowed Window, Bullet Found Inside’, The 
Yuma Sun (29 July 2010) http://www.yumasun.com/articles/rep-62748-bullet-shattered.html.  
74 US Federal Bureau of Investigation ‘Table 13 Arizona Hat Crime Incidents’, Hate Crime 
Statistics 2010 (2011) http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/ucr/hate-crime/2010/tables/table-
13/Arizona.  
75 Governor Jan Brewer continues to meet with southern Arizona ranchers to discuss border 
enforcement and undocumented migration as a way to buttress her positions on SB 1070 and 
immigration reform.  See KTAR Newsroom, ‘Brewer releases statement on SB1070 hearing’, 
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as evidence of a border that is “out of control.”76 As these narratives are woven into political 

debates, unauthorized im/migrants are reproduced as affective objects tied to physical violence 

or its potentiality. 

SB 1070 is not the only policy supported by such narratives.  In April 2010 U.S. senators 

John McCain and Jon Kyl launched a “Ten Point Border Security Action Plan,” to include the 

immediate deployment of the U.S. National Guard on the border; the hiring of 3,000 additional 

Border Patrol agents; the expansion of the Border Patrol’s use of unmanned aerial drones and 

other surveillance equipment; and increased penalties for and prosecution of undocumented 

migrants.77  The Obama administration followed suit, sending 1,200 National Guard Soldiers to 

the border in June 2010 and in August signing a $600 million emergency supplemental 

appropriations act to expand border enforcement, including 1,500 additional Border Patrol 

agents, two unmanned drones and new Border Patrol stations along the southwest border.78  As 

discussed above, these moves were merely an extension of a much longer trajectory of border 

militarization – one that has transformed the region with myriad affects on everyday life for 

many border-area residents. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
(15 April 2012) http://ktar.com/6/1533066/Brewer-releases-statement-on-SB1070-hearing.  
76 For example, on 24 April 2012 now-former Arizona Senator Pearce again invoked Krentz’s 
murder before a hearing before the US Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, 
Refugees, and Border Security.  Webcast of the hearing is available at: 
http://www.judiciary.senate.gov/about/subcommittees/immigration.cfm.  
77 J. Kyl, ’McCain, Kyl Announce Border Security Plan’ (19 April 2010) 
http://kyl.senate.gov/record.cfm?id=323944.  
78 http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/z?c111:H.R.5875; M. Spetalnick, ‘Obama signs $600 
million border security bill’ Reuters (13 August 2010) 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/08/13/us-usa-immigration-idUSTRE67B3G720100813 
accessed 22 December 2012.  
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6.  Conclusion: Geopolitical Transformation and the Emotional Geopolitics of the Borderlands 

In this paper we have mapped some of the emotional and affective geographies shaping 

geopolitical struggles in present-day Arizona, in order to illustrate the importance of attending to 

these domains. By focusing on the politics of encounter, we have suggested how historical shifts 

in the enforcement of the U.S. / Mexico border share responsibility for the feelings that border-

area residents attach to migrants, militarization and anti-immigrant legislation.  In the process, 

we attended to fear’s autopoeisis – its self-referentialitial quality, its geopolitical manifestation of 

that which it anticipates.  Related to this is a question of positionality and difference, and how 

these matter tremendously to our affective and emotional worlds.  SB1070 was not designed to 

allay the fears of all border-area residents – indeed, for many it was intended to have exactly the 

opposite affect. 

By studying the concrete, situated histories through which affective attachments are 

produced, normalized, and enter into political struggles via emotionally charged discourses, we 

can better understand how to intervene in these processes. Indeed, by unpacking these histories it 

may become possible to rewrite our affective orientation, to change the energies that circulate 

between bodies and the interactions that drive (and are in turn driven by) them. It is here that we 

may encounter an intersection between interventions whose characteristics are simultaneously 

geopolitical and reparative.  In excavating the way in which affective attachments and emotive 

discourses circulate, become normalized, and are mobilized politically, entrenched hierarchies, 

feelings and relationships may be unsettled, with the possibility (but only the possibility) that 

they be re-configured on new bases. 

In the everyday encounter between differentially positioned individuals, geopolitical 

discourses, relationships and understandings are (re)produced, negotiated and subject to change.  
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In the case of southern Arizona ranchers, such discourses have been mobilized to enact extreme 

anti-immigrant legislation, intended to target those whose bodies are invested with feelings of 

threat and insecurity.  Yet it is precisely this coding of threat onto bodies that has raised some of 

the largest objections to SB 1070 by civil rights organizations, who claim that the law cannot be 

enforced by police agencies without sanctioning racial profiling.79 

While Pain and Smith suggest that “[f]ear and hope are two sides of a single coin,” what kind of 

objects that hope may or may not be invested in and what kinds of action that investment may 

herald raise important political questions.80  Indeed, the desire for security, when mapped onto a 

nostalgia for the past, obfuscates many important questions concerning exactly how that past was 

constructed.  Similarly, when the state is invoked as a desirable object that might resolve a 

present impasse – that might usher a return to “normalcy” – we must also consider who is by 

extension excluded from that normalcy so desired.  It is, we suggest, in this discrepancy between 

who can and who cannot reasonably turn to institutional power as a recourse against threat or 

anxiety that many of the disparities of race and gender come to operate.  Border militarization 

and policies like SB 1070 are exemplary: among the primary victims of border-area violence, 

unauthorized migrants are also the target of this policing effort, exacerbating their marginality 

and its social consequences. 

Of course, it is possible to intervene in an affective landscape and the encounters that 

circulate therein, as some in Arizona have expressly worked to do.  To focus on border area 

ranchers, and on anti-immigrant activists more broadly, does an injustice to the breadth of 

voices, desires and agendas that currently condition everyday life and its geopolitical coordinates 

                                                 
79 See National Council of La Raza et. al., ‘Brief of Amici Curiae in State of Arizona, et. al. v. 
United States of America’ in the Supreme Court of the United States (2012). 
80 See L. Berlant, Cruel Optimism (Durham: Duke University Press 2011). 
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for residents of the borderlands.  Moreover, to focus only on anxiety or fear overlooks the many 

other emotional and political responses prompted by border militarization and SB 1070.  Among 

these are solidarity, anger, sorrow, courage and myriad other energies that attach to grassroots 

efforts to re-imagine and transform the relationships between variously positioned actors in 

present-day Arizona.81  The actors and narratives detailed above represent just one face of a 

multifaceted and contentious geopolitical landscape.  Our purpose has been to gesture to these 

coordinates in order to appreciate how formative they have become in shaping peoples’ political 

desires and geopolitical outcomes. 

Recognizing the significance of affective experiences and emotional discourses raises 

important questions for further inquiry. More scholarly work must be done to unravel the 

subjectivities that crystallize around specific affective registers.  Why do specific people become 

vectors for specific kinds of affects (e.g. trauma, paranoia, hate)?  How do specific affects and 

emotions aggregate to become hegemonic within a given narrative, or over a specific landscape?  

And how can a reading of emotion and affect alongside one another complicate and enrich our 

understanding of the embodied and everyday processes by which geopolitical controversies are 

performed?  It is these questions that have animated the present work, and we believe they 

remain salient for feminist thought and geopolitical inquiry. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
81 See G. Boyce and S. Launius, ‘Normalizing Noncompliance: Militarization and Resistance in 
Southern Arizona’, Bad Subjects 81 (2011) http://bad.eserver.org/issues/2011/81/boyce-
launius.htm; L. Fernandez and J. Olson, ‘To Live, Love, and Work Anywhere You Please: 
Arizona and the Struggle for Locomotion’, Contemporary Political Theory 10/3 (2011) p. 412-
19. 
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Introduction 

 In North America, and globally, the topics of immigration and immigration policy have 

become among the most polarizing fault lines of political struggle and debate. In the United 

States the state of Arizona has served as a laboratory for the implementation of federal and state 

anti-immigrant policy initiatives during much of the past two decades.  

Arizona serves as a model for other states and local governments adopting the Attrition 

Through Enforcement doctrine explicitly aimed at destabilizing and destroying the mechanisms 

for social reproduction of non-citizens, an approach largely congruent with federal immigration 

policies and practices. The intensification of immigration policing, surveillance, detention and 

removal has both altered the stakes involved in immigration struggles in significant ways and has 

generated a countervailing proliferation of activism and resistance by immigrants, their loved 

ones, and allies. Scholars have deployed a variety of frameworks to interpret and theorize these 

immigration struggles. Some have viewed the claims and tactics mobilized by undocumented 

immigrants as articulating a “cosmopolitan citizenship” or a “citizenship from below” – one that 

would portend a transformation in the content and qualities of citizenship through everyday “acts 

of citizenship” yet maintains the category of citizenship and the state violence it sustains (Isin, 

2002; Leitner and Ehrkamp, 2006; Gilbert-White, 2012; McNevin, 2012; Staeheli et al., 2012; 

Nyers, 2015; Oliveri, 2015). Others have instead focused on militating against the violence 

involved in the political geographies of exclusion that the state would police, identifying mobility 

as a privileged human and political activity and mobilizing a demand for “No Borders.” Yet a 

primary challenge identified by partisans of this latter framework is how to successfully translate 

this agenda into the concrete, material spaces of everyday life (see Anderson et al., 2009; 2012; 

Borderlands Autonomist Collective, 2012; Burridge, 2014). In this paper we argue that one 
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reason for this is No Borders advocates’ failure to theorize the implicit Manichaeism of their 

own demand. Drawing from the work of the late political scientist Joel Olson, we explore the 

ways that a Manichaean politics can provide a democratic alternative to the “acts of citizenship” 

framework by mobilizing an abolitionist agenda through the mundane spaces of everyday life. 

We proceed with this exploration by reflecting on two case studies of political and community 

mobilization in southern Arizona to combat state and federal anti-immigrant policing activities.  

As scholars and activists based in Tucson, AZ – and active participants in these campaigns – we 

build on auto-ethnographic reflections and interviews and focus groups with other participants to 

unpack the content, stakes and aspirations of each of these struggles, and explore how each 

might enrich the theoretical perspectives deployed by scholars. We argue that as immigration 

policing is increasingly focused on attacking the social reproduction of undocumented residents, 

and by extension the social and familial networks they are embedded in, that a Manichaean 

intervention becomes necessary to advance a radically democratic agenda. We conclude by 

proposing a methodological framework we call “community composition,” which would 

simultaneously attend to everyday geographies of belonging and exclusion while seeking to 

unsettle the normative categories that structure the nation-state. As both an intellectual agenda 

and a political methodology, then, we view “community composition” as a strategic lens through 

which to simultaneously assess and intervene in geographies of state violence and structural 

inequality, with Olson’s abolitionist Manichaeism presented here as one particularly promising 

technique for doing so. 
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A geography of immigration policing in southern Arizona 

 For more than a decade the State of Arizona has been at the forefront of popular debate in 

the United States over citizenship, policing, and who is to be a legitimate or rightful member of a 

broadly conceived public. Arizona’s status as a hotbed in the immigration debate began in the 

late 1990s when the U.S. Border Patrol’s “strategy of deterrence” pushed unauthorized trans-

border migration away from traditional crossing areas in California and Texas and into the 

remote southern Arizona desert (Nevins, 2002; Martinez et al., 2013). White supremacist 

vigilante groups quickly followed suit, moving operations to rural Cochise County, Arizona and 

attracting national media attention after their movement largely failed to gain traction in southern 

California (see Shapira, 2013). In this context of escalating boundary enforcement, 

militarization, and racially-charged vigilantism, Arizona also became a pioneer in what Monica 

Varsanyi (2010) calls “immigration policing through the backdoor”: state and municipal laws 

that indirectly target immigrant populations by denying undocumented people access to jobs, 

housing, business or driver’s licenses, social services, and other public benefits.  

 Guiding these Arizona laws is a policy doctrine called “Attrition Through Enforcement” 

(ATE). The ATE doctrine was first articulated in 2004 by Jessica Vaughn, a policy analyst with 

the Washington D.C.-based think tank Center for Immigration Studies.82 It was later taken up 

and spread by anti-immigrant political operative Kris Kobach and by public policy organizations 

like the American Legislative Exchange Council. 

 The premise of ATE is explicitly to render everyday life and social reproduction for 

noncitizen residents of a given jurisdiction so onerous that these individuals will of their own 

                                                 
82 It is worth mentioning that the Southern Poverty Law Center officially labels the Center for 
Immigration Studies a “nativist extremist group.” 
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volition leave and return to their country of origin. Vaughn and Kobach describe this outcome as 

“self-deportation.” Writes Kobach: 

 

The twelve to twenty million illegal aliens [sic] in the United States need not be rounded 
up and forcibly removed through direct government action. Illegal aliens can be 
encouraged to depart the United States on their own, through a concerted strategy of 
attrition through enforcement. Illegal aliens are rational decision makers. If the risks of 
detention or involuntary removal go up, and the probability of being able to obtain 
unauthorized employment goes down, then at some point, the only rational decision is to 
return home. (Kobach, 2008; 156)  

 

More than anything, ATE accomplishes its objective through fear. The vulnerability associated 

with everyday activities is instrumentalized and compounded by the possibility that any given 

social interaction could result in apprehension, incarceration, the seizure of assets, the imposition 

of bond, the placing of children into state custody, and finally deportation – an outcome that 

results in permanent separation from one’s home, job, family and other loved ones; or else the 

expensive, dangerous and laborious task of returning clandestinely across the border. 

 Between 2004-2010 Arizona voters and politicians implemented over 30 laws designed 

to disenfranchise Chican@, indigenous and immigrant residents and to render everyday life 

increasingly difficult for non-citizens and their families (see figure 1). Combined, these laws: 

prohibit ethnic studies curricula (and specifically Mexican American Studies) in public k-12 

schools; deny any social service assistance to undocumented residents or their children 

(regardless of whether or not the latter are eligible U.S. citizens); force all state-funded social 

service providers to act as immigration police by reporting anyone they suspect of being 

unlawfully present; ; make English the official language of the state of Arizona; mandate that all 

employers check all employees’ eligibility to work against a federal immigration database; make 

it a state crime to work without federal authorization; and authorize the state to use trespassing 
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and smuggling laws to criminally prosecute undocumented immigrants. Additionally voter 

propositions: prohibit bilingual public school instruction; deny undocumented individuals any 

damages as an outcome of civil litigation; deny in-state tuition and prohibit any type of public 

tuition assistance to undocumented youth.  

 Passed in 2010, Arizona’s notorious SB 1070 represented the capstone to this wave of 

anti-immigrant laws. The legislation, as written, required all law enforcement in the state to 

enforce federal immigration law at all times in the routine course of their work; rendered 

undocumented status a state crime (misdemeanor on first-offense, felony thereafter); rendered 

criminal such practices as occupying a public throughway while seeking employment (e.g., 

soliciting day labor); made it a crime for any noncitizen to fail to carry documentation 

confirming their legal status at all times; allowed law enforcement officers to arrest someone 

without a warrant if they have "probable cause" to believe the person has committed a 

“deportable” offense; required law enforcement to detain and question an individual if they had 

“reasonable suspicion” that the person is undocumented; and rendered it a crime to “harbor” or 

transport an undocumented immigrant, so long as one “knows or recklessly disregards the fact” 

that said individual is without status (ARS Ch. 113, 2010)83.  

 Section 1, Paragraph 1 of SB 1070 reads as follows: 

 
“The legislature declares that the intent of this act is to make attrition through 
enforcement the public policy of all state and local government agencies in Arizona. The 
provisions of this act are intended to work together to discourage and deter the unlawful 
entry and presence of aliens and economic activity by persons unlawfully present in the 
United States.” 

 

                                                 
83 Many of these provisions were ultimately ruled unconstitutional by the United States Supreme 
Court. But Section 2(b), the provision mandating that all municipal and state law enforcement 
enforce federal immigration law at all times was allowed to stand, and finally took effect on 
September 18, 2012, following the Supreme Court’s June 2012 ruling. 
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Beyond Arizona, the ATE doctrine has come to shape or be incorporated into a variety of state, 

county and municipal laws – including the business, residential and anti-day labor ordinances in 

Hazelton, PA and Prince Williams County, VA (Varsanyi, 2008; Fleury-Steiner and Longazel, 

2010; Theodore, 2011), as well as SB 1070 copycat laws in Alabama, Georgia, Indiana and Utah. 

And although ATE is not directly referenced in federal policy, the enabling condition of this 

doctrine is an aggressive expansion of federal immigration enforcement dating back to the mid-

1990s and accelerating after the events of September 11, 2001. In 2013 the combined budgets for 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement and Customs and Border Protection, the primary 

immigration-enforcement wings of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, exceeded the 

budgets of all other federal law enforcement combined (DHS, 2013). There has, simultaneously, 

been a merging of immigration and criminal law through programs like “Operation Streamline,” 

which redirect court infrastructure and prosecutorial resources to the criminal prosecution of 

what had previously been treated solely as administrative immigration violations (see Burridge, 

2011; Author 2 and Author 1, 2013; Meng, 2013). Finally, the U.S. federal government has 

expressly and rapidly encouraged the cooperation of state and local law enforcement agencies 

through programs like 287(g), Secure Communities, and the Priority Enforcement Program, 

which have trained and authorized non-federal law enforcement to scrutinize and report 

immigration violations during the course of routine police work (Coleman, 2009; 2012). All of 

these policies come to a head in areas like southern Arizona, where more than 4,300 U.S. Border 

Patrol agents are deployed, and where residents must contend with routine immigration 

checkpoints, roving stops and informal cooperation between border agents and local authorities 

(cf Lyall et al., 2015). The aforementioned laws, policy initiatives, and conditions have 

collectively led the annual volume of individuals apprehended and formally removed from the 
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United States to jump 260% in eleven years, from 165,168 in 2002 to 438,421 in 2013 (DHS, 

2013). 

 Of course, those targeted through these policies have not been passive victims, instead 

deploying a variety of organized and informal strategies to shape and disrupt these new 

geographies of policing and exclusion. In Arizona, this has involved community organizing, 

protest, litigation, and direct action tactics; among others. The passage of SB 1070 catalyzed a 

dramatic escalation of this resistance. From April through July 2010 hundreds of thousands of 

demonstrators marched in Arizona cities; national leaders and organizations called for boycotts 

of Arizona business and travel; and various civil disobedience campaigns took place, including 

blockades of downtown Phoenix and Tucson intersections, freeways, the state capitol and Sheriff 

Joe Arpaio’s Maricopa County Jail – disrupting business as usual and impeding the logistical 

operation of immigration sweeps.  

Citizenship and its discontents 

 Refusing a condition of vulnerability and exclusion based purely on formal citizenship 

status, many of the activities described above instead base their demands on how Arizona 

residents live – and the social, economic and community bonds that sustain this living. It may 

therefore be tempting to theorize this activity as mobilizing an alternative ethics of citizenship – 

one that seeks to destabilize the very boundaries of formal citizenship that the state would police. 

For example, Staeheli et al. (2012) use the actions and aspirations of undocumented residents of 

the United States as exemplary of their notion of “ordinary citizenship” – a concept that attends 

to everyday practices and experiences and that would make citizenship both “a general category 

and a contingent resource for political life” (628). Others, like Leitner and Ehrkamp (2006), view 

the political claims mobilized in immigration struggles through a framework of “dual” or 
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“cosmopolitan” citizenships corresponding to the multiple spatial and national affinities that 

transnational migrants might proclaim.  

 Others still have used “citizenship” to theorize the ways that migrant political 

subjectivities might be mobilized within working class, counter-hegemonic formations. For 

example, like Staeheli et al., Nyers (2015) draws from Isin’s “acts of citizenship” framework to 

theorize what he calls a migrant citizenship “from below.” This refers to “the political paradoxes 

that arise when people constitute themselves as political subjects, citizens, prior to being legally 

or discursively recognized as such by state authorities” (25). In the course of migrant labor 

struggles in Italy, Oliveri (2015: 500) similarly suggests that unauthorized migrants  

 

stopped appearing as mere victims of unlucky circumstances or unjust laws, and started to 
be seen as full political actors and members of the political community, even if not 
legally authorized. In conclusion, they anticipated an alternative regime of citizenship 
based essentially on conflictual practices and collective action rather than on a fixed 
differential status. (emphasis in the original) 

 

 Yet although the above work helpfully draws attention to the everyday and embodied 

dimensions of political practice and conflict, there are several philosophical, practical and 

empirical reasons why citizenship may not be the most appropriate concept for theorizing the 

stakes and composition of political struggles around status and mobility in places like 

contemporary Arizona. Most basically, of course, are the exclusionary dimensions that are 

immanent to its logic. As Olson (2004) observes, the concept of citizenship is simultaneously 

premised on principles of human equality (radical equality between citizens) and human 

inequality (radical inequality between citizens and non-citizens). As a foundation for human 

equality it is therefore, writes Taylor (2010), “designed to fail.”  
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 Thus, although substantive claims to citizenship are taken up by scholars as a means to 

undermine or open-up citizenship as a legal category, such a move may be misguided without 

critical attention to the new exclusionary bounds that are drawn in the process. This has been a 

prominent concern voiced by scholars studying contemporary immigration struggles. Escobar 

(2008) and Loyd and Burridge (2007) each comment on the ways that efforts among immigrant 

advocates to mobilize discourses of “good moral conduct” or “innocence” (as in the common 

U.S. pro-immigration reform mantra “we are not criminals”) fail to challenge criminalization as 

a political and legislative process in which categories of acts and people become liable for state 

sanction. At the same time, the effort to fold all political agency, claims and community into a 

framework of citizenship perhaps over-reads the normative aspirations of participants in 

immigration-based struggles, and overlooks the counterpart of the equality that citizenship 

would promise – namely, violence directed, enabled or condoned by state actors against a 

particular population precisely because these individuals are not citizens.  

 This violence is the express project of ATE, which seeks to reduce all social and political 

practices, interactions, relationships and possibilities to the question of formal citizenship status. 

For this reason, even if many millions of undocumented immigrants in the United States are able 

to remain in their homes, neighborhoods and communities through strategies and tactics that 

reduce their visibility to federal immigration authorities (Coutin, 2005; Author 1, 2012), under 

ATE these individuals nevertheless remain subject to extreme vulnerability and violence, 

resulting in great harm, suffering, and diminished conditions of social reproduction (e.g., the 

everyday activities and infrastructures required to sustain life and prepare individuals for formal, 

waged work – cf Meehan and Strauss, 2015). 
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 ‘Citizenship’ thus makes an awkward and problematic fit for the theorization and 

discussion of the content, stakes and aspirations of struggles around immigration in places like 

contemporary Arizona, because it places as normative and frames as extra-political that which 

precisely needs to be challenged politically. As observed by Fernandez and Olson (2011), there 

is a need for novel conceptual tools to describe the political subjectivities and communities 

emergent in and through this conjuncture. A “No Borders” framework, with its emphasis on 

human mobility and demands for ‘freedom of movement,’ has been floated by some as an 

alternative. Below, we examine this theoretical proposition and unpack some of its contradictions 

as well as its promise toward building a radical democratic composition of community.  

 

The promise, and perils, of a “No Borders” politics 

 “No Borders” – a political demand and an intellectual framework – has emerged 

organically from social movements in Europe, Palestine, North Africa, Australia and North 

America (Sharma, 2003; Walters, 2006; Gill, 2009; Borderlands Autonomist Collective, 2013). 

Its hallmarks are a philosophical rejection of the legitimacy of nation-state borders and migration 

controls; and a moral, political and practical opposition to the violence these entail.  

 A number of geographers have taken up a No Borders framework as a promising tool for 

interrogating contemporary migration regimes – a conversation that has featured prominently in 

this journal (see Bauder, 2003; Hiebert, 2003; Düvell, 2003; Samers, 2003. For a thorough 

review of this tendency, see Burridge, 2014; and for an examination of its articulation with calls 

for “open borders,” see Bauder, 2015).   

 To begin, a No Borders perspective challenges explicitly a belief in the state as a 

protector of the rights, safety or security of migrants, asylum seekers and others (see Loyd et al., 
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2012). Rather, it views the state as a purveyor of violence – as itself responsible for constructing 

migrant vulnerability, often through the very mechanisms and regimes of policing justified in the 

name of protecting human life (see Anderson et al., 2012; Burridge, 2014; Williams, 2015). But 

a No Borders framework goes further, demanding an uncompromising position that seeks to 

abolish rather than merely critique or “reform” these practices and institutions. Discussing 

migrant fatalities, Nevins (2003) for example asserts that “by not calling for an end to boundary 

enforcement as it relates to immigration or by legitimating such enforcement, [scholars] are 

resigning themselves to migrant deaths – albeit in smaller numbers than are currently occurring if 

what they advocate in terms of remedial measures were to be put in place” (172).  

 In advocating the abolition of borders and migration controls, then, a No Borders 

perspective implicitly demands a political horizon detached from the nation-state and its 

biopolitical-cum-geographic distribution of rights and community (see Bauder, 2003; Megoran, 

2005). For this reason a No Borders agenda articulates an alternative to “citizenship” as a 

normative framework animating the political, in two specific ways: First, it refuses “citizenship” 

as a qualifier of humanity, and thus an aspirational identity. Writes Burridge (2014):  

 

…it is necessary, then, as other No Borders advocates have noted, to step beyond state-
sanctioned methods of determining who is ‘legal’ and who is ‘illegal’ within nation-state 
boundaries and recognize that as long as boundary enforcement and immigration controls 
are seen as legitimate, abuses and deaths of non-citizens will continue. (80)  

 

But an additional point follows, rejecting the geographical scale and imaginary of the nation-

state as a starting point or necessary site of institutional redress for political aspirations and 

demands. 
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 Yet despite calls for “no borders as a practical politics” (Anderson et al., 2009; 2012; see 

also Borderlands Autonomist Collective, 2013), it is not immediately evident how, then, such a 

politics should be put into practice. To its critics, this marks the demand for “no borders” as 

hopelessly utopian, if not naïve. Historically, No Borders political movements have largely 

developed through periodic and spectacular protests during counter-summit mobilizations and 

international “no border” camps (Burridge, 2010, Rigby and Schlembach, 2013). Others have 

sought to advance a No Borders agenda through local acts of migrant solidarity, humanitarian 

assistance and efforts to prevent individual deportations, in places like southern Arizona, Bristol, 

Montreal and Calais, France (Burridge, 2009; Rygiel, 2011; Walia, 2013). Yet apart from the 

mobilization of a militant rhetoric, these do little to combat the structural and material migration 

controls that activists oppose (although cf Loyd et al., 2013).   

 Finally, as Purcell and Nevins (2005), Gill (2009), and Hiemstra (2010) each point out, it 

is not only – or even primarily – the nation-state that acts as an instrumental driver of racism, 

xenophobia or exclusion. Rather, these proliferate in communities and circulate through the 

mundane spaces of everyday life through a multiplicity of sites, actors and institutions. In 

rejecting the nation-state as a natural container for political redress or agency, a No Borders 

politics must simultaneously construct widespread and dispersed mechanisms that can respond in 

kind and challenge these more mundane and ubiquitous forms of exclusion.  

 However, even more fundamental a risk is that No Borders, as a political framework, 

contradicts its own condition of articulation. Like Shakespeare’s Iago (“I am not what I am”) or 

Russell’s famous mathematical paradox (“the set of all sets that are not members of 

themselves”), it stakes its philosophical ground on rejecting the very thing that it demands – an 

exclusion of exclusion, a border against borders. Yet in some cases, it is imperative to draw 
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boundaries in order to advance an agenda of radical democratic equality. To explore this further, 

we now turn to the work of the late political scientist Joel Olson, who mobilized a conception of 

the “political” informed by Carl Schmitt’s seminal binary between friend and enemy (see 

Schmitt, 1985) to examine the conditions under which an uncompromising, Manichean approach 

to politics might actually broaden, rather than constrict, the condition of human equality and the 

radical democratic composition of community.  

Olson’s abolitionist Manichaeism 

 There are several reasons why we turn to Olson at this juncture. Olson’s theoretical work 

pried at the contradictions shaping democratic citizenship within liberal settler states, 

highlighting the need for political identities and movements that concretely challenge and 

transcend the racial logics structuring modernity (Olson, 2004; 2009; 2014). We furthermore find 

inspiration in Olson’s insistence on the need for a practical, offensive politics against capitalism 

and white supremacy – particular in the context of the political conjuncture posed by ATE 

policies. 

 Olson posits as exemplary the American movement to abolish slavery, identifying in the 

work of abolitionist agitators like Garrison Wendell Phillips a fanatical approach to politics that 

Olson describes as “democratic Manichaeism” (Olson, 2009). Key to this approach was an effort 

to radically divide the public in two – those who would do everything in their power to end 

slavery and those who would condone it – and to refuse compromise between the two, with the 

goal of moving a ‘moderate’ or passive middle into the abolitionist camp. Olson’s Manichaeism 

is in marked opposition to liberal theories of democratic politics that would insist on 

compromise, pluralism, moderation or dialogue; and it also contrasts with those who would posit 
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“agonism” as a principle of democratic conduct (see Honig, 1993; Mouffe, 1999; 2000). Instead, 

Olson embraces antagonism. Discussing Phillips, he writes:  

 

The purpose… is not to deliberate in a reciprocal fashion or to turn enemies into 
adversaries. Rather, it is to forge a new public opinion, one that is abolitionist and 
antiracist, and through it to win the struggle between friends and enemies, slaves and 
masters, apostles of justice and traders in human flesh. Phillips does not talk to mend 
fences but to draw lines. (Olson, 2009; 90) 

 

 Thus, although Phillips’ is a polarizing politics, it is one intended to mobilize the public, 

as urgently as possible, to overturn a system of extreme violence and human inequality (chattel 

slavery). Olson’s Manichaeism, then, speaks to an antagonistic, fanatical model of political 

mobilization – but one expressly concerned with human equality as an animating principle. 

 Yet the danger, as Toscano (2014) observes, is that an embrace of fanaticism bleed into a 

kind of fundamentalism that would seek to monopolize the political. To distinguish the two, 

Olson posits a set of five principles. First is the question of ends – are the ends of a Manichean 

approach democratic, even if the means are extreme? Do they intend to broaden, or diminish, the 

goals of human equality and democratic participation? This is the first distinguishing feature to 

which a democratic fanatic aspires. Next, Olson insists on the imperative that one never 

demonize one’s enemy. Though one must be uncompromising in one’s principles, one must 

never resort to portraying one’s enemy as either monstrous or subhuman – both of which risk 

sowing moral and intellectual confusion. Third, one must allow – or even encourage – debate, 

dissent and political participation within one’s own ranks, even if the principles of enmity 

determining one’s ranks remain firm and absolute (writes Olson: “can the zealot, who like iron is 

of a piece and entirely consistent, nevertheless allow for tension, disagreement, and contest?” 

[Ciccariello-Maher, 2014a; n.p.]). Fourth, although the fanatic seeks to simplify a political 
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conflict, she does not seek to make this conflict totalizing. In other words, she does not seek to 

determine all dimensions of collective life according to a fanatical conviction. Finally, a 

democratic fanatic explicitly desires that one’s intransigence be momentary, or to realize 

conditions in which one’s zealotry no longer becomes necessary (in other words, to win). For 

Olson, it is these five principles that distinguish a democratic zealot like Wendell Phillips from a 

fundamentalist like Osama bin Laden or Timothy McVeigh. “It is this dynamic process” writes 

Ciccariello-Maher (2014b) “that makes possible, according to Olson’s slightly paradoxical 

formulation, a fanaticism that is both self-righteous and egalitarian, absolutist and democratic” 

(n.p.). 

 Olson’s ideas provide a framework for “No Borders” to transcend its own contradictions, 

explicitly embracing the radicalism and implicit Manichaeism of its principle demand. But it 

remains to find ways to materialize this in the mundane spaces of everyday life, such that a 

Manichean No Borders politics is capable of concretely intervening in the world to unravel the 

geographical distributions of rights, belonging and violence imposed by borders and their police. 

To explore this problem further, we now turn to several case studies from post-SB1070 Tucson, 

Arizona. 

 

We Reject Racism: Human Rights Respected Here 

 SB 1070 was signed into law on April 10, 2010. Given its profile, implications, and the 

racially charged atmosphere that accompanied its passage, it immediately began to have 

consequences that rippled across Arizona communities. A report by the University of Arizona’s 

Southwest Institute for Research on Women found that by mid-summer 2010 SB 1070 already 

“had many unforeseen consequences,” including leaving “young adults without their primary 
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caregivers, early teen marriages, stress- related health issues, declines in high school attendance 

and performance” and “increasing reluctance to contact the police,” among other issues (Lopez, 

2011; 2). Describing the feeling of many immigrant families, one individual stated: “[People] do 

not feel freedom to work, to go out, to eat—you’re scared to go out and eat! [Even when] you 

sleep, you feel like immigration [authorities] will be at the door” (ibid.; 9). 

 Arizona merchants with largely Latino clientele reported reductions in business as high as 

60 to 80% (Grinberg, 2010; Zeiger, 2010). According to one retired pastor, churches with largely 

Latino congregations reported dramatic declines in attendance (a popular Catholic Parish on the 

Southside of Tucson reported a 25 percent drop in mass attendance), leading clergy to organize 

an attempt to force the City Council to issue a moratorium on the bill’s enforcement from Friday 

evening through Sunday to protect residents wishing to attend services.84 

 One participant in a focus group of activists described their recollection of the 

atmosphere during this period as follows:  

 

The thing that I remember going on at this time, was that like, the impact on people that 
were connected to us felt like very immediate, real. And the risks felt like very 
heightened, and so I remember being in a meeting, and then getting a phone call that 
Norma’s85 dad had been detained, and then Melissa’s dad got [detained], you know like, 
like a whole bunch of people showed up, uhm, to try to respond to that. But there were 
things happening to people that we knew throughout the course of this time… I think that 
that that has to be noted because that was very much the feeling of urgency around the 
overall issue, was the impacts on the people that we had connections with.86 
 

 In the fall of 2009 members of two Tucson-based organizations - Tierra Y Libertad 

Organization (TYLO), a barrio-based Chicano youth collective on the Southside of Tucson that 

                                                 
84 Field note, May 2010 
85 All names referenced by research participants have been altered in order to protect 
confidentiality. 
86 Focus group comment, 2012 
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focuses on livelihood struggles, and No More Deaths (NMD), a humanitarian aid organization 

that works with migrants who have recently been repatriated or are currently in the process of 

crossing the border – began conversations with one another to strategize on how to collectively 

respond to HB 2008, the 2009 Arizona ATE law that forced state-funded health and social 

service providers to report anybody they suspect to be unlawfully present to federal immigration 

authorities, under penalty of criminal prosecution. By the spring of 2010 activists had surveyed 

and met with area clinics, agencies and other service providers to assemble a list of those who 

were privately funded and therefore exempt from the law, and who agreed that they would not 

contact immigration officials under any circumstances. This organizing effort provided the 

immediate basis for a coordinated organizing campaign almost as soon as SB 1070 passed into 

law.  

 The “We Reject Racism” (WRR) campaign was launched to forge relationships and 

disseminate strategies whereby Tucson residents could practically resist SB 1070 and its 

enabling geographies of policing. During the summer of 2010 Jenna Loyd spent several weeks 

with us, which informed her 2012 intervention in this journal (Loyd, 2012). As Loyd describes, 

WRR sought to intervene in the everyday public and semi-public spaces of the city of Tucson – 

homes, yards, streets, businesses, churches, and non-profit organizations. Throughout the 

summer of 2010 several dozen volunteers with TYLO and NMD engaged in coordinated, house-

by-house and business-by-business canvassing in neighborhoods throughout the city. Through 

one-on-one conversations participants asked homeowners, residents and shopkeepers to post a 

sign in their window stating “We Reject Racism: Human Rights Respected Here,” which would 

signal that police would not be allowed on their premises for the purpose of enforcing 

immigration law (e.g., except in emergency circumstances). Supporters of the campaign were 
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encouraged to patronize those businesses that had agreed to post a sign, and to boycott those who 

had not. Campaign participants also asked residents to join “protection networks” that would 

provide a neighborhood response to police activity in their vicinity, both in the actual moment of 

arrest (filming and documenting police activity) and in its aftermath (by constructing 

contingency plans for peoples’ children, homes and court logistics).  

 As Loyd (2012) discusses, important to the above strategy was outreach to non-targeted 

residents and areas of the city with a predominantly Anglo population, demanding that those 

residents who claimed to oppose the law do so publicly, and encouraging relationships of 

solidarity that would transcend previously-existing divisions of race, class, residential location 

and citizenship status. One campaign participant reflected on the sentiment behind this approach: 

 

“This is not a time for civil debate; this is a time for action. And you will either be a party 
to this law or you will speak out and act out against it and you have to choose. People in 
the community are going to know which way you choose. A lot of people responded 
favorably to that intervention.”87 

 

 As this organizer suggests, the campaign’s strategy generated a tremendous response. 

Between June and July 2010 more than 3,000 Tucson residents joined the WRR campaign, 

including at least 200 businesses comprised of restaurants, laundromats, car mechanic shops, 

bars, and grocers, among others (see figure 2). On July 27, 2010 an entire southside Tucson 

business district, “Plaza Azteca,” held a press conference to declare itself an anti-racist zone, in 

which it was announced that every shop in the plaza had agreed to join WRR. The control of 

business owners over semi-public space, and the proliferation of stores and services declaring 

noncompliance with SB 1070, gave residents safer locations where they could travel and take 

                                                 
87 Interview, May 2011 
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care of everyday needs, and gave all Tucson residents a constructive way to channel their 

economic activity, in sympathy with the national boycott campaign. 

 This also, of course, generated controversy – which itself attracted even greater attention to 

the WRR campaign and its goals. The Tucson business press featured hostile editorials and 

debates, with one local periodical describing the attitude of WRR campaigners as “bullying” and 

describing their tactics as “nothing short of the old-time extortionist protection racket” (Inside 

Tucson Business, 2010; see also Matas, 2010; Powers, 2010).  

 But the economic pressure generated by efforts like WRR, and the larger national boycott, 

proved critical. In the spring of 2011 Arizona Senate President Russell Pearce, the legislative 

sponsor of SB 1070 and a champion of ATE, introduced a slate of new bills that would have 

forced public schools to keep a register of undocumented students and report them to the state; 

required public hospitals to report on undocumented persons seeking treatment; and denied 

Arizona birth certificates to children born to non-citizen parents – effectively making an end run 

around the 14th ammendment to the United States constitution. In response to this, the Arizona 

Chamber of Commerce – usually a solid backer of the state’s Republican Party agenda – broke 

its silence on immigration policy, successfully lobbying swing legislators against passing any of 

these bills. Then in November of 2011 Russell Pearce was successfully recalled from office 

through a popular referendum. These two interventions effectively ended Arizona’s streak as a 

laboratory for new ATE policies.88 

 Although the United States Supreme Court overturned much of SB 1070 in June 2012, 

Section 2b, requiring law enforcement to check the papers of anyone who they have “reasonable 

suspicion” may be undocumented, was allowed to go into effect by US District Court judge 

                                                 
88 As of publication, not a single additional ATE policy has passed the Arizona legislature since 
2010’s SB 1070. 
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Susan Bolton on September 18, 2012. But the initial wave of organizing against the law 

continues to pay dividends. A coalition of protection networks continues to mobilize resources to 

support individuals detained by immigration authorities, and their families; Tucson has remained 

a hotbed of direct action tactics against local and federal immigration policing (Ingram, 2013; 

Woodhouse, 2013); through a series of successful efforts to stop the deportation of individuals 

detained by Tucson police, WRR evolved into “Keep Tucson Together” (KTT), a volunteer-run 

free community immigration clinic; and the KTT clinic, in turn, helped launch a wave of 

churches across the United States providing Sanctuary to protect individuals from immigration 

authorities and prevent their deportation. It is to this latter effort that we now turn.   

Sanctuary 

 On May 13, 2014 Daniel Neyoy Ruiz entered Sanctuary at Southside Presbyterian 

Church (SPC) in Tucson, AZ. In a classic case of SB 1070-type law enforcement, Ruiz had first 

been apprehended by immigration authorities following a routine traffic stop in 2011, and 

subsequently spent one month in detention and another three years fighting his case in 

immigration court. Daniel’s case was not reviewed for administrative closure—a discretionary 

measure available to US authorities to close low-priority cases like his—and he was ordered to 

be deported from the United States.  

 In welcoming Daniel to SPC, members of the congregation publicly announced that they 

would use the power of the church as a barrier to the state's ability to enforce his order of 

removal. Congregants also announced that they would continue to stand up to immigration 

authorities until ICE granted a stay of deportation that would ensure Daniel’s ability to remain in 

Tucson. 
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 For SPC’s congregants, the tactic of Sanctuary was far from novel. During the 1980s, 

SPC had been the first congregation in the United States to publicly declare itself a Sanctuary for 

refugees fleeing U.S.-sponsored right wing death squads in Central America. SPC’s actions were 

quickly emulated by hundreds of churches, mosques, and synagogues across the country, 

catalyzing an underground network of faith communities openly defying federal authorities 

(Coutin, 1993; Cunningham, 1995). The actions of these congregations tapped into a long 

tradition dating back to the medieval church's offer of shelter and protection to individuals 

fleeing civil authorities. Officially, the protection offered by these churches had no standing in 

U.S. law; rather, what these congregations leveraged was the threat of a public relations fallout 

should the government choose to violate the sanctity of religious grounds. But as the movement 

grew, it spread from religious institutions to cities, universities and other public and semi-public 

institutions, leading to “sanctuary city” ordinances and resolutions that remain in place three 

decades later in over 300 cities, states and counties across the United States (American 

Immigration Council, 2015). 

 Thus, when SPC once again declared itself a Sanctuary in May 2014, journalists and 

commentators immediately took notice. Other churches soon followed suite, with congregations 

in Tucson, Philadelphia, Denver, Phoenix, Austin, Atlanta, Chicago, and Portland, OR 

announcing Sanctuary for twelve separate individuals over the course of 2014 and 2015.89  

 We don’t wish to oversell the accomplishments of Sanctuary—Sanctuary has been turned 

to explicitly as a last-ditch effort only after individuals had exhausted all available appeals 

through the legal process; it only offers a mobilization of support and the promise of relief for 

individual cases—nor do we wish to ignore, as Bagelman (2013) suggests, the liminality of 

                                                 
89 For a full list of recent Sanctuary cases see http://www.sanctuary2015.org. 
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Sanctuary and its concomitant uncertainty and anxiety. Although Sanctuary is limited in its 

scope, what we wish to draw attention to here is the radical position taken by these congregations 

in defiance of federal immigration authorities, and how their uncompromising refusal to back 

down unless their demands were met catalyzed a growing network of support. 

 The case of Rosa Robles Loreto is exemplary. After 28 days in Sanctuary, immigration 

authorities backed down and granted Daniel Neyoy Ruiz a stay of removal. On August 7, 2014 

Rosa became the second individual to take Sanctuary at SPC. Like Daniel, Rosa was initially 

apprehended by immigration authorities through a routine traffic stop. But Rosa’s campaign 

played out much differently. Officials with Immigration and Customs Enforcement repeatedly 

stated they would not cancel Rosa’s order of removal, even as they declared they would not 

prioritize Rosa’s case for enforcement. For this reason, the campaign supporting Rosa dragged 

on for 15 months. 

 Critically, however, as the months wore on a larger and larger community congealed 

around Rosa. In part this was out of necessity – as a great deal of logistical support is required to 

provide the basic necessities for an individual living at a church, along with Rosa’s husband and 

children who spent weekends and holidays with her. In addition, there was the need for press and 

legal support, and to have individuals accompany Rosa at the church at all times in case 

immigration officials or others threatened to enter the church grounds. All of these demands, and 

the uncertainty of the outcome of the campaign, took a toll on Rosa and her most dedicated 

supporters. On the other hand, the longer Rosa’s case dragged out, the higher her profile in the 

local, national and international press, and the greater a groundswell of support mobilized around 

her. In September, 2014 both the Pima County Board of Supervisors and Tucson’s Mayor and 

Council passed resolutions declaring their official solidarity with Rosa, and demanding that the 
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federal government cancel her order of removal. Celebrities like Linda Ronstadt and Dolores 

Huerta spoke out publicly on her behalf. Daily prayer vigils were held by a rotating circuit of 

pastors and churches, bringing in a diverse cross-section of visitors from Tucson and throughout 

the United States. By the summer of 2015, volunteers had begun canvassing businesses and 

neighborhoods, and like the WRR campaign before it thousands of signs came to mark Tucson’s 

urban landscape, declaring “We Stand With Rosa – Keep Tucson Together” (figure 3). At least 

in principle, then, it was not only the grounds and congregation of the church that gave power 

and legitimacy to Rosa’s campaign, but a growing network of thousands of households and 

supporters across the region insisting that she be allowed to remain in the United States.  

 As of the time of writing, of the twelve individuals who've taken Sanctuary in churches 

across the United States in 2014 and 2015, ten have resulted in a favorable outcome. And on 

November 11, 2015, after 461 days in Sanctuary, Rosa Robles Loreto and her attorney finally 

announced they had reached an agreement with the U.S. government that would allow her to 

safely remain in the United States. Triumphantly, Rosa left Sanctuary at SPC, surrounded by 

hundreds of celebrating supporters.  

 

Discussion 

 Admittedly, there are considerable differences between the campaigns considered above. 

Sanctuary has emerged as a last-ditch, extraordinary tactic to stop deportation in individual cases 

when all other efforts using advocacy and legal channels have failed. WRR, on the other hand, 

was a much more generalized, offensive effort to transform the geography through which ATE 

policies could be enacted, using the fabric of the city as its canvass.  
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 However, there are several dynamics both efforts share in common. Here, we wish to 

highlight three. The first relates to conflict: echoing Olson’s Manichaean appeal, participants in 

both campaigns sought not to diminish or to contain conflict, but to escalate it – in order to make 

the law unenforceable. In the case of WRR, this involved broad intervention with households and 

business owners, demanding that they take sides in the controversy surrounding SB 1070 and 

withdraw their consent and cooperation with the law. In the case of Sanctuary, the conflict 

involves sheltering individuals with standing orders of removal, and daring federal authorities to 

violate the sanctity of the church.  

 Second, each campaign used conflict to catalyze a community around itself. In the case of 

WRR, this was an explicit objective – to unravel the geographies of belonging that the state 

would police through the dissemination of networks of active solidarity throughout the city that 

would transcend previously existing divisions of power, privilege and geography. In the case of 

Sanctuary, on the other hand, the articulation of community is a practical outcome of the 

tremendous effort required to sustain a position of defiance over a period lasting months on end.  

 Finally, and third, we see in both campaigns that it was the tactical appropriation of space 

– the ability to produce and control space and withdraw it from the reach of state authorities – 

that was critical to the mobilization of conflict, and its efficacy over time.  

 These three points converge to provide the basis for critically re-evaluating the discussion 

of citizenship, abolition and Manichaeism considered above. By way of conclusion, then, we 

seek to unpack our critique, and articulate an alternative framework we call “community 

composition,” which weaves these strands together. 
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Conclusion 

 In much of the United States, immigration policing continues to intensify. In those areas 

where it hasn’t, or where it has been rolled back, this is mostly due to grassroots social 

movements that have successfully pressured local and state jurisdictions to withdraw their 

cooperation from federal authorities (Varsanyi, 2010; Strunk and Leitner, 2013). Such activism 

is surely important. But in addition, we argue the need for political and methodological 

frameworks that attend to those non-state social and material networks that enable and condition 

peoples’ everyday practices of social reproduction.  

 This is especially critical given that it is precisely these social and material networks 

targeted by ATE policies, while SB 1070 – the apex ATE policy in Arizona – was specifically 

designed to impede and overturn successful local policy activism like that described in the 

paragraph above. It is imperative, then, that opposition movements assert alternative principles 

of belonging and exclusion detached from those that ATE would impose and find ways to 

materialize these principles in everyday life. Among other things, we insist that this requires 

abandoning “citizenship” as an aspirational framework for political identity or participation in 

community – precisely because it is citizenship as a qualifier of humanity that such a politics 

must contest.   

 Yet we also have argued that a No Borders framework, on its own, is not adequate as an 

alternative framework, because it fails to fully articulate the logic of its own formulation. One 

result is that much radical activism and scholarship comes to privilege “mobility” as an 

ontological driver of change (Mezzadra and Nielson, 2013; Scheel, 2013; Casas-Cortes et al., 

2015), or as a normative demand (e.g. “freedom of movement”) that aspires to the removal of 

material and political restrictions on human migration (see Bauder, 2003; Düvell, 2003; 
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Megoran, 2005; Gill, 2009; Burridge, 2009; 2014; Rygiel, 2011). While we find much to 

celebrate in these positions, the Manichaean approach we’re proposing would instead frame its 

demand fundamentally on an insistence on human equality, regardless of the biographical fact of 

one’s having migrated. In other words, rather than view the border as a reified object of 

contestation, or clandestine mobility as an axiomatic indicator of resistance, our approach would 

attack and dismantle the categories and conditions that make both mobility and borders 

politically meaningful. At stake is the question of community – its qualities and composition – 

and the question of what principles will define its boundaries. 

 We conclude, then, by proposing “community composition” as an intellectual and 

methodological framework for putting this abolitionist agenda into practice. Like the autonomist 

Marxist concept of “class composition” (a concept we view as complementary90), we conceive of 

“community composition” as both a research agenda and a political project that assesses how 

specific policies, practices, discourses, strategies and events affect the formation of community 

as a fluid and contested anchor of identity and belonging. Here, of course, we acknowledge 

Joseph’s (2002) critique of “community” as a trope saturated with utopian romance that is itself 

implicated in the reproduction of capitalism, hierarchy and exclusion. But to us, this is precisely 

the point – as Joseph writes, “[t]o invoke community is immediately to raise questions of 

belonging and power” (xxiii). It is the boundaries and qualities of community that are at stake in 

normative claims to belonging or exclusion – explicitly so, in the case of immigration policing. 

“Community” may thus be approached as an ongoing field – and stake – of struggle, rather than 

a reified object that would somehow pre-exist its conjuring or composition.  

                                                 
90 “Class composition” refers to the specific strengths and qualities of the working class at a 
given moment in the development of capitalism (see Bologna, 1972; Carpignano, 1975; Cleaver, 
2000). 
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 A “community composition” framework would suspend the deployment of any pre-

existing scale of analysis (including the nation-state) as a normative referent for struggles around 

immigration, instead viewing these as immanent to the various claims circulated by actors in 

these struggles and the ways these become embodied and materialized through the intimate 

geographies of everyday life. Simultaneously, we believe that Olson’s democratic Manichaeism 

provides particularly dynamic tools for orienting community away from normative claims to 

“citizenship” as a structuring principle. However, it remains to spatialize this politics in such a 

way that the antagonistic principles a Manichaean politics would articulate can simultaneously 

produce practical outcomes that proliferate throughout the social. As Staeheli (2008) reminds us, 

community is “much more than a social construction; community has dynamic, material realities 

that shape the ways in which it is both theorized and practiced” (32). For our purposes, then, 

“community composition” designates an abolitionist agenda that is expressly geographical in its 

empirical orientation and normative aspirations, even if, pace Olson, it refrains from any 

ambition to totalization or monopolization of political life (and, in this respect, is therefore 

wholly unlike the nation-state). 

 Yet although we are unsatisfied with the privileging of “mobility” in the articulation of 

this agenda, we conclude by insisting that another kind of movement is at stake. Specifically, the 

problematic opened up by the policy conjuncture embodied in ATE and an aggressive federal 

Homeland Security apparatus forces us as a society to move – the question being, in which 

direction? Unsettling the geographies of nation-state and citizenship, discussed above, is critical 

given the unprecedented contemporary effort to cement these categories through the mechanism 

of immigration policing. Attention to extra- and anti-state mobilizations allows for the 
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proliferation of alternative spatial imaginaries and practices that can transform the composition 

of community, and thus of our political horizons. 
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FIGURE 1. ATE BILLS ENACTED (OR “CHAPTERED”) IN ARIZONA STATE 
LEGISLATURE 2004-2010. EXCLUDING VOTER PETITIONS AND PROPOSED BILLS 
VETOED DURING THAT SAME TIME PERIOD. 
Year Bill Description 

2004 SB 1345 Prohibiting undocumented people ownership of firearms. 

2005 SB 1372 Local law enforcement empowered to enforce trafficking laws. 
2005 HB 2592 Prohibition of an AZ county building “work centers” which facilitate 

employment of undocumented people. 
2005 HB 2259 Immigration status factored into sentencing of an arrestee. 

2006 SB 1167 Making English AZ’s official language and requiring all government 
functions to be conducted in English. 

2006 HB 2448 Prohibiting undocumented people for receiving health benefits. 

2006 SB 1137 Prohibiting eligibility of undocumented people for “Comprehensive Care 
for the Elderly.” 

2007 SB 1157 Turn presence of undocumented people in AZ into criminal offense of 
trespass. 

2007 HB 2202 Establish division of adult education with Dept. of Education for teaching 
English to foreigners and the Americanization of participating parties. 

2007 HB 2779 Prohibits employers (with penalty) from knowingly hiring undocumented 
people and requires us of “Basic Pilot Program” to determine potential 
employee’s status. 

2007 HB 2391 Prohibits undocumented people from acquiring a liquor license.  

2007 SB 1291 Prohibits participation of undocumented people on the AZ Board of 
Appraisals. 

2007 HB 2016 Law enforcement allowed to detain undocumented people as material 
witnesses of a crime. 

2007 HB 2781 Allies Dept. of Corrections with Gang and Immigration Intelligence Team, 
with $10 million allocated to the latter. 

2007 HB 2787 Bail may be withheld for any arrestee that law enforcement has “probable 
cause” is an undocumented person. 

2007 SB 1265 Allowance for law enforcement to determine an arrestee’s citizenship 
status. 

2007 HB 2467 Requires proof of citizenship and/or legal status to receive public 
assistance. 

2008 HB 2403 Requires proof of citizenship for voter registration. 

2008 HB 2486 Changes definition of “prohibited possessor” further restricting who may 
own a firearm for hunting purposes to exclude undocumented people. 

2008 SB 1096 Appropriates $40.7 million for controversial English immersion programs 
in AZ. 

2008 HB 2745 Employers required to use E-verify to check status of potential employees. 

2008 HB 2842 Expands human trafficking to include use of property or “drop houses.” 
2009 SB 1188 Funds for ESL and immigration enforcement. 

2009 SB1001 Allocation of $10 million to Gang and Immigration Intelligence Team. 
(held in rules until 2nd special session, at which point it was enacted) 

2009 HB 2008 Specifies identification requirements to receive public benefits, and 
empowers health workers to aid in immigration enforcement. (held in rules 
until 3rd special session, at which point it was enacted) 

2009 HB 2426 Prohibits AZ involvement in RealID Act or Federal Western Hemisphere 
Travel Initiative. 

2009 HB 2306 Prohibits undocumented people from acquiring an AZ business license. 

2009 HB 2569 Increased penalties for human smuggling. 

2009 SB 1281 Expands the definitions of sex trafficking and forced labor. 
2010 SB 1282 Extends the definition of human smuggling. 

2010 HB 2281 Prohibits Ethnic Studies curriculum in public schools. 

2010 SB 1070 So-called “Support Our Law Enforcement and Safe Neighborhoods Act.” 

2010 HB 2162 Amendments to SB 1070 wording regarding “reasonable suspicion” as well 
as establishing punitive fines. 

 Source: Arizona State Legislature and National Conference of State Legislatures. 
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FIGURE 2: HOMES AND BUSINESSES IN TUCSON, ARIZONA DISPLAYING WE 
REJECT RACISM SIGNS. 
 

 

Photos courtesy of No More Deaths, Tierra y Libertad Organization.  
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FIGURE 3: ROSA ROBLES LORETO (CENTER) WITH SUPPORTERS OUTSIDE OF 
SOUTHSIDE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. 
 

 

Photo Credit: Brenda Limon. 
 


